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Preface

It was around the mid-nineties at the University of Twente, when Eric Klumperink had a 

wild idea: since popular analog basic circuits, like the differential pair, current mirror etc 

are all very simple, he wondered if we already know all possible simple circuits. Starting 

with two MOSFETs and resistors, he tried to figure out how many circuits he could 

generate. As a transistor usually acts as a voltage controlled current source, while resistors 

can also be modeled in that way, Eric decided to use voltage controlled current sources as 

building blocks and find two-port circuits with a non-zero transfer function. Using brains, 

graph theory, and a MAPLE computer program, he found them all: 145 circuit-graphs with 

two voltage controlled current sources. As each graph has several different transistor 

implementations, hundreds of transistor-resistor circuits are possible. He classified and 

analyzed circuits in his PhD thesis, finding some with "interesting" thermal noise 

cancellation, but concluded that it was not trivial to find the "really useful" ones. In 

december 1997, Federico Brucculeri accepted a PhD position, and his task was to find 

"really useful" circuits. He limited himself to wideband Low Noise Amplifers (LNAs) and 

wrote down the boundary conditions for these LNAs (like wideband gain, well-defined 

input impedances, etc). He then searched for graphs satisfying the conditions, limiting 

himself to two-transistor circuits. He found four wideband LNAs: two were known circuits 

and two were indeed new. Thanks to careful analysis, Federico discovered that one of the 

new LNAs outperformed the others, because part of the thermal noise of the input device 

was cancelled! This was verified by chip measurements, and received a best Poster Award 

at ESSCIRC 2000. This stimulated Federico to generalize the noise cancellation concept, 

resulting in a class of circuits where the noise of the input device is completely cancelled. 

That was the moment when we really got excited! A next IC implementation was 

fabricated, and measurements showed indeed that the thermal noise of the input transistor 

was completely cancelled. This circuit was presented at the ISSCC 2002 conference, and 

won the "IEEE 2002 ISSCC Jan van Vessem Outstanding European Paper Award". In my 

opinion this noise canceling technique creates a new degree of freedom in wide band 

amplifier design which may turn out to be very useful in future products.

Together with Eric Klumperink, it was a great pleasure to supervise, the PhD work of 

Federico. This book describes the PhD work and some of Eric's work. I hope you enjoy 

reading it. 

Prof. Bram Nauta, 

University of Twente
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Chapter 1 

Introduction

1.1 Introduction 

Over the last decade, the penetration of wired and wireless digital communication devices 

into the mass market has been very pervasive. In order to meet stringent market 

requirements, low-cost flexible digital-communication systems capable of high data-rates 

and increased functionality are desired [1]. From the point of view of the hardware, two 

important consequences can be identified. First, system-on-a-chip (SoC) integration 

intended as integration of electronic functions that are currently implemented with 

different IC process technologies is mandatory to reduce further manufacturing costs [1]. 

In this respect, driven by a reduction in minimum feature size of about 70% each 2 to 3 

years, MOS technologies are the most promising for SoC integration. Second, in contrast 

to circuit techniques exploiting the narrow-band nature of L-C resonant tanks, wide-band 

circuits are inherently suited to accommodate high data-rates and lend themselves to the 

realisation of flexible multi-functional communication systems.

In communication systems, electronic transmitter and receiver circuits transfer information 

to and from a communication medium (e.g.: air). The receiver side presents challenges, 

which are not present or are greatly relaxed for the transmitter. This is mainly due to the 

hostile nature of the communication channel, which results in a minimum detectable signal 

at the receiver input that can be as weak as a few Volts.  The receiver must be able to 

handle such a signal in order to guarantee a reliable quality of the information transfer. 

This ability of the receiver to detect a weak input signal (i.e. referred as its sensitivity) is 

fundamentally limited by the electrical noise present at its input. Specifically, for a given 

modulation scheme and after decoding (e.g.: de-spreading for systems using direct-

sequence spread-spectrum), a certain minimum signal-to-noise ratio SNR is required to 

achieve the desired bit error rate. Since electrical noise is a fundamental obstacle to the 

reception of weak signals, low-noise techniques are crucial for receiver design. 

This book deals with wide-band high-performance low-noise techniques that:

Exploit the intrinsically wide-band transconductance of MOSFETs and

are suitable to be implemented in low-cost highly integrated receiver architectures.
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In contrast to other techniques such as distributed amplification [2,3,4] and wide-band 

matching [5], this work focuses on circuit solutions that do not rely on the behaviour of 

coils or transmission lines in order to achieve a low-noise performance over a wide range 

of frequencies. Especially in the low GHz range, where most of the radio applications 

reside, integrated coils and transmission lines require a large chip-area. Moreover, their 

quality is lower for a low-cost standard CMOS process compared to other dedicated RF 

technologies like BiCMOS, Si/SiGe Bipolar and GaAs. Instead, this work focuses on 

circuit techniques that can achieve low-noise behaviour exploiting the wide-band nature of 

transistors and resistors, which are readily available in any CMOS technology.

Although the circuit techniques presented in this book are described for CMOS, they also 

can be applied for other technologies like BiCMOS, Bipolar and GaAs. 

Figure 1.1: Placing a Low-Noise Amplifier in front of a receiver to improve 

its sensitivity: a) w/o LNA, b) w noiseless LNA and c) w LNA noise 

included. All the quantities are in dB’s.
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1.2 Motivation

In the following, some argumentation concerning the motivations of this work is provided.

Need of a Low-Noise Amplifier

Figure 1.1 illustrates, in qualitative terms, the importance of placing a low-noise amplifier 

(LNA) in front of a receiving system characterised by a poor input sensitivity. For sake of 

simplicity, in the following discussion it will be assumed that a certain positive
I
 minimum 

SNR at the receiver input, SNRMIN, is required in order to obtain the desired bit error rate. 

Furthermore, the signal S, noise N and the gain G are all expressed in unit of dB’s.

In figure 1.1a, the minimum detectable signal, SIN, at the input of the receiver is below its 

input noise-floor, NRX. In this condition, signal reception is hampered because the input 

SNR is lower than the required SNRMIN. On the other hand, figures 1.1b-c show how 

signal reception is restored by placing in front to the receiver a low-noise amplifier (LNA) 

with proper noise and gain characteristics. In figure 1.1b, the signal at the receiver input, 

SIN+GLNA, is brought above the noise-floor NRX by choosing the gain of the LNA GLNA

large enough (i.e. such SNR=SIN+GLNA-NRX>SNRMIN holds). In other words, the receiver 

noise-floor referred to the input of the LNA, NRX-GLNA, is now properly small compared to 

SIN or NRX-GLNA<SIN-SNRMIN. In theory, GLNA can be chosen such that no significant RX 

noise can be referred at the input of the LNA
II
. Clearly, the provision of a sufficiently large 

forward gain is an essential LNA requirement. For a large GLNA, the noise added by the 

LNA itself almost entirely determines the noise-floor of the overall chain (i.e. LNA plus 

receiver) and so its sensitivity. This leads to the second fundamental requirement for the 

LNA: its (equivalent) input noise NLNA must be small to achieve the desired sensitivity 

(i.e. NLNA<SIN-SNRMIN holds). In this respect, the lower the LNA input noise NLNA, the 

higher is the ability to detect weak input signals. This has important practical 

consequences both at system and circuit level. For a given transmitter output power, a 

larger path-loss is tolerated (i.e., the receiver can be located at a longer distance from the 

transmitter). In turn, this means that the number of transmitters needed to cover a certain 

area is lower. Alternatively, a transmitter using less output power can accommodate the 

same distance from the receiver. From circuit-design point of view a lower NLNA relaxes 

the demand over the LNA gain and/or the noise generated in the following stages. Lower 

LNA gain means a smaller signal and so relaxes its linearity requirements for the 

                                                          
I
 In communication systems exploiting direct-sequence spread-spectrum techniques, the SNR at the 

antenna is allowed to be negative but above a system-dependent minimum, SNRMIN<0. The latter is 

required to guarantee a positive SNRMIN at the demodulator output after de-spreading. 
II
 The LNA gain is limited to some maximum value, for instance due to the non-linearity of the following stage. 
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following stage. From the above discussion, it follows that for radio applications requiring 

high-sensitivity, a LNA is always the first active block in the receiver chain. 

Need of a Wide Operation Bandwidth

Wide-band Low-Noise Amplifiers (LNAs) essentially built of transistors and resistors are 

commonly found in receiving systems where the ratio between the application bandwidth 

BW and its middle frequency
III

 BW/(fl+BW/2) can be as large as two, as shown in figure 

1.2. Examples are analogue cable (BW: 50-850MHz), satellite (BW: 950-2150MHz) and 

terrestrial (BW: 450-850MHz) digital video broadcasting. At these frequencies, parallel 

and series L-C tanks used as load and for source degeneration do not perform adequately 

over the bandwidth or integrated coils tend to be too large and so bulky. However, a wide-

band inductor-less LNA can alternatively replace multiple parallel LC-tuned LNAs 

traditionally employed in multi-band [6-11] and multi-mode [12] narrow-band receivers to 

accommodate more frequency bands once at the time or simultaneously, respectively. 

Figure 1.2: A wide-band signal spectrum spanning a bandwidth 

from fl to fl+BW with centre frequency, fl+BW/2, such that the 

ratio BW/(fl+BW/2) can be as large as 2 (i.e. for BW/2>>fl).

In this case, a wide-band LNA can save significant chip-area because integrated inductors 

typically are the most area consuming among on-chip components. Furthermore, a wide-

band LNA provides an increased flexibility of the front-end, a step-forward in the 

direction of a programmable software-defined radio. Finally, for multi-mode operation, the 

typically larger power dissipation of a wide-band amplifier is a minor issue because the 

sum of the power dissipations of the tuned LNAs is made available. This last point does 

not hold for a concurrent multi-band LNA design [13] because in this case a single active 

component is combined to a matching network with multiple-resonance covering the 

different frequency bands. Nevertheless, the quality factor of on-chip inductors, especially 

in MOS processes, limits the capability to accommodate contiguous frequency bands. 

                                                          
III

 This ratio is sometime referred as fractional bandwidth. 
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1.3 Outline

This work aims to investigate alternative wide-band low-noise circuit techniques suitable 

for low-cost high-performance integrated MOS receivers. This goal is pursued seeking a 

radically different design approach. Exploiting the fact that many elementary wide-band 

amplifiers exploit the wide-band transconductance of the MOS transistor to determine 

their performance, in chapter 2 all amplifiers that can be modelled as circuits with 2 

Voltage Controlled Current Source (VCCS) are generated in a systematic fashion. To do 

so, a methodology is exploited, which renders all 2VCCS wide-band amplifiers that can be 

found in a database containing all the potentially useful 2VCCS circuits, which was made 

available from previous work of Klumperink [14,15, appendix D]. This is done selecting 

into the 2VCCS database all two-port circuits having certain non-zero transmission 

parameters {A, B, C, D} according to a set of properly defined amplifier functional

requirements and given the source/load impedance. Limiting ourselves to the important 

case of elementary 2VCCS circuits exploiting 2 MOSFETs leads to 2 well-know and 2 

unknown wide-band amplifier circuits. In chapter 3, the small-signals and noise properties 

of the new wide-band amplifiers are analysed. The purpose is to compare their properties 

with that of known circuits. It will be shown that for one of the new amplifiers a useful 

noise cancellation mechanism occurs, which leads to superior noise performance for a 

given voltage gain, power dissipation and upon source impedance matching. This 

behaviour was verified through the design and the experimental measurements of a 

0.35 m 50 to 900MHz wide-band variable-gain LNA. Focusing on low-noise, chapter 4 

begins with a review of properties and limitations of commonly used MOS wide-band 

techniques. From the understanding of their fundamental properties and limitations, a 

novel wide-band low-noise technique is then proposed, which is an improved version of 

the noise cancellation mechanism described in chapter 3. By exploiting this noise 

cancellation technique, wide-band LNAs can be designed to provide an arbitrarily low NF 

upon source impedance matching without suffering from instability issues typical of 

commonly used wide-band amplifiers exploiting global negative feedback. The noise 

cancellation technique is then generalised to other two-port circuit implementations and its 

basic properties (i.e. simultaneous noise-power match, distortion cancellation and 

robustness to device parameter variations) and high-frequency limitations are analysed in. 

In chapter 5, the noise cancelling theory is validated through the design and experimental 

verification of a decade-bandwidth sub-2.4dB NF LNA in 0.25 m CMOS. Chapter 6 

presents conclusions and recommendations for further research.
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Chapter 2 

Systematic Generation of All Elementary 

Wide-Band Amplifiers 

2.1 Introduction 

Designers, generally conceive new amplifier circuits by exploiting their creativity, insight 

and experience. As this is a largely unstructured process, it is unlikely that all the useful 

amplifier alternatives are found. In contrast, this chapter describes a radically different 

approach that generates all potentially useful alternatives to well-known elementary wide-

band amplifiers like the common-gate and the common-source shunt-feedback stage. This 

is done by defining a methodology that generates systematically all the two-port amplifiers 

that can be modelled as circuits with 2 Voltage Controlled Current Sources (VCCS). 

Important reasons to exploit a VCCS as circuit generating element are: 

The small-signal operation of a MOSFET -in saturation- is essentially that of a linear 

VCCS element “I=g·V” with “g” equal to the device transconductance “gm”. This 

simplified model is valid for frequencies where the non quasi-static effects of the 

device are negligible [1]: up to tens of GHz for a deep sub-micron CMOS process.

Commonly used elementary amplifiers [2] such as the common gate, common drain 

and the common source shunt-feedback stages exploit the “gm” of a MOST to define 

their small-signal transfer properties like gain and port impedances. Their functional 

behaviour is adequately represented when regarding them as circuits with 1 VCCS or 

with 2 VCCSs (i.e. 1VCCS or 2VCCS circuits).

Several different transistor circuits are automatically covered because a 4-terminal 

VCCS plus extra interconnections can model any combinations of MOSFETs and 

resistors acting as a transconductor circuit as well as a simple resistor as illustrated in 

figure 2.1. 

Furthermore, at least 2 VCCSs are required in order to provide voltage (or current) gain 

larger than one. Next, as will become clear later in this chapter, the use of only 2VCCS 

means that the achievements of previous work can be directly exploited.
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.

Figure 2.1: A VCCS can model a single MOSFET, a single resistor or any transconductor circuit. 

2.2 The Systematic Generation Methodology 

As previously mentioned, the aim of this chapter is to find all the potentially useful 

alternatives to well-known elementary wideband amplifiers by generating systematically 

all the two-port amplifiers that can be seen as circuits with 2 VCCSs. In previous work of 

Klumperink [3,4,5], all the graphs of potentially useful two-port circuits built by the 

interconnection of 2 VCCSs were systematically generated, classified in terms of their 

properties and stored in a database: the 2VCCS graph database. This research starts from 

the fact that all the graphs of 2VCCS wideband amplifiers must be a sub-set of the 2VCCS 

database. In order to find them all, a systematic selection procedure will be described. In 

the next sub paragraph, the generation of the 2VCCS database and its properties are briefly 

reviewed. More details can be found in [3, 4, 5 and appendix D]. Following, the systematic 

selection of all the graphs of 2VCCS wideband amplifiers is described in detail. 

2.2.1 2VCCS graphs database: generation and properties [3, 4 and 5]

The flow chart in figure 2.2a describes the steps leading to the generation of the 2VCCS 

graph database. In facing the problem of how to generate all the topologies of two-port 

circuits with 2 VCCSs a complexity issue pops up immediately. Since a VCCS has 4 

terminals, a lot of circuits are possible interconnecting two of them (i.e. VCCSa and 

VCCSb). This is evident even if one considers the simple case of a two-port connected 

between a voltage source VS with impedance ZS and load impedance ZL (figure 2.2b).
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Figure 2.2: a) Flow chart describing the steps leading to the generation of the 2VCCS 

database b) A 2VCCS two-port circuit described by {A, B, C, D} parameters. The latter are a 

function of the transconductances ga and gb of the 2 VCCSs (i.e. VCCSa and VCCSb).

This issue was successfully solved [3, 4, 5] by considering that the connectivity 

among VCCSs can be efficiently studied representing the VCCS by a graph with a 

“V” and “I” branch as shown in figure 2.3a. The graphs of the source “S” and the load 

“L” are also shown. Graph theory could then be applied in order to generate 

systematically all the possible graphs of 2VCCS circuits avoiding to find the same one 

twice. This rendered 16000 2VCCS graphs! The small-signal properties of two-port 

circuits of these graphs were then analysed looking at their two-port parameters. To 

this purpose, {A, B, C, D} transmission parameters (see their definition in figure 2.2b) 

were preferred to other types of parameters because they are related to the transfers of 

a two-port: A=1/VoltageGain, B=1/Transconductance, C=1/Transimpedance and 

D=1/CurrentGain. If potentially useful 2VCCS graphs have at least one non-zero {A, 

B, C, D} parameter, we are left with only 145 graphs, which are stored in a database. 

Figure 2.3b gives an overview of the combinations of {A, B, C, D} parameters in the 

2VCCS database, revealing a great deal of cases. Possible expressions for the {A, B, 

C, D} parameters as a function of the transconductances ga and gb of the 2 VCCSs and 

the number of graphs are indicated. In the next paragraph, the information in figure 

2.3b will be used to select all graphs of wideband amplifiers in the 2VCCS database. 
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a)

CASE A B C D Nr.

{A} 1 0 0 0 3 

{B} 0 1/g1 0 0 37 

{D} 0 0 0 1 2 

{AB} 1 or g1/g2 1/g3 0 0 24 

{AD} 1 0 0 1 6 

{BC} 0 1/g1 g2 0 2 

{BD} 0 1/g1 0 1 or g2/g3 24 

{ABC} 1 or g1/g2 1/g3 g4 0 3 

{ABD} 1 or g1/g2 1/g3 0 1 or g4/g5 24

{ACD} 1 0 g1 1 9 

{BCD} 0 1/g1 g2 1 or g2/g3 4 

{ABCD} 1 or g1/g2 1/g3 g4 1 or g5/g6 7 

b)

Figure 2.3: a) The VCCS, the source VS and the load impedance ZL

represented via graphs: “V” and “I” branch for the VCCS, “S” branch 

for the source and a “L” branch for the load b) Combinations of {A, B, 

C, D} parameters available in the 2VCCS database. Parameter 

expressions as a function of ga and gb and number of graphs (Nr.) are 

shown.

2.3 Functional Selection of All Elementary Wide-Band Amplifiers 

This paragraph describes the basic idea exploited to select all the graphs of wideband 

amplifiers within the 2VCCS database. In general, the input impedance ZIN, output 

impedance ZOUT, forward voltage gain AVF and reverse voltage gain AVR of any linear two-

port circuit is a function of the two-port parameters, the source impedance ZS and the load 

impedance ZL. This is shown by the following two-port equations using {A, B, C, D} 

parameters:
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SOUT

IN
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BAZ

Z

V

V
A

ACZ

BDZ
Z

DCZ

BAZ
Z

      (2.1) 

Equations (2.1) show that ports impedance (i.e. ZIN, ZOUT) and gains (i.e. AVF and AVR) are 

univocally determined by the {A, B, C, D} parameters, ZS and ZL as shown in figure 2.4a.

Figure 2.4: a) {A, B, C, D} parameters plus ZS and ZL determine 

the two-port small-signal functionality. b) Graphs of 2VCCS 

wideband amplifiers are selected using the reverse reasoning: 

the desired amplifier functionality is traduced into constraints on 

the {A, B, C, D} parameters upon assigned ZS and ZL. These 

constraints are the criteria to select useful graphs within the 

2VCCS database. 

The procedure developed to select systematically all the graphs of 2VCCS wideband two-

port amplifiers exploit the reverse reasoning indicated in figure 2.4b. In this case, the 

behaviour of a wideband two-port amplifier is first defined in terms of proper functional

requirements, which are then translated into constraints for the {A, B, C, D} parameters of 

two-port circuits. To do so, equations (2.1) are exploited upon properly defined source and 

load impedance. The derived constraints are finally used as criteria to select graphs of 

wideband amplifiers in the 2VCCS database. This selection procedure has been 

implemented into the 4-step procedure described in the flowchart of figure 2.5. 
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Figure 2.5: Flowchart of the systematic selection of all the 

elementary two-port amplifiers. 

The procedure proceeds as follows: 

STEP1:Amplifier high-level functional requirements and source/load impedances 

suitable for highly integrated CMOS receivers are defined. 

STEP2:The information of STEP1 is translated into constraints for the {A, B, C, D} 

parameters of two-port amplifiers. 

STEP3:Graphs of two-port circuits that meet these constraints are selected within the 

2VCCS database. 

STEP4:MOS transistor circuits of the selected graphs are provided. 

In the next sections, the above steps are described. 

2.3.1 STEP1: Source/load impedance and functional requirements 

Source/load impedance and the amplifier functional requirements crucially determine the 

output of the generation methodology. For a wideband amplifier to be used in the receiver 

front-end of a modern communication system, the following assumptions about the source 

impedance ZS and load impedance ZL are made: 

The source impedance ZS is real: ZS=RS. This choice is motivated by the fact that the 

off-chip signal source represents either a coaxial cable terminated on its characteristic 

impedance or a discrete RF filter, which also provide a real output impedance (at least 

within a specified range of frequencies). Typical values of RS are 50  and 75 .

The load impedance ZL is capacitive: ZL=1/(j CL). This choice is dictated by the 

realization of highly integrated receivers exploiting architectures with a minimum 
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number of external components. In this respect, zero-IF and low-IF receivers are the 

most indicated solutions [6, 7]. In these architectures, the front-end amplifier is directly 

loaded by the following on-chip frequency mixer (i.e. the external image rejection filter 

is not required). In principle, the choice of the input impedance of the mixer is a degree 

of freedom. In practice, commonly used active mixer circuits (i.e. the so-called Gilbert-

type mixer) provide capacitive input impedance [6, 7].

The following requirements on the functionality of a wide-band amplifier are important: 

Gain. The amplifier must provide sufficient forward voltage gain: |AVF|>1. This is 

required in order to boost a weak input signal above the generally high input noise-

floor of the following frequency mixer. Moreover, the reverse gain AVR must be low 

enough to isolate the amplifier input from any undesired signal injected at its output. 

Source impedance matching. The amplifier input impedance must match the source 

impedance RS: ZIN=RS

IV
. Incorrect termination of a coaxial cable leads to signal 

reflections that can cause destructive interference at the amplifier input. Incorrect 

termination of the RF filter preceding the amplifier leads to alterations of its transfer 

characteristics such as in-band ripples (even notches) and poorer out-band attenuation 

[8]. Signal reflections and in-band ripples degrade the receiver sensitivity while poorer 

out-band attenuation leads to receiver overloading. 

Stability. The amplifier must be stable at all the frequencies and upon all operating 

conditions.  This includes (a) device parameter variations due to process-spread and 

temperature, (b) inaccurate or lacking modelling for the active devices, substrate 

underneath, IC package, and source/load impedances and (d) large signal operation. To 

cope with these issues, unconditional stability is typically required, which provides the 

safest degree of stability [9]. 

Frequency behaviour. The frequency response of an amplifier is assumed wide-band 

if its transfer functions are frequency-independent in [fl, fl+BW] and the ratio between 

the bandwidth BW and its middle frequency, BW/(fl+BW/2), can be as large as 2. 

A step-up 1:n transformer with a resistive output termination equal to n
2

RS meets the 

above requirements (i.e. ZIN=RS, AVF=n and AVR=1/n). However, transformers are not 

considered because they require a large area while their wide-band performance is 

typically poor, especially in CMOS processes, and anyhow at frequencies below one GHz. 

                                                          
IV

 A certain mismatch is tolerated. Typical values of | IN|=|(ZIN-RS)/(ZIN+RS)| are from –8dB to –10dB. 
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2.3.2 STEP2: Constraints on the two-port {A, B, C, D} parameters 

In this section, general constraints for the {A, B, C, D} parameters of two-port circuits are 

derived using the defined functional requirements and equations (2.1). Two types of 

constraints are distinguished: 1) on the allowed combinations of {A, B, C, D} parameters 

and 2) on the value of the non-zero {A, B, C, D} parameters.

Allowed combinations of {A, B, C, D} parameters. The two-port equations (2.1) suggest 

that not all the combinations of {A, B, C, D} parameters can be used to implement the 

functionality of a wideband amplifier. In table 2.1, expressions for the two-port input 

impedance ZIN and the forward gain AVF are given for all the combinations of {A, B, C, 

D} parameters. All two-ports with one non-zero transmission parameter and two-ports 

{AB} and {CD} are useless for our purposes because they render a ZIN that is either 0 or 

. For the remaining cases, further selection is done analysing the qualitative behaviour of 

ZIN and AVF versus frequency due to ZL=1/(j CL) as shown in figures 2.6a and 2.6b. For 

instance, two-ports {AD} and {BC} are useless as their ZIN is imaginary and strongly 

frequency-dependent through ZL (i.e. integrative and derivative frequency behaviour, see 

also table 2.1). For the remaining two-port cases {{AC}, {AB}, {BD}, {ABC}, {ABD}, 

{ACD}, {BCD}, {ABCD}}, a wide range of frequencies [fl, fl+BW] can be found in 

figure 2.6a, where a real ZIN can be made equal to RS.  However, cases {{BD}, {BCD}} 

are rejected because their gain AVF has an integrative response (figure 2.6b). Case {ABD} 

is rejected because it leads to conflicting demands on ZIN and AVF (i.e. from table 2.1, a 

wideband ZIN is requires |ZL·A|<<|B| while a wideband AVF requires |ZL·A|>>|B|).

Ultimately, wideband two-port amplifiers must have one of the following combinations of 

non-zero {A, B, C, D} parameters: {{AC}, {ABC}, {ACD}, {ABCD}}. Note as 

parameters “A” and “C” are always present. This is not surprising because a two-port with 

parameters {AC} represents the ideal model of the desired wideband amplifier: ZIN=A/C,

AVF=1/A, ZOUT=0 and AVR=0 (figure 2.7). In this respect, two-ports {{ABC}, {ACD}, 

{ABCD}} are just approximation of {AC}. 

Value of the non-zero {A, B, C, D} parameters. Constraints on the value of {A, B, C, 

D} parameters are found from the gain and stability requirements. Using equations (2.1), 

the gain AVF of a two-port circuit with load impedance ZL=1/(j CL) can be written as: 

,
A

1

BCjA

1
A

BAZ

Z
A

L

VF

L

L

VF
    (2.2) 

From (2.2), |AVF|>1 requires a transmission parameter “A” such that |A|<1 holds. 
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Case ZIN AVF ZOUT AVR USEFUL

{A}, {B},{AB} - - - NO 

{C}, {D},{CD} 0 - - - NO

{AC} A/C 1/A 0 0 YES 

{AD} ZL(A/D) 1/A - - NO 

{BC} (B/C)/ZL ZL/B - - NO 

{BD} B/D ZL/B - - NO 

{ABC} (A/C)+(B/C)/ZL 1/(A+B/ZL) B/(ZSC+A) -ZSC YES 

{ABD} (B/D)+ZL·(A/D) 1/(A+B/ZL) - - NO 

{ACD} (A/C)/(1+D/(ZLC)) 1/A ZS/(ZSC+A) A YES 

{BCD} B/(ZL·C+D) ZL/B - - NO 

{ABCD} (A+B/ZL)/(C+D/ZL) 1/(A+B/ZL) (ZSD+B)/(ZSC+A) (AD-BC)/(D+B/ZS) YES 

Table 2.1: Two-port transfer functions for different combinations of non-zero {A, B, C, D} 

transmission parameters (notation {BD} refers to two-ports parameters {0, B, 0, D}). 

Expressions that are not useful to the selection process are indicated by ‘-’.

a)

b)

Figure 2.6: Qualitative behaviour of ZIN a) and AVF b) versus frequency for 

ZL=1/(j CL) and for different combinations of non-zero {A, B, C, D} parameters. 
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Figure 2.7: A two-port circuit with parameters {A, 0, C, 0}. 

In RF and microwave amplifier design, it is a common practice to require the two-port 

stability to be unconditional [9]. The latter, means that the amplifier is stable for any value 

of the passive source and load terminations. Necessary and sufficient conditions for the 

unconditional stability of a linear two-port circuit are: 

Z0Zand0Z
LOUTIN

    (2.3-a) 

Where  is the real part of { }. Conditions (2.3a) are equivalent to [10]: 

Z0Zand0Z
L22IN

    (2.3-b) 

Where Z22 is the output impedance when the two-port input is left open. Relations (2.3b) 

can be rewritten in terms of {A, B, C, D} parameters as: 

Z0
C

D
Z

0
DCZ

BAZ
Z

L22

L

L

IN

      (2.4) 

It can be shown (see appendix A) that necessary and sufficient conditions to meet relations 

(2.4) are that all the {A, B, C, D} parameters must share the same sign.

We observe that the unconditional stability requirement constraints the product of the 

forward gain and the reverse gain, |AVFAVR|. The latter can be written as: 

R

B
D

A

BC
D

R

B
D

BCAD

BCjA

1
AA

SS

L

VRVF
    (2.5) 
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For ZIN A/C=RS and knowing that the {A, B, C, D} parameters must have the same sign, 

equation (2.5) yields the following inequality: 

1

R

B
D

R

B
D

AA

S

S

VRVF
     (2.6) 

Equation (2.6) says that the product of the forward and reverse gain of an unconditionally 

stable matched-input two-port amplifier is lower or equal than one. In practice, a condition 

more stringent than (2.6) may be desired because:

The amplifier can be considered unilateral, which means better stability [9] and lower 

leakage of the local oscillator signal to the amplifier input.

The sensitivity of the input impedance to variations of the load is lower.

An important remark is that the derived constraints on the {A, B, C, D} parameters were 

obtained without referring to the specific nature of the two-port circuit. This means that 

they identify wide-band amplifiers made by any other proper set of generating elements. 

2.3.3 STEP3: 2VCCS graphs database exploration 

In this section, graphs of wideband amplifiers are extracted from the 2VCCS database 

according to the previously defined constraints on the {A, B, C, D} parameters. The table 

in figure 2.3b provides all the combinations of non-zero {A, B, C, D} parameters that can 

be realized as 2VCCS two-port circuits. However, we are interested in graphs of 2VCCS 

circuits according to the allowed combinations and values of non-zero transmission 

parameters. This selection process is outlined in table 2.2. Starting from an initial set of 

145 2VCCS graphs (see appendix D), only 19 of these correspond to graphs of two-port 

cases: 3 {ABC}, 9 {ACD} and 7 {ABCD}. Notice that no graphs of two-port with 

parameters {AC} are available in the 2VCCS database. This presumably means that more 

than 2 VCCSs are needed to realise their functionality. The 19 graphs are then checked to 

verify if their {A, B, C, D} parameters can fulfil the gain and stability requirements. This 

possibility depends on the expression of the {A, B, C, D} parameters as a function of the 

transconductances ga and gb of the 2 VCCSs as indicated in table 2.2. For instance, all the 

9 graphs of {ACD} two-ports have A=1 (i.e. they provide no gain), so they are rejected. 

Among the remaining 10 graphs (i.e. 3 {ABC} and 7 {ABCD}), only 1 {ABC} and 3 
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{ABCD} graphs ultimately meet all the requirements. The latter are all the graphs of wide-

band two-port amplifiers in the 2VCCS database and they are shown in figure 2.8. In the 

next subparagraphs, their transistor level implementations will be discussed. 

2.3.4 STEP4: Transistor circuits implementation 

The transistor level implementation of the graphs of 2VCCS wideband amplifiers shown 

in figure 2.8 depends on the orientation of the “V” and “I” branch of the VCCS and their 

mutual interconnection [3, 4, and 5]. Figures 2.9 shows this dependence when the V” and 

“I” branch share the same orientation (i.e. both arrows point to or from the same 

connection node). A graph with no connection between its “V” and “I” branch corresponds 

to a general 4-terminal VCCS element with separate input and output ports (i.e. nodes 1, 2, 

3, and 4 are not connected). The latter can be implemented with a MOSFET differential 

pair (e.g.: n-type, p-type or complementary) or any 4-terminal transconductor circuit. If 

one connection exists between the “V” and “I” branch, a 3-terminal VCCS can be used. 

This can be implemented by a single MOSFET (either n-type or p-type depending on the 

arrow) or again with any 4 terminal transconductor with one of its terminals connected to 

one other (i.e. node 2 connected to 4). If the “V” and “I” branch are connected to each 

other at both ends, the 2-terminals VCCS can be implemented with a single resistor or a 

so-called diode-connected MOSFET. The orientation of the “V” and “I” branch also 

impacts the transistor implementation. For instance, reversing the orientation of both the 

“V” and “I” branch of a VCCS with 3 nodes its “g” is not changed while the transistor 

circuit changes from n-type to p-type or vice versa. 

Figure 2.8: All the graphs of 2VCCS wideband amplifiers: A1-A4 (The symbol S, I, L 

over the continuous line indicates the branch of the input voltage source, the output 

current source of the VCCS and the load impedance ZL respectively while the black 

arrows indicates the direction of the current). They are all based on the same KCL 

graph S+I+(I//L) described in [2,3,4] (i.e. + indicates the series connection between two 

branches while // a parallel one), with their “V” (i.e. the input voltage of the VCCS) 

branches connected to different pair of nodes (node 0: reference). 
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Table 2.2: Selection of all the graphs of wideband 2VCCS amplifiers (T.P. are {A, B, C, D}).
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Figure 2.9: Relations among graph, VCCS and MOST implementation (biasing not shown).

On the other hand, if the “V” or “I” branch is reversed, “g” is negative. In such case, a 

complex circuit is required even for a 2-terminal VCCS. However, this case does not occur 

for the graphs in figure 2.8. In figure 2.10, the graphs of the generated 2VCCS wide-band 

amplifiers are draw as 2VCCSs circuits. From this figure, the conclusions are: 

Since all the VCCSs have one or even two terminals in common between the “V” and 

“I” port, they can be implemented using a single MOSFET (either a n-type or p-type 

MOSFET biased in saturation) or with a resistor (i.e. 2-terminal VCCS). These 

elementary amplifier implementations are shown in figure 2.11, where a generalized 

symbol for the MOSFET with two back-to-back arrows is used in order to cover both 

the n-type and the p-type MOSFET options. This means that each topology in figure 10 

has 4 possible single-transistor circuit implementations: N-N, P-P, N-P and P-M where 

P indicate PMOS and N indicate NMOS. This corresponds to 16 different circuits. 

From figure 2.11, it can be seen that amplifiers A2 and A4 are well-known circuits: the 

common-gate and common-source shunt-feedback amplifier stages [6, 7]. The fact that 

well-known circuits are found using this generation methodology is not a surprise 

because all the wideband two-port amplifiers that can be modelled as circuits with 2 

VCCSs have been generated. In contrast, A1 and A3 are alternative wideband 

amplifiers, which to the best of our knowledge are new. In [11], a circuit topology 

resembling A1 is proposed as a low-voltage V-I and I-I converter. However, the role of 
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the input and output nodes was swapped, with the input signal injected into node 2 

instead of node 1 (see figure 2.11). 

According to the guidelines in figure 2.9, the 2VCCS amplifiers in figure 2.10 can be 

implemented at transistor level in a number of different ways, each of them with 

specific strong and weak points. This provides more design freedom, thus potentially 

enhancing the quality of the design. For instance, figure 2.12 shows the amplifiers A1 

and A3 where a differential pair (either n-type or p-type) replaces each VCCS. An 

advantage of these circuits is the absence of 2
nd

 order distortion due to the odd-

symmetry of the V-I transfer of the differential-pair. 

Figure 2.10: Implementations of A1-A4 using VCCS elements (biasing not shown). 

Figure 2.11: Implementation of A1-A4 with MOSFETs or resistors (biasing not shown). 

Figure 2.12: Amplifiers A1 and A3 with MOS differential pairs (biasing not shown).
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2.4 Conclusions 

In this chapter, alternatives to elementary wide-band amplifiers were investigated using a 

methodology that generates all the graphs of wide-band two-port amplifiers that can be 

seen as circuits with 2 VCCSs. This is done selecting from a previously generated graph 

database [3, 4, and 5] all the graphs of 2VCCS circuits that behave as wide-band 

amplifiers according to properly defined functional requirements and source/load 

impedance suitable for highly integrated receivers. This yielded 4 graphs of 2VCCS 

wideband amplifiers (figure 2.8). Examining the 2VCCS circuits in figure 2.10, it was 

found that: 

Replacing each VCCS element with a single MOSFET renders four elementary 2-

Transistor amplifiers. Two are well-known circuits (A2 and A4, figure 2.11) while the 

others (A1 and A3, figure 2.11) are believed to be -at the present time- novel wide-

band amplifier topologies. 

Alternative circuit implementations of these amplifiers involving more devices are also 

possible, each with specific strong and weak points. This provides the designer with an 

increased number of design options, thus potentially improving the design quality. 
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Chapter 3 

2-MOST Amplifiers: Analysis and Design

Figure 3.1: The 2-MOSFET wideband amplifiers generated systematically in chapter 2.

3.1 Introduction 

In chapter 2, all the wideband amplifiers that can be modelled as two-port circuits with 2 

VCCSs were generated systematically, yielding the 4 circuits in figure 2.10. Replacing 

each VCCS by a single n-type MOST, 2 well known (A2 and A4) and 2 novels (A1 and 

A3) wideband amplifiers were found, see also figure 3.1. These elementary amplifiers 

offer some advantages compared to implementations using complex VCCS circuit, as: 

A single MOSFET has a minimum number of nodes in the signal path so the amplifiers 

in figure 3.1 are more suitable for high frequencies.

They are power efficient. For instance, the gm/ID of a common-source MOSFET is 2 or 

4 times larger than for a differential pair. For equal gm, the differential pair uses 2 or 4 

times more power. 

They use a minimum of biasing sources. This leads to less parasitic capacitance and 

noise from the biasing circuitry is coupled into the signal path. 

In this chapter, important aspects of the performance of these 2-MOSFET amplifiers are 

analysed. The aim is to find out whether the new amplifiers A1 and A3 perform superiorly 

with respect to amplifiers A2 and A4. It will turn out that amplifier A3 has favourable 

properties with respect to its noise factor. This result will be confirmed by the design of a 

50-900MHz variable gain LNA in 0.35 m standard CMOS. 
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3.2 Modelling for Hand Calculations 

The aim of this paragraph is to establish the model equations that will be used for a first-

order comparison of the small-signal and noise performance of the amplifiers in figure 3.1. 

To this purpose, a MOST is modelled as a linear VCCS, I=g·V, with “g=gm”. By doing so, 

the MOSFET output conductance gd, body transconductance gmb, terminal capacitances 

Cxy as well as the load will be neglected. This is acceptable to estimate the in-band 

performance of these amplifiers, as:

By construction, their node impedance is determined by gm with gm>max{gmb, gd}.

By design, a relatively large gm will be required to operate at high frequencies and for 

low-noise as well, thus relation gm> ·max{Cxy, CL} holds.

For purpose of noise calculations, thermal noise associated to the conducting channel of 

the MOS is assumed to dominate. Its noise power spectral density is [1]: 

m0d

2

n
gNEFkT4gkT4

f

I
     (3.1) 

Where gd0 is the channel conductance for VDS=0 and  is a bias-dependent parameter. For 

a long-channel MOS in saturation, =2/3 and gd0=gm holds. For a deep sub-micron 

MOSFET, >2/3 and gd0>gm arise from the large electric field along the channel. Typical 

values of  are between 1 and 2 [2]. To simplify the analysis, equation (3.1) is rewritten in 

term of the gate-transconductance of the MOST, thereby allowing a straightforward 

evaluation of the Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SNR). The noise excess factor NEF= ·(gd0/gm)>

is then introduced to quantify the excess of noise current with respect to a resistor R=1/gm.

This model is valid also for a resistor R if gm=1/R and NEF=1. 

3.3 Two-port Noise Factor F

In this paragraph, the definition of noise factor F is reviewed, which will be used to 

compare the amplifiers of figure 3.1. The noise factor F of the two-ports in figure 3.2a 

driven by a signal source VS with internal resistance RS is defined, as [7, 11]: 

fRkT4

V
SNRand

SNR

SNR
F

SS

2

S

IN

OUT

IN
      (3.2) 

SNRIN and SNROUT are the Signal-to-Noise Ratio at the input and output of the two-port 

(expressed in dB, it is often referred as noise figure NF=10log10(F)). F is a measure of the 
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degradation of the SNR, which arises from noise within the two-port. For a noiseless two-

port, SNROUT=SNRIN and so F is 1 or NF=0dB, otherwise F is >1. 

a)

  b) 

Figure 3.2: A noisy two-port driven by a resistive source (a) and 

its noise model (b). 

Equation (3.2) is often rewritten as: 

SourcethetoduePowerNoiseOutput

PowerNoiseOutputTotal
F

In the above formulation, F is the ratio between the total noise power at the two-port 

output and the output noise power due only to the source. The output noise power is 

obtained integrating the spectral density over a range of frequencies that is relevant for the 

specific application. Alternatively, the noise power in 1Hz bandwidth can be used. In this 

case, F is often called spot noise factor. The use of one or the other definition is an 

application-dependent matter. For amplifiers where the signal lays in a relatively small 

bandwidth around a high carrier frequency, spot-F is the proper figure of merit (e.g.: RF L-

C tuned LNAs). On the other hand, when the frequency-dependence of the noise power 

spectral densities cannot be neglected over the desired bandwidth, then a noise factor 

definition based on the integrated noise power is the proper measure. This is for instance 

the case for the front-end (e.g.: LNA+MIXER) and the base-band amplifier of a zero-IF or 

low-IF receiver where 1/f noise of MOSFETs is presents. In this case, the average noise 

factor FAvg of the front-end can be expressed in terms of the spot F as follows: 
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With [f1, f1+BW] the signal bandwidth, f1/f the corner-frequency of the 1/f noise at the 

output of the front-end and AVF,TOT the gain from the source VS to the output, which is 

assumed frequency-independent. In the rest of this book, the spot noise figure will be used.
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Table 3.1: Alternative definitions of the noise factor F 

Table 3.1 shows equivalent definitions of F in terms of equivalent input noise voltage 

Vn,EQ,IN, noise resistance Rn,EQ,IN, noise temperature Tn,EQ,IN or by means of two generally 

correlated equivalent input noise sources in and vn according to the two-port noise model 

in figure 3.2b. Using definition (3.2) and table 3.1 one can note that: 

F is a ratio independent on the value of the input signal.

F depends on the value of two important parameters of the input source: the noise 

temperature TS and resistance RS. Therefore, F is meaningless and the F of different 

two-ports cannot be compared if TS and RS are not specified. To resolve this ambiguity 

the standard measurement procedure assumes TS=290K, while RS=50  is customary at 
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RF frequencies. Note as F calculated at a generic temperature TS can be obtained from 

F290 using F=T290·(F290-1)/TS+1 because the output noise due to the two-port is not 

affected by the temperature TS of the source. However, an analogous procedure to find 

F at a generic RS from F@RS=50  does not lead to a generally correct result because 

the two-port output noise depends on the value of RS. This dependence is clearly 

shown in table 3.1, looking at the expression of F in terms of the equivalent input noise 

sources in and vn. As RS varies, so does the two-port output noise because of the term 

in·RS. When in·RS<<vn holds, then F at a generic RS can be derived from F at RS=50 .

At RF frequencies, this is usually not the case. 

F is independent on the value of the noiseless load impedance ZL. The reason is that ZL

affects the signal as well as the noise transfers of the two-port in the same way
V
.

3.4 Amplifiers Performance Analysis 

We now compare the performance of the amplifiers in figure 3.1. As mentioned before, 

amplifiers A2 and A4 are rather common circuits while amplifiers A1 and A3 are not. 

However, a close look to these amplifiers reveals that A1 and A3 are related to A4 and A2 

respectively. In fact, amplifier A1 can be derived from A4 by connecting the gate of Ma to 

node “0”, while amplifier A3 can be derived from A2 by connecting the gate of Mb to the 

input node “1”. An important question now arises: Does this different interconnection of 

the gate terminal lead to circuits that also provide a better performance? In this section, we 

answer this question by looking at differences between their ZIN, ZOUT, AVF, AVR and F. 

3.4.1 Small-signal transfers: ZIN, ZOUT, AVF and AVR

Table 3.2 shows ZIN, ZOUT, AVF and AVR as a function of the transconductance ga and gb.

AMPL. ZIN ZOUT AVF AVR

A1 1/gb (1/ga)/(1+gbRS) -gb/ga gaRS

A2 1/ga 1/gb ga/gb 0 

A3 1/ga 1/gb 1+ga/gb 0 

A4 1/gb (RS+1/ga)/(1+gbRS) 1-gb/ga gaRS/(gaRS+1)

For ZIN=RS

A1 RS 1/(2ga) -1/(gaRS) -1/AVF

A2 RS 1/gb 1/(gbRS) 0* 

A3 RS 1/gb 1+1/(gbRS) 0* 

A4 RS  (RS+1/ga)/2 1-1/(gaRS) 1/(2-AVF)

Table 3.2: Transfers of the 2-MOSFET amplifiers in figure 3.1
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From this table, we observe that: 

A1 vs. A4. Both amplifiers exploit negative feedback to generate a well-defined input 

impedance ZIN=1/gb. For the same ga and gb, the forward gain AVF of A4 is somewhat 

lower. This is because for amplifier A4 a feed-forward path via Ma does exist (i.e. the 

diode connected Ma acts as a bilateral resistor), which superimposes the input signal 

VIN to -(gb/ga)·VIN at the output node. In contrast, this feed-forward path is prevented in 

A1 because the gate of Ma is connected to node “0”. The unilateral nature of Ma (i.e. 

gd=0) hampers that the input signal VIN propagates to the output through its drain. 

Furthermore, due to bilateral behaviour of Ma, ZOUT of A4 is also somewhat larger 

because RS loads its output node. From another point of view, the larger ZOUT of A4 

must be increased in order for both amplifiers A1 and A4 to provide equal gain AVF for 

ZIN=1/gb=RS. These results in a lower bandwidth for A4, provided A1 and A4 have the 

same output capacitance. The reverse gain AVR of A1 is -1/AVF for ZIN=RS, while AVR

of A4 is 1/(2-AVF).

A3 vs. A2. Both amplifiers provide well-defined input impedance ZIN=1/ga. Amplifier 

A3 is characterized by two signal paths connected in feed-forward to the output node: a 

path via the common gate stage Ma-Mb and the other via the source follower Mb. The 

latter path renders an extra +1 gain contribution for A3 provided both amplifiers use 

the same ga and gb. This means that in order for both amplifiers to provide equal gain 

AVF for ZIN=1/gb=RS, the output impedance of A2 is larger. Therefore, A3 is expected 

to exhibit somewhat higher bandwidth provided both amplifiers have the same output 

capacitance. Finally, both A3 and A2 provide good isolation as AVR=0
VI

.

3.4.2 Noise factor

Table 3.3 shows the expressions of the amplifiers F as a function of the gain AVF=

VOUT/VIN for ZIN=RS. From table 3.3 and the NF plots in figure 3.3, we observe that: 

For all amplifiers, F is limited by the term 1+NEF, e.g.: NF 4dB for NEF=1.5. This 

limitation is a direct consequence of the matching requirement ZIN=RS because upon 

ZIN=RS, the matching device to generate as much equivalent input noise as that of a 

resistance equal to RS·NEF.

                                                                                                                                                                                               
V
 This assumes that the load is linear time-invariant. 

VI
 The input device gd leads to AVR 0 for A3 and A2. At high frequency, AVR of A3 rises due to Cgs of Mb.
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For all amplifiers, except A3, F increases as the gain AVF drops to zero. This behaviour 

is rather common because the output noise power spectral density of the output device 

drops as 1/AVF, while the signal power at the output drops as 1/AVF

2
.

AMPLIFIER F  (for ZIN=RS)

A1 1+NEFb-4NEFa/AVF

A2 1+NEFa+4NEFb/AVF

A3 1+NEFa+4 NEF(AVF-1)/AVF

2
 and NEF=NEFb-NEFa

A4 1+NEFb(2-AVF)
2
/AVF

2
+4NEFa(1-AVF)/AVF

2

Table 3.3: F of the 2-MOSFET amplifiers in figure 3.1 for ZIN=RS.

Figure 3.3: The noise figure NF versus the gain |AVF| for ZIN=RS and 

NEFa= NEFb=NEF=1.5 ( NEF= NEFa-NEFb=0).

There are differences about the way amplifiers A1, A2, A3 and A4 approach the limit 

1+NEF. For instance, the F of A1 is lower than that of A4 for the same gain AVF and 

ZIN=RS. This can be explained in the following way. For A1 and A4, the output noise 

power due to the output device is equal to the noise power of an equivalent resistor 

NEF/ga. However, for a given AVF, A4 requires a value of ga that is lower than for A1 

(i.e. AVF=1-1/(gaRS) for A4 and AVF=-1/(gaRS) for A1). Therefore, the noise power 

generated by the output device is larger for A4, so F is larger too. An analogous 

conclusion holds when the output noise power due to the matching device is 

considered. In this case, half of the noise current of the input device flows into a 

resistor equal to RS+1/ga for A4 and equal to 1/ga for A1. For a given AVF, amplifier A4 
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requires a smaller “g” and so the output noise is larger. More interesting is the noise 

behaviour of amplifier A3. Its F is the lowest among the amplifiers in figure 3.1 and, it 

is constant as a function of AVF. Specifically, NF of A3 is more than 2dB lower than 

that of A2 (and A3) up to AVF=12dB, see figure 3.3. 

To understand the reason of such behaviour, the noise factor of amplifier A3 is now 

analysed in detail. The noise power spectral density at the output of amplifier A3 can be 

separated into the contribution of the matching device Ma and the output device Mb as: 
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From equation (3.3), for gb RS=1 (i.e. AVF=2) the output noise due to the matching device 

Ma is zero regardless the value of ga (i.e. the quality of the source impedance match). This 

suggests some kind of noise cancellation.

Figure 3.4: Cancelling of the output noise voltage due to the matching device noise current, In,a.

Figure 3.4 shows the path of the noise current outing from the input device Ma. Depending 

on the relation between the input impedance ZIN=1/ga and RS, a noise current (RS,ga) In,a=

In,a/(1+ga RS) flows out from Ma. This current leads to two fully correlated noise voltages 

RS (RS,ga) In,a and (RS,ga) In,a/gb respectively across RS and the gate-source terminals of 

Mb as shown in figure 3.4. Since the output noise voltage is the instantaneous difference 

between the previous noise voltages, Vn,OUT,a= (RS,ga) In,a (RS-1/gb), full output noise

cancellation occurs for gb RS=1. In such a case, F =1+NEFb is determined by the noise of 
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the load device Mb. Moreover, the voltage gain AVF is only 2 or 6dB. The possibility to 

cancel the noise current of a MOST was first discovered in a previous work of Klumperink 

for a different circuit [4]. For gbRS 1, full cancellation is prevented, so one would expect F 

to rise. For NEFa= NEFb=NEF and ZIN=RS equation (3.3) can be written as: 
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Equation (3.4) reveals that the amplifier output noise power is proportional to the product 

of the noise power of the source resistor RS time the square of the total gain AVF/2.

Recalling the first definition of F of table 3.1, one finds the following expression 

regardless the value of gb:
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This yields the gain-independent F shown in figure 3.3. Note that relation (3.5) strictly 

holds if conditions NEFa=NEFb=NEF and ZIN=1/ga=RS are fulfilled. In the next paragraph, 

a wide-band LNA exploiting the noise properties of amplifier A3 is presented.

3.5 Design Example: a 50-900MHz Variable Gain LNA

In this paragraph, the design of a wideband LNA intended for wideband applications such 

as TV cable modem is described [5, 6]. In this respect, the following specs are assigned: 

Bandwidth: e.g.: 50-900MHz driving an on-chip capacitive load CEXT=0.3pF.

Input impedance ZIN: 75 , with VSWRIN<2

Forward gain AVF: 12dB (max value).

Gain control: 4 discrete steps of 2dBs 

Noise Figure NF: <6dB. 

Reverse gain AVR: -20dB.

IIP3> +2dBm and IIP2> +22dBm [10] 

Wide-band amplifiers with tuneable gain are required in order to increase the front-end 

dynamic range and relax linearity and power requirements of the following frequency-
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mixer stage
VII

. Furthermore, when the level of interference rises for a given relatively 

weak desired signal, it is desirable to maintain a relatively low noise figure while 

decreasing the gain. This is not possible using for amplifiers A1, A2 and A4 in figure 3.1 

due to the noise contribution of the output device. In contrast, A3 offers the lowest 

NF=10log10(1+NEF), which is also gain independent. Therefore, it was selected for this 

design.

The complete schematic of a wideband LNA based on A3 is shown in figure 3.5a.

Figure 3.5: Wide-band LNA based on A3 (bond pad is used as load). 

Controlled gain AVF is obtained varying the width of the upper load device Mb. This is 

done, partitioning Mb into 3 devices Mb1, Mb2 and Mb3 with their gate, source and bulk 

terminals connected together, respectively. The drains of Mb2 and Mb3 are connected to the 

supply voltage via the p-type MOSFET control switches MD1 and MD2, which set the gain. 

When switches MD1 and MD2 are open, the small width of Mb1 provides the maximum 

gain. Conversely, minimum gain is obtained when all the switches are “on” and the 

effective width of the parallel of Mb1, Mb2 and Mb3 is about equal to that of Ma. Note that 

this position of the switches in series to the drain terminals prevents noise from the on-

resistance to be coupled into the signal path. The gate terminal of Mb1, Mb2 and Mb3 cannot 

be dc-coupled to the source of Ma. This problem is solved using ac-coupling via the high-

pass filter CB1-RB1 with a cut-off frequency fc=1/(2· ·CB1·RB1)<<50MHz. At “dc”, the 

combination of M4 and Ma and resistors RB2 and RB3 operate as a current mirror with a 

large gain. The amplifier supply current is then fixed by a small external current IBIAS. To 

guarantee the correct small-signal operation of the amplifier, capacitor CB2 shunts the gate 

                                                          
VII

 When the mixer linearity is the limiting factor, the front-end DR is maximized when the mixer is driven 

by an input signal maximising its S(N+D)R.
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of Ma to VSS. Moreover, resistor M3 further isolates the gate of Ma from undesired signals 

coupled into the biasing port. This biasing scheme is preferred to a simple solution with a 

current mirror because resistor RB1 can be rather linear, has a little parasitic capacitance 

and it is free from 1/f noise. Finally, CB1 and CB2 are implemented by MOST capacitors to 

save chip-area. In the next sub-paragraphs, the amplifier behaviour is analysed. 

3.5.1 Bandwidth 

Figure 3.6a shows the capacitances limiting the bandwidth of the amplifier: C1, CL and C2.

Table 3.4 shows the expressions of C1, C2, CL and the transconductance ga and gb.

                                     a)                                                             b) 

Figure 3.6: Amplifier model for high frequencies (a) and unilateral representation of C2 (b). 

C1 C2 CL ga gb

Cgs,a+Csb,a+2Csb,B1+CPAD Cgs,b CEXT+Cgd,a+Csb,b+Cdb,a gm,a+gmb,a i(gm,b,i+gmb,b,i)

Table 3.4: Expressions of the amplifier capacitance and transconductance 

Figure 3.7: Unilateral model of the amplifier in figure 3.6a.
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The unilateral model of C2 is shown in figure 3.6b. Substituting this model figure 3.6a, 

results in the circuit of figure 3.7 with no floating capacitors. This model is valid for 

<<gb(1+ga/gb)/C2 T,bAVF, where T,b=2 fT,b is the unity current-gain cut-off frequency 

of Mb. Since the peak fT of a 0.35 m MOST is in the order of 25GHz and AVF is at least 2, 

the previous relation is satisfied up to a few GHz. Expressions for REQ and CEQ are: 
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REQ and CEQ assume negative values because the gain AVF is positive. The bandwidth, 

BW, is now estimated using the method of the open time-constant [7]. For ZIN=1/ga=RS,

the following expression for BW is found: 
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Equation (3.7) can be rewritten as: 
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Substituting equations (3.6) into (3.8), one obtains: 
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Table 3.5 shows the relation between C2=Cgs,b and Cgs,a for different values of AVF.

AVF Cgs,b Cgs,b(AVF-1)

2  Wb Wa Cgs,a

3  Wb Wa/2 Cgs,a/2

N  Wb Wa/(N-1) Cgs,a/(N-1)

Cgs,a

Table 3.5: Capacitance values for different gains.
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According to table 3.5, equation (3.9) can be rewritten as: 

2

C
R

g

CC
2

1
BW

1,1

S

b

L2

     (3.10) 

Where C1,1 is equal to C1 minus Cgs,a. Equations (3.9) and (3.10) show that the negative 

CEQ pushes the input pole to higher frequencies, thereby increasing the bandwidth. For 

high gain (i.e. AVF>2 or 1/gb>RS), the first term of (3.10) mainly determines the bandwidth 

because C2+CL is larger than C1,1/4. At lower gain, both terms in (3.10) are relevant. 

Equation (3.10) shows that the bandwidth drops as the gain increases because C1,1 and CL

are roughly constant (i.e. the constant part of CL and CEXT dominates) and gd drops. 

The negative REQ raises some concerns about stability. According to figure 3.6a, the input 

admittance, YIN(s), is equal to: 

EQEQ

EQ

21aIN

CRs1

Cs
CCsg)s(Y     (3.11) 
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The real part of YIN( ) is equal to: 
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2
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2
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2
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2

aIN
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g)(Y      (3.13) 

A sufficient condition for stability is: {YIN( )} 0 . This leads to the condition: 
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EQ

2
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2

EQ
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EQ

2

a

C

C
1

gg

R

1

RC1

RC
maxg    (3.14) 

For ga=1/RS, gb 1/RS and CL/C2 1, equation (3.14) is satisfied. In practice, stability can be 

even better than what is showed by equation (3.14) because: 

The conductance 1/RB2 (see figure 3.6a) adds to the first term of equation (3.14). 
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Equation (3.14) holds for . At these frequencies, an oscillation is unlikely to start. 

A negative real part of the input impedance leads to instability only if larger than –RS.

3.5.2 Noise factor

The actual value of the noise factor is affected by a number of noise sources, which were 

not considered in the simplified analysis carried out previously. In the following, a more 

complete analysis of the noise factor is provided. This is done by splitting the analysis 

between low-medium and high operation frequencies.

For frequencies well below the –3dB bandwidth, the F of the amplifier in figure 3.5 is: 

)1F(FF
EXTRALNA

    (3.15) 

The noise factor F is obtained from table 3.3; while FEXTRA accounts for noise sources that 

have not been considered in F. Contributions to FEXTRA arise mainly from:

The distributed gate resistance of Ma and Mb and that of the substrate beneath.

The thermal noise from the biasing devices. 

The 1/f noise of Ma and Mb.

However, some of these noise sources can be made negligibly small. For instance, the 

distributed gate resistance of the MOST is small when the number of gate-fingers is large 

enough and the gate terminal contacted at both sides [4]. The resistance associated to the 

substrate beneath the MOSFETs can be significantly decreased using a large number of 

substrate contacts around the device and in between the gate fingers [7]. Proper layout for 

the input pad is also necessary in order to prevent noise from the substrate resistance being 

coupled to the amplifier input and output ports via the bond pads [8]. On the other hand, 

noise from the biasing devices and 1/f noise have a less negligible impact at these 

frequencies. Assuming ZIN=RS, RB2/RS>>1/2, RB1/RS>>AVF/2 and fc<<50MHz, FEXTRA is:

)1F(
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1

RA
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R

R
1F
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2
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2

S

2

VF

1B

2B

S

EXTRA
   (3.16) 

The first term of equation (3.16) represents the contribution of resistor RB2 when CB2

shunts the gate of Ma to VSS so that the noise contribution of M4, M3 and RB3 is 

negligible. This term can be made small for RB2>>RS. The second and the third term of 

equation (3.16) are due to the resistance RB1 of the high-pass filter and the 1/f noise of the 

MOSFET in the signal path. The contribution of RB1 to F is small when most of its noise 
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voltage drops across RB1 itself. This is ensured by choosing RB1 and CB1 such that 

RB1>>|1/(j· ·CB1) +RS/2| holds for f<fc<50MHz. A large RB1 OR a large CB1 can be used 

to this purpose. The term F1/f relates to the 1/f noise of Ma and Mb. Since minimum 

channel length is used to maximise speed and Ma/Mb have a low/moderate width, the 

output 1/f noise in the low MHz range can be substantial. In this respect, poly resistors for 

RB1 and RB2 instead of a MOST resistor and current source help to lower the 1/f noise.

At high frequencies, F increases because the amplifier parasitic capacitances cause the 

output signal power to drop faster than the noise power. To analyse this effect, the 

amplifier model of figure 3.6a is used, where the capacitance from the output node to 

ground is removed because irrelevant as far as the behaviour of F is concerned. For this 

circuit, the frequency-dependent noise factor for ZIN=RS and NEFa=NEFb=NEF is: 

2
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2

VF2

2

2

S

2

2
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21
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2

S

2

A
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CR1

A

1A
)CC2CAC(R1

NEF1F    (3.17)

Equation (3.17) shows how C1 and C2 degrade F with the frequency. The effect of these 

capacitances can be intuitively understood using the following reasoning. Consider 

initially the case C2=0. Capacitance C1 decreases the gain AVF as the frequency increases. 

However, C1 does not affect the output noise due to Mb. Therefore, the contribution of Mb

to F increases with the frequency. Let’s now analyse the contribution of Ma. Part of its 

noise current flows into the equivalent (complex) impedance RS//(1/(j· ·C1)). As the 

frequency increases, the noise voltage across RS//(1/(j· ·C1)) does not subtract perfectly to 

the noise voltage across the gate-source terminals of Mb. In fact, this creates a frequency 

zero z=1/(RSC1) in the transfer function, which increases the output noise (and so F) with 

the frequency. From another point of view, the presence of this zero can be seen observing 

that the output signal 0 for , while the output noise due to Ma is not (i.e. max for 

). For C2 0 the same conclusion holds, however, the increase of F with the 

frequency is lower because C2 renders a zero at z=-(ga+gb)/C2 in the signal transfer. 

3.6 Design 

The design of the amplifier in figure 3.5 is straightforward. Since Ma and Mb’s conduct 

the same current and minimum channel length is mandatory in order to minimise parasitic 

capacitances, three design parameters are left: Wa, Wb’s and VGS,a-VT0. If Wa and Wb’s are 
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fixed by the matching and gain requirements (i.e. ga=1/RS, gb=RS(AVF-1) and gm=gm(W,

VGS-VT0)), the only unknown is VGS,a-VT0. However, considerations concerning power, 

gain, F and linearity suggest the use of a relatively small VGS,a-VT0, because: 

For ZIN=RS, power dissipation P=VDDID=(VDD/RS)(ID/ga) drops as VGS,a-VT0 decreases. 

The gain AVF=1+(ga/ID)/(gb/ID) 1+(VGS,b-VT0)/(VGS,a-VT0) rises as (VGS,a-VT0) drops. 

Alternatively, given AVF the minimum supply voltage is lower if VGS,a-VTO is small. 

The contribution to F from the bias resistor RB2 is small if RB2 is large. This reduces the 

voltage headroom for the rest of the circuit. For a given gain AVF and VDD, the value of 

RB2 is the largest when (VGS,a-VT0) is small. 

Large VGS,a-VT0 is not necessarily needed to achieve good intercept points, IIP2 and 

IIP3. For AVF=2, Ma and Mb have equal size, bias current and similar drain source 

voltage. In this condition, the intercept points can be high because the non-linear V-I 

conversion performed by Ma is cascaded to a near-inverse non-linear I-V conversion 

of Mb. For gain values larger than 6dB, the previous non-linearity compensation holds 

to a lesser extent and the IIPs are expected to decrease.

ITEM VALUE 

Wa 120 m

Wb1, Wb2, Wb3 20 m, 20 m, 40 m

RB2 750

RB1 100K

CB1 2pF (220 m /2 m)

IBIAS 30 A

IDD 1.4mA 

VDD 3.3Volt 

Table 3.6: Sizing of the amplifier in figure 3.5

According to the previous considerations, the amplifier was designed in a standard 0.35 m

CMOS process. Table 3.6 shows design parameters obtained using VGS,a-VT0 220mV. A 

RB2=750  degrades NF of about 0.1dB compared to the case of an ideal current source, 

while keeping enough voltage headroom for the rest of the circuit. A large poly-silicon RB1

with a relatively small CB1 saves area and reduces the back-plate parasitic, which increases 

of F at high frequencies. Specifically, RB1=100K  and CB1=2pF (i.e. fc<1MHz) increase 

NF less than 0.2dB at 50MHz. Figure 3.8 shows the simulated max and min voltage gains 

AVF=VOUT/VIN and AVF,TOT=VOUT/VS versus frequency using MOS model 9. The max 

value of AVF is about 11.5dB with a bandwidth BW of 1.03GHz. The latter is close to 0.85 
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GHz estimated using equation (3.10). Figure 3.9 shows the simulated real part of the input 

impedance versus frequency. Its value remains positive for all the frequencies. Figure 3.10 

shows the simulated voltage standing wave ratio, VSWRIN, versus frequency. Its value 

degrades with the frequency due to the input capacitance. Nevertheless, it remains below 2 

up to 1GHz. Figure 3.11 shows the reverse gain AVR versus frequency. At lower 

frequency, input-output isolation is limited by the output conductance of Ma. At higher 

frequencies, the reverse gain increases due to the feed-forward path to the input through 

capacitance C2. AVR remains lower than -30dB up to 1GHz.

Figure 3.8: Simulated amplifier voltage gains AVF and AVF,TOT.

Figure 3.9: Simulated real part of the input impedance versus frequency.
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Figure 3.10: Simulated input voltage standing wave ratio versus frequency.

Figure 3.11: Simulated reverse gain AVR=20log10(VIN/VOUT) versus frequency.
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Figure 3.12: NF for RS=75  versus frequency (HC=Calculations; SIM=Simulations).

Figure 3.12 shows the simulated noise figure referred to RS=75  versus frequency for max 

and min gain. The noise figure is somewhat dependent on the gain with a maximum 

variation of about 0.45dB. This is because NEF is bias-dependent via  and gd0/gm and the 

input matching isn’t perfect. Nevertheless, the simplified analysis of F still captures the 

essential behaviour of the circuit. At lower frequencies, the noise figure degrades due to 

the small CB1 used in the high-pass filter. At higher frequencies, both simulation and hand 

calculations show a modest increase of NF. Equation (3.17) is also plotted in figure 3.12 

for a min gain, showing a good agreement with the simulation. This is expected because 

Ma and Mb experience about the same VGS and VDS, so NEFa NEFb holds. The hand-

calculated curve for C2=0 is also plotted, which overestimates the increase of F. 

The input-referred 2
nd

 and 3
rd

 order IM intercept points IIP2 and IIP3 have been simulated 

for two input tones located at (200MHz, 500MHz) and (450MHz, 500MHz), respectively. 

At minimum gain, IIP2 and IIP3 are +24dBm and +13.5dBm respectively. At maximum 

gain, IIP2 and IIP3 are +28.5dBm and +14dBm. These numbers are high if the gate-source 

voltage of Ma is not large. Furthermore, the IIPs do not change significantly with the gain. 

The compression performance of the amplifier, which is essentially limited by its class-A 

operation, is –6dBm and –4dBm at minimum and maximum gain respectively (i.e. desired 

signal at 200MHz). These values differ significantly from IIP3–9.6dB predicted from 

simple theory [7, 11]. 
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3.7 Measurements

Figure 3.13a shows the chip-photo of the wide-band CMOS LNA of figure 3.5. The LNA 

transfer functions AVF, AVR and VSWRIN were obtained from its [S]-parameters measured 

on-wafer. To do so, the [S]-parameters measured with respect to 50  were converted to a 

reference of 75  using well-know two-port formulas. For example, the LNA input 

reflection coefficient with respect to a reference impedance R1, IN,R1, is equal to: 

1R,22

1R,L1R,121R,21

1R,11

1IN

1IN

1R,IN
S1

SS
S

RZ

RZ
   (3.18)  

Where L,R1 is the load reflection coefficient. Equation (3.18) can be used to find the input 

reflection coefficient with respect to a reference impedance R2, IN,R2, as: 
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    (3.19) 

From equation (3.19) for R1=50  and R2=75 , VSWRIN,75 can be then calculated as: 

75,IN

75,IN

75,IN

1

1

VSWR      (3.20) 

With L,R1=1 as the load capacitance CL is absorbed into the LNA. In the following, the 

measured transfer functions AVF, AVR and VSWRIN are referred to 75 .

In figure 3.13b, the input voltage standing wave ratio VSWRIN is <1.6 up to 900 MHz and 

is marginally affected by the gain settings. Figure 3.14a and 3.14b show the forward gain 

and the reverse gain AVF and AVR versus frequency for different gain settings. AVF ranges 

from 6.2dB to 11dB, which is somewhat lower than expected from simulations. The worst-

case (i.e. at maximum gain) –3dB bandwidth is 950 MHz. This value is rather close to 

0.85GHz and 1.03GHz predicted from calculations and simulations respectively. The 

reverse gain AVR is < -30dB up to 900 MHz with a |AVRAVF|<-19 dB. According to 

simulations, AVR increases with the frequency due to the input-output capacitance. 
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a)

b)

Figure 3.13: LNA chip-photo (a) and measured VSWRIN versus frequency for different gains (b).

   a) 
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b)

Figure 3.14: Measured AVF (a) and AVR (b) versus frequency for different settings.

The amplifier NF was measured with the chip mounted on a PCB and connected to 75

transmission lines. In order to measure noise figure with a NF-meter (e.g.: HP8970B), a 

few problems were faced: 

1. The device under test (DUT) input/output impedance must be matched to 50 .

2. For maximum accuracy, DUT and meter must fulfil [10]: NFDUT+GDUT>5dB+NFMETER

where GDUT=RS[AVF/(RS+RIN)]
2
/ROUT is the available power gain of the DUT. 

3. The above issues must be resolved over a wide range of frequencies. 

The first point is of concern because the DUT input impedance is 75  while its output 

impedance can be as large as 240  at maximum gain! A microwave tuner was then placed 

behind the DUT to match its output impedance to 50  for each gain setting. On the other 

hand, it was decided not to use another tuner to match the DUT input to 50 , thereby 

measuring NF with respect to a 50  input source. This choice was motivated as follows: 

From simulations, the noise figure and its variations with respect to the forward voltage 

gain are somewhat larger (i.e. a few fraction of dB) for a 50  input source. 

The relatively modest input mismatch is expected to render a measurement error more 

than an order of magnitude smaller than the targeted NF value. Moreover, since the 

input mismatch is near the same for all the gain settings (i.e. |AVFAVR|<-19dB), the 

measurement error is also expected to be the same.

The second point is also crucial because the LNA has little available power gain, GDUT.

Even for GDUT=GTUNER=0dB, NFDUT=4dB and NFMETER=7dB, yields the impossible 
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condition 4dB>5dB+7dB=12dB! The problem was solved placing an external high-gain 

wide-band LNA (e.g.: Mini-Circuits ZFL-1000LN: NFTYP=2.9dB, BW=0.001-1GHz and 

GMIN=20dB) behind the tuner. In this case, the more favourable condition 20dB+4dB 

>12dB is obtained where, for simplicity, the NF of the external amplifier is neglected. The 

third point was solved measuring NF at fixed frequencies between 400 and 900 MHz due 

to the limitations of the tuner.

The LNA noise factor was measured using the set-up of figure 3.15. The automatic 

calibration of the NF-meter was used to correct for the contribution of the blocks 

following the post-amplifier (i.e. cable-2 and the meter itself). After noise calibration, Fm

read in the display refers to the 50  noise factor of the cascade of blocks between the 

reference planes (i.e. dashed lines). 

Figure 3.15: Block diagram of the set-up to measure the noise figure. 

The measured noise factor Fm can be written as [11]: 
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GG

1F

G

1F
FF     (3.21) 

where each F in equation (3.21) is referred to the output impedance of the previous stage 

and the G’s are available power gains. Equation (3.21) can be rewritten as: 
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Where FCABLE,1=1/GCABLE,1 and FTUNER=1/GTUNER were used. From (3.22), FDUT is:
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In order to determine FDUT, the noise figure FA of the post amplifier, the available gains 

GTUNER, GCABLE,1 and GDUT were measured separately. Following an analogous procedure, 

the LNA noise figure FLNA was obtained from FDUT after de-embedding the contribution of 

the PCB transmission lines. 

a)

b)

Figure 3.16: Measured NF vs. frequency for different gains (a) NF @500MHz 

versus AVF for the LNA of figure 3.5 and the derived CG amplifier (b).

The LNA noise figure is shown in figure 3.16a versus frequency for different gains. 

NF@50  varies between 4.3dB and 4.9dB, which exceeds somewhat the max variation 

found the simulated NF@75  in figure 3.12. The measured NF@75  and the simulated 
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NF@75  at 500MHz are shown in figure 3.16b versus the gain AVF. The simulated 

NF@75  of a common-gate (CG) amplifier is also shown. The latter has been obtained 

from the amplifier of figure 3.5 by connecting the gates of Mb1,2,3 to VDD (i.e. removing the 

path of the high-pass filter CB1-RB1) and resizing their W’s for the same gain steps. 

According to the expectations, the LNA in figure 3.5 provides about constant NF at least 

2dB better than that of the CG amplifier upon the same AVF, ZIN and power.

Figure 3.17a shows the extrapolated IIP2 and IIP3 at maximum gain. Figure 3.17b shows 

IIP2, IIP3 and 1dBCP versus the gain. These are rather close to the simulation results. A 

summary of the measurements at maximum gain is shown in table 3.7.

a)

a)

Figure 3.17: Measured IIP2 and IIP3 at maximum gain (a) and IIP2, IIP3 and 1dBCP vs. gain (b).
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PROPERTY VALUE 

|AVF=VOUT/VIN| 11 dB

-3dB BW 1-900MHz (CEXT=0.28pF)

|AVR=VIN/VOUT| < -30 dB up to 900 MHz 

VSWRIN < 1.6 up to 900 MHz 

IIP3   (input ref.) 14.7 dBm 

IIP2   (input ref.) 27.4 dBm 

ICP1 (input ref.) -6 dBm 

NF50  <4.4 dB

IDD @ VDD 1.5mA @ 3.3Volt 

Technology & Die area 0.35µm CMOS & 0.06 mm
2

Table 3.7: Summary of the LNA measurements at maximum gain 

3.8 Conclusions 

In this chapter, 2-MOSFET implementations of the wide-band amplifiers generated in 

chapter 2 were compared. Based on hand-calculations it was found that the newly found 

amplifier topologies A1 and A3 offer a superior noise factor and small-signal performance 

with respect to the well-known amplifiers A2 and A4 (see figure 3.1) because: 

For the same value of the device transconductance ga and gb, A1 provides a larger 

forward voltage gain compared to A4. Conversely, for the same AVF, CL and ZIN=RS,

A1 offers a somewhat larger bandwidth compared to A4. The same conclusions hold 

also for A3 with respect to A2. 

For ZIN=RS and same voltage forward gain, the noise factor of A1 is lower than that of 

A4 due to its lower output noise power. However, A3 showed the lowest noise factor 

equal to 1+NEF among the considered amplifier that is constant as a function of the 

gain. Specifically, the NF is at least 2dB lower than that of the other amplifiers upon 

the same gain, ZIN=RS and power dissipation. This behaviour is due to a cancellation 

mechanism for the output noise due to the matching device. Because of its superior 

noise performance, the new amplifier A3 was chosen to design a 50-900MHz variable-

gain LNA in 0.35µm standard CMOS. Prototype measurements confirmed a NF 

between 4.3dB and 4.9dB (versus gain) at least 2dB better than that of the other 

amplifiers for the same ZIN, gain AVF and power. 

Finally the results achieved in this chapter proves that the systematic generation 

methodology can lead to new circuit topologies of wide-band amplifiers that also have 

superior performance with respect to existing solutions. 
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Chapter 4 

Wide-Band Low-Noise Techniques 

4.1 Introduction 

In chapter 2, all the wide-band two-port amplifiers that can be modelled as circuits with 2 

voltage controlled current sources were generated systematically. In chapter 3, elementary 

implementations of these amplifiers using 2 MOSTs were studied. From their analysis, a 

noise cancellation mechanism was discovered, which lead to the design of a wide-band 

variable-gain amplifier with a lower noise figure for the same gain and power compared to 

known elementary circuits. In this chapter, traditional wide-band low-noise techniques 

suitable for monolithic integration are reviewed and their noise properties and limitations 

highlighted. Finally, a novel low-noise technique is proposed as alternative to the 

aforementioned approaches.

Along this chapter, unless otherwise stated, three assumptions will be extensively 

exploited to simplify the (small-signal) analysis of amplifiers, yet capturing their essential 

behaviour:

The MOST is modelled as an ideal Voltage Controlled Current Source (VCCS). 

Biasing is done by means of ideal voltage and current sources, thus only the behaviour 

of the devices in the signal path is considered. 

Thermal noise associated to the conductive channel of the MOST or a resistor is 

assumed the dominant source of noise. 

4.2 Noise Factor Considerations

In this paragraph, the (spot) noise factor F of a wide-band amplifier is analysed in terms of 

the contributions due to its internal devices. The aim is to gain insight about what device 

limits the noise performance of the amplifier and how this limitation does occur. To this 

purpose, F is regarded as the ratio between the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) at the amplifier 

input and output ports. Reasoning in terms of SNR is preferred to other equivalent 

formulations (e.g.: see chapter 3) because it highlights a major concern in the design of a 

receiver: to guarantee a certain minimum SNR when handling the weakest input signal.
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a) b)

Figure 4.1: a) Two-port model of a single-ended (SE) wide-band amplifier built using MOSFETs 

and resistors b) Balanced amplifier using two identical separable SE two-port amplifiers.

Consider the two-port wide-band amplifier in figure 4.1a, which is built using M devices 

like MOSTs and resistors. Its noise factor F can be written as: 

M

1k

k,OUTS,OUT

OUT

IN

OUT

IN

NN

S

SNR

SNR

SNR
F    (4.1a) 

Where NOUT,S and NOUT,k are noise powers at the output of the two-port due to the source 

and the ‘k-th’ device respectively. The SNR at the input of the two-port, SNRIN, is equal to 

the SNR of the input source VS, SNRS=VS

2
/(4kT·RS f). Equation (4.1a) can be written as:
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1F     (4.1b) 

where SNROUT,k=SOUT/NOUT,k is the SNR at the output of the two-port when only the noise 

of the ‘k-th’ device is active. Equation (4.1b) yields to another expression of F: 
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k,OUT

M

1k S,OUT

k,OUT

AN

N
1

N

N
1F     (4.1c) 

where AVF,TOT=VOUT/VS is the total voltage gain and NIN,S is the noise generated by the 

source resistor, RS. Both equations (4.1b) and (4.1c) can be written as follows: 
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M

1k

k
EF1F       (4.2a) 

2

TOT,VFS,IN

k,OUT

k,OUT

IN

k

AN

N

SNR

SNR
EF    (4.2b) 

Above, the excess noise factor, EFk, is introduced in order to quantify the degradation of F 

due to noise generated by the ‘k-th’ device. From these equations, the following important 

considerations are derived: 

F is determined by the sum of the excess noise factor EFk of each device. For instance, 

a noiseless amplifier (i.e. F=1) requires EFk=0 for any k=1…M. 

For a noisy amplifier, values of F below 2 (i.e. NF<3dB) lead to the condition EFk<1

k=1…M or equivalently:

o SNROUT,k>SNRIN  k=1…M  or

o NOUT,k<NOUT,S  k=1…M. 

This means that if (at least) one device “k” exists such EFk is larger than one, then F is 

always larger than 2 (i.e. F>1+EFk must hold). 

The same conclusions can be extended to a balanced amplifier made using two equal and 

distinct single-ended (SE) two-port amplifiers driven by two signal sources in anti-phase 

and equal amplitude (Figure 4.1b). Also in this case, an expression of F analogous to 

(4.1b), (4.1c), (4.2a) and (4.2b) can be found using the following substitutions: 

k,Dk

S,D,OUT

k,D,OUT

S,OUT

k,OUT

D,OUT

D,IN

OUT

IN

DD,SS
EF2EF;

N

N

N

N
;

SNR

SNR

SNR

SNR
;FF;RR

where the subscript ‘D’ refers to a differential quantity and the factor 2 is due to the fact 

that the number of devices (in the signal path) is doubled. Although a balanced amplifier 

contains two times the number of noise sources, its FD referred to a differential source 

resistance RS,D=2·RS is equal to the F of its constituting SE amplifier when referred to 

RS

VIII
. This is because the two times larger output noise due to the balanced amplifier is 

compensated by a two times larger output noise due to the source (i.e. RS,D=2·RS).

However, the balanced LNA consumes twice as much power than its SE version.

                                                          
VIII

 Noise of the biasing circuitry that appears as a common mode signal at the output of the balanced LNA 

increases the F of its single-ended part stand-alone. This noise contribution is considered negligible. 
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Figure 4.2: Elementary wide-band LNAs (biasing not shown): a) CS stage 

plus resistive termination (CST), b) CG stage, c) CS shunt feedback stage 

(CSSF) and d) amplifier A1 (“i” and “o” refer to the input and output devices). 

4.3 F to Impedance Matching Trade-off in Elementary Wide-band LNAs

In this paragraph, limitations to the noise factor of known elementary wide-band LNAs are 

discussed. Figure 4.2 shows some examples of elementary amplifiers: the common source 

stage with resistive input termination (CST, a), the common gate stage (CG, b), the CS 

shunt-feedback stage (CSSF, c) and amplifier A1 presented in chapter 3 (d). According to 

equation (4.2), limitations to the noise factor are tied to their device EFk. However, not all 

the devices affect F in the same fashion. For these amplifiers, two types of devices are 

distinguished. The device determining the input impedance OR the V-I conversion (i.e. 

input device, indicated with ‘i’) and the device providing the impedance transformation 

(i.e. output device, indicated with ‘o’) necessary for a voltage gain larger than one. Table 

4.1 shows EFi and EFo as a function of gm,iRS, RS/Ri and the total gain AVF,TOT= VOUT/VS.

LNA AVF,TOT EFI EFo

a -gm,iRo/(1+RS/Ri)
RS/Ri

NEF·(1+RS/Ri)
2
/(gm,iRS)

-(1+RS/Ri)/(gmiRSAVF,TOT)

b gm,iRo/(1+gmiRS) NEF/(gm,iRS) (1+gm,iRS)/(gmiRSAVF,TOT)

c (1-gm,iRo)/(1+gmiRS) (NEF/(gm,iRS))·(1-AVF,TOT)
2
/AVF,TOT

2
(1-(1+gmiRS)AVF,TOT))/(gmiRSAVF,TOT

2
)

d -(gm,i/gm,o)/(1+gmiRS) NEF/(gm,iRS) -(1+gm,iRS)/(gmiRSAVF,TOT)

Upon Source Impedance Matching: ZIN=RS

a -Ro/(2RS)
1

4·NEF/(gm,iRS)
-2/(AVF,TOTgmiRS)

b Ro/(2RS) NEF>1 2/AVF,TOT

c (1-Ro/RS)/2 NEF·(1-AVF,TOT)
2
/AVF,TOT

2
>NEF 4·(1-2AVF,TOT)/AVF,TOT

2

d -1/(2gm,oRS) NEF>1 -2/AVF,TOT

Table 4.1: EFi and EFo for the amplifiers in figure 4.2. NEF is the noise excess factor (see the 

definition in chapter 3) and AVF,TOT=VOUT/VS.
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The input impedance ZIN is equal to 1/gm,i for amplifiers CG, CSSF and A1 and to Ri for 

the CST stage. For a given gain, the following limits for EFi and EFo can be found: 

'a'amplifier,0

'd,c,b'amplifiers,

A

1

EFlim

'd,c,b,a'amplifiers0EFlim

TOT,VFo

R

R
or

Rg

i

R

R
or

Rg

S

i

Smi

S

i

Smi

The above results can be explained as follows: 

EFi: For amplifiers ‘b, c and d’, the noise current outing the input device is equal to 

zero for gm,iRS  (i.e. it flows into the device itself because ZIN 0). On the other 

hand, the signal current flowing into the output device is equal to VS/RS for gm,iRS ,

so SNROUT,i . For amplifier ‘a’, the output noise of the input termination Ri is zero 

for Ri/RS  while the signal current is gm,iVS, again yielding SNROUT,i . For the 

input MOST of amplifier ‘a’, the same conclusion holds because the signal current 

increases with gm,i while the noise current is only proportional to the square root of gm,i.

EFo: For amplifiers ‘b, c and d’, as gm,iRS  the output voltage tends to R0·VS/RS=

|AVF,TOT|·VS -or VS/(gm,oRS)=|AVF,TOT|·VS- while the output noise voltage is proportional 

to the square root of |AVF,TOT| (via R0 or gm,0). For amplifier ‘a’, EFo 0 for gm,iRS

because the output voltage is proportional to gm,i while the output noise voltage is 

constant (for a given gain). 

From the above analysis, for |AVF,TOT|>>1 and both gm,iRS and Ri/RS , F drops with the 

input device EFi until its value is limited by the output device EFo 1/|AVF,TOT|<<1 (for ‘a’, 

both EFi and EFo tend to zero). This highlights a fundamental trade-off between their F 

and the source impedance matching requirement ZIN=RS. On one hand, low values of F 

require gm,iRS and Ri/RS to be much larger than one. On the other hand, source impedance 

matching demands a fixed gm,iRS=1 and Ri/RS=1. This means that, for ZIN=RS, the excess 

noise factor of the matching device is already NEF 1 (i.e. NEF=1 for a resistor; NEF>1 

for a MOST). Therefore, F>1+EFi>2 (i.e. NF>3dB) holds because the matching device 

contributes to F at least as much as the input source does. 
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4.4 Working Around the Trade-off

In this paragraph, two ways to relax somewhat the trade-off between F and ZIN=RS are 

described: capacitive input cross coupling and source impedance mismatch. 

Figure 4.3a shows the schematic of a balanced CG amplifier stage exploiting capacitive 

input cross coupling (CC) [2]. In contrast to the traditional CG amplifier stage (figure 4.3a, 

R=0 and C=0), cross coupling capacitors are used to allow the entire differential input 

voltage VIN,D to drop across the gate and source terminals of each of the input MOSTs, 

thereby enhancing their effective transconductance. To do so, the gate of each MOST is 

connected to the source of the other via a dc-level shifter (e.g.: high-pass filters in figure 

4.3a). The F of the cross-coupled amplifier is analysed using the model in figure 4.3b 

assuming R=C= .

Figure 4.3: Balanced CG amplifier with input capacitive cross coupling 

(biasing not shown). Simplified model used for hand calculations for R=C= .

Case RIN,D RIN,C Gm,D AVF,TOT,D=VOUT,D/VS,D

NO CC 2/gm,i 1/gm,i gm,I Gm,iRo/(1+gm,iRS)

CC 1/gm,i 1/gm,i+RS 2·gm,i 2·gm,iRo/(1+2·gm,iRS)

Upon Impedance Matching: ZIN,D=RS,D with RS,D=2·RS

NO CC 2·RS RS 1/RS Ro/(2·RS)

CC 2·RS 3·RS 1/RS Ro/(2·RS)

Table 4.2a: Small-signal properties of the balanced amplifier 
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Case 2·NOUT,D,I 2·EFD,i 2·EFD,o

NO CC 2·Ro

2
In,i

2
/(1+gm,iRS)

2
 NEF/(gm,iRS) (1+gm,iRS)/(gm,iRSAVF,TOT,D)

CC 2·Ro

2
In,i

2
/(1+2·gm,iRS)

2
NEF/(4·gm,iRS) (1+2·gm,iRS)/(2·gm,iRSAVF,TOT,D)

Upon Impedance Matching: ZIN,D=RS,D with RS,D=2·RS

NO CC Ro

2
In,i

2
/2 NEF 2/AVF,TOT,D

CC Ro

2
In,i

2
/4 NEF/2 2/AVF,TOT,D

Table 4.2b: Device EFD of the amplifier in figure 4.3a (CC = Cross Coupling). 

Tables 4.2a shows the differential input resistance RIN,D, common mode resistance RIN,C,

transconductance Gm,D and gain AVF,TOT,D for a differential source resistance RS,D=2·RS and 

a differential output resistance Ro,D=2·Ro. Table 4.2b shows the devices excess noise factor 

EFD,i and  EFD,o evaluated for the case with and without cross coupling (i.e. R=C=  and 

R=C=0). According to these tables, Gm,D is  two times larger using cross coupling and so 

the input impedance RIN,D is also two times smaller. For ZIN,D=RS,D, the gm,i used by the 

cross coupled LNA is two times smaller, thus halving power consumption. In this case:

1. Both the LNAs provide the same differential Gm,D and gain AVF,TOT,D.

2. The matching devices 2·EFD,i is NEF/2 using cross coupling because the output noise 

power is halved (i.e. gm,i is the half) while the output signal power stays the same.

The cross-coupled LNA provides then a lower F while using half of the power! However, 

cross coupling suffers from important limitations: 

FD is fundamentally limited to 1+NEF/2 because the trade-off with ZIN,D=RS,D stands 

still. For high-sensitivity applications this value is just not enough low. 

Antennas, cables and high-frequency filters are typically single-ended devices. This 

means that a single-ended to balanced conversion (via the so-called balun) must be 

performed prior the LNA. Such operation involves always a degradation of the SNR, 

so the cascade FBalun+LNA can be larger than FLNA. Furthermore, a passive discrete wide-

band balun increases manufacturing costs, occupies significant PCB area and can 

couple interference at the input node due to its relatively large physical size.

The voltage drop across the cross coupling C’s (caused by the capacitance from node 

“p” to ground Cp and the gate-source capacitance Cgs,CC) degrades ZIN,D, FD and gain at 

all frequencies (table 4.2c). Figure 4.4a shows NFD( =0) vs. C/Cgs,CC for ZIN,D=2·RS,

Cp=Cgs,CC, NEF=1.5 and AVF,TOT,D=5. The ratio C/Cgs,CC must exceed 15 to degrade NF 

less than 0.1dB. This can require C in the order of 10pF [2].

The matching MOSTs load each other, resulting in a larger input time constant IN,CC

(tables 4.2c and 4.2d) and so a faster degradation of FD and gain at high frequencies. 
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Figure 4.4b shows the ratio IN,CC/ IN versus C/Cgs,CC. Even thought that Cgs,CC is twice 

smaller than Cgs (i.e. for the same gm/ID), IN,CC/ IN is larger than 2 for C/Cgs,CC=10.

Finally, as the signal applied to each MOST is two times larger distortion increases. 

Case No CC CC

ZIN,D( =0) 2/gm,I (1+(Cp+Cgs,CC)/C)/[gm,i(1+Cp/(2C))]

AVF,TOT,D,i( =0) gm,iRo/(1+gm,iRS) [2gm,iRo(1+Cp/(2C))/(1+(Cp+Cgs,CC)/C)]/[1+2RS/ZIN,D( =0)]

IN (ZIN,D=2RS) RSCgs/2 [RSCgs,CC/2](4+Cp/Cgs,CC+Cp/C)/(1+(Cp+Cgs,CC)/C)

Table 4.2c: Small-signal properties of the amplifier in figure 4.3a accounting for the effect 

of the parasitic capacitances Cp and Cgs. (CC = Cross Coupling) 

Case 2·EFD,i( )

NO CC [NEF/(gm,iRS)]·[1+( ·RSCgs)
2
]

CC
[NEF/(4gm,iRS)][(1+(Cp+Cgs,CC)/C)/(1+Cp/(2C))]

2
[1+

+( RSCgs,CC(4+Cp/Cgs,CC+Cp/C)/(1+(Cp+Cgs,CC)/C))
2
]

Upon Impedance Matching: ZIN,D=RS,D with RS,D=2·RS

NO CC NEF[1+( RSCgs)
2
]

CC
[NEF/2][(1+(Cp+Cgs,CC)/C)/(1+Cp/(2C))][1+

+( RSCgs,CC(4+Cp/Cgs,CC+Cp/C)/(1+(Cp+Cgs,CC)/C))
2
]

Table 4.2d: Input device EFD,i for the balanced amplifier in figure 

4.3a accounting the effect of the parasitic capacitances Cp and Cgs.

Figure 4.4: a) NF( =0) versus C/Cgs,CC and (b) IN,CC/ IN versus 

C/Cgs,CC (NEF=1.5, AVF,TOT,D( =0)=5 and Cp=Cgs,CC).
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So far, accurate impedance matching ZIN(,D)=RS,(D) was assumed. In practice, a certain 

application-dependent impedance mismatch is tolerated. For instance, the RF filter 

preceding the LNA in a mobile receiver tolerates terminations whose reflection 

coefficient, | IN(,D)=(ZIN(,D)-RS(,D))/(ZIN(,D)+RS(,D))|, can be as large as -10dB [4]. This enable 

the possibility to lower the noise factor of the LNAs in figure 4.2 and 4.3 by mismatching 

their input according to: gm,iRS(,D)>1 (i.e. IN<0) or Ri/RS>1 (i.e. - IN>0). Table 4.3 shows 

their F as a function of the input reflection coefficient IN(,D), the total gain AVF,TOT(,D) and 

for equal power consumption. Their NF is plotted in figure 4.5 versus the | IN|dB for 

|AVF,TOT|=5 and NEF=1.5. Clearly, for | IN|dB close to -10dB, only the cross-coupled LNA 

provides an NF below 3dB. Nevertheless, NF is still limited by NF(| IN|dB=| IN|dB,MAN).

LNA Noise Factor F 

CST 1+(1+ IN)/(1- IN)+4·NEF/(1- IN

2
) -2/(AVF,TOT·(1- IN))

CG 1+NEF·(1+ IN)/(1- IN)+2/(AVF,TOT·(1- IN))

CSSF 1+(1+ IN -2·AVF,TOT)/(AVF,TOT

2
(1- IN))+NEF·(1+ IN)·(1-AVF,TOT)

2
/(AVF,TOT

2
(1- IN))

A1 1+NEF·(1+ IN)/(1- IN) –2/(AVF,TOT·(1- IN))

CC CG 1+(NEF/2)·(1+ IN,D)/(1- IN,D)+2/(AVF,TOT·(1- IN,D))

Table 4.3: F as a function of the input reflection coefficient IN(,D) and the gain AVF,TOT,D.

Figure 4.5: NF versus | IN,(D)| for |AVF,TOT|=5 (NEF=1.5). 

4.5 Breaking the Trade-off via Negative Feedback 

The trade-off between F and ZIN=RS is broken when the noise factor can be made 

arbitrarily smaller than 1+NEF regardless the impedance matching requirement. Such 
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operation can be performed exploiting properly negative feedback. In this respect, 

amplifiers exploiting non-energetic devices (e.g.: transformers) as feedback elements 

provide generally lower noise factors [7]. Furthermore, since a larger amount of feedback 

can be applied without taking signal power from the output, their linearity (and so the 

dynamic range) can be superior as well. In practice, the performance of these amplifiers 

critically depends on the availability of adequate transformers. Since wide-band 

transformers are difficult to integrate (particularly for low-cost digital CMOS using highly 

doped substrate [9]), transformer-feedback LNAs has been predominantly realised using 

high-quality wide-band discrete ferrite transformers for frequencies up to about 1GHz 

[5,6,8]. A sub-optimal solution is represented by lossless energetic feedback via capacitors 

and inductors [7]. However, their frequency dependent reactance makes more difficult the 

design of amplifiers with wide band response (e.g.: ZIN=RS). Ultimately, resistive or active 

feedback is perhaps the most practical solution. In this respect, complicated feedback 

arrangements with one or more loops are possible [7, 10]. However, single-loop circuits 

are simpler, easier to design and so more suitable for a high frequency design.

Figure 4.6: Wide-band negative feedback LNAs a) and its noise model b). 

Figure 4.6a shows perhaps the simplest example of a single-loop wide band amplifier 

capable of achieving low F upon ZIN=RS. A generic V-I converter with transconductance 

Gm,i {1/Ri, gm,i} is exploited as a feedback network around a loop (voltage) amplifier with 

a gain Av=VOUT/VIN. The latter boost the voltage drop across the input of the V-I network, 

thereby allowing for an input impedance ZIN that is significantly smaller than 1/Gm,i as 
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shown in  table 4.4. For this amplifier, the impedance matching requirement fixes the 

value of the product Gm,i time the gain Av of the loop-amplifier. 

LNA Gm,i ZIN Gain EFi EFi for ZIN=RS

Fig. 4.6a (I) gm,i 1/(Av·Gm,i) Av>0 NEF/Av

Fig. 4.6a (II) gm,i 1/((1-Av)·Gm,i) Av<0 NEF/(1-Av)

Fig. 4.6a (III) 1/Ri 1/((1-Av)·Gm,i) Av<0 

NEF·Gm,i·RS

1/(1-Av)

Table 4.4: Feedback amplifiers transfer properties and noise factor F. 

To see how this feedback arrangement can break the trade-off between F and ZIN=RS,

consider the noise model of figure 4.6b. Here, the two main noise sources of the amplifier 

are shown: the noise current of the feedback device, In,i, in parallel to the input source
IX

and the (equivalent) input noise voltage of the loop amplifier, Vn,Av (i.e. its equivalent 

noise current is assumed negligible). The trade-off with F is broken when the EF of both 

the feedback network and amplifier Av can be minimised upon ZIN=RS. Let’s first consider 

the contribution of the feedback network. Its noise current In,i adds to the source signal 

current IS (=VS/RS, Norton model of the source). The output SNR, SNROUT,i, is equal to: 

Si,m

IN

i,m

2

S

2

i,n

2

S

i,OUT

RGNEF

SNR

fGNEFkT4

I

I

I
SNR    (4.3)  

From equation (4.3), EFi of the amplifier in figure 4.6 is obtained as shown in table 4.4. 

For ZIN=RS we observe that: 

EFi is smaller than 1 for any |Av|>NEF. This is because, via the feedback, a real input 

impedance ZIN=RS requires a value of Gm,i that is much smaller than 1/RS. Thus, I
2

n,i

can be much smaller than I
2

n,RS. For instance, for the case of a feedback resistor Ri, the 

noise current I
2

n,i is (1-Av) times smaller than I
2

n,RS. Thus, the negative feedback acts in 

order to transform the equivalent input noise current down to a value lower than that 

provided by a resistor equal to RS, while ZIN=RS is kept. 

For the same Av, figure 4.6a (III) renders the lowest EFi, provided NEF>1 holds. 

The excess noise factor of the loop-amplifier, EFAv, is calculated as follows: 

According to KCL and KVL laws, Vn,Av is moved toward the input and output ports 

(see figure 4.7) paying attention to preserve the polarity of Vn,Av once it is assigned. 

                                                          
IX

 In figure 4.6a (III), In,i is connected between the input and output nodes. This is equivalent to a source In,i

connected from the input node to ground because the amplifier output node is driven by a voltage source 

with zero input impedance. 
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The total output noise is calculated from the correlated noise contributions at the input 

and output ports. 

SNROUT,Av is the ratio between the output signal and the total output noise. 

According to the previous procedure, assuming an input referred noise voltage Vn,Av for 

the loop amplifier, SNROUT,Av can be written as follows: 

)III(,
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R

R
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1

R

R
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R
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)Rg1(
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R
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S
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S
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2
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2

S
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  (4.4) 

Where Rn,Av=Vn,Av

2
/(4kT· f) is the equivalent noise resistance of the loop-amplifier Av. 

Figure 4.7: Noise models used to calculate contribution to F of amplifier Av (biasing not shown).

For ZIN=RS, equation (4.4) yields:
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)III(and)II(,
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R
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R
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)III(and)II(,
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R
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R
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2

2

S

Av,n

S

Av,n
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    (4.6) 

Equation (4.6) shows that: 

For a given Av, the value of EFAv can be arbitrarily smaller than one as Rn,Av drops 

below RS. This is because the loop amplifier Av is not constrained by the matching 

requirement, thus the gm of its input stage MOST can be chosen much larger than 1/RS.

Thus, for Rn,Av 0 (i.e. gm,AvRS ), the trade-off between F and ZIN=RS is broken 

with a degree of de-coupling determined by the Gm,i of the feedback network, which is 

in turn fixed by the gain Av and source impedance RS.

For the same Av and Rn,AV, (I) renders the lowest contribution to F. 

Figure 4.8: Implementations of the feedback LNAs in figure 4.6a (biasing not shown).

LNA Rn,Av/RS F for ZIN=RS F for gm,AvRS

a 1+NEF/AV+Rn,Av/RS 1+NEF/AV

b 1+NEF/(1-AV)+(Rn,Av/RS)(2-AV)
2
/(1-AV)

2
 1+NEF/(1-AV)

c

(NEF-1/AV)/(gm,Av·RS)

1+1/(1-AV)+(Rn,Av/RS)(2-AV)
2
/(1-AV)

2
 1+1/(1-AV)

Table 4.5: Expressions of F for the feedback LNAs shown in figure 4.8.

Figure 4.8 shows some elementary implementations of the generic amplifier of figure 4.6a 

(biasing not shown). A common-source amplifier (eventually) followed by a voltage 

buffer replaces the loop-amplifier Av. In case of figure 4.6a-(I), a differential pair ensures 
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that the feedback is negative. Table 4.5 shows the expressions of their F. The latter are 

plotted in figure 4.9 versus the gm,AvRS for Av=-10 and NEF=1.5. 

Figure 4.9: NF versus gm,AvRS for ZIN=RS, Av=-10 and NEF=1.5.

Figure 4.10: Alternative implementations of the feedback LNA in figure 4.8c (biasing not shown).

From this figure, one observes: 

NF drops to values well below 3dB for a properly large value of gm,AvRS. Ultimately,

for gm,AvRS , the lowest value of F is given by the constant contribution of the 

feedback device, which is determined by the gain Av (see table 4.5).

The amplifiers show essentially the same NF performance
X
.

Figure 4.10a shows another implementation of the amplifier of figure 4.8c. Here, a short 

circuit replaces the voltage buffer. For this circuit, in order to provide voltage gain, resistor 

                                                          
X
 Actually, the NF of the LNA in figure 4.8c is somewhat higher because the buffer adds extra noise and 

the finite output impedance, which decreases the value of Ri.
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Ro,Av must then conduct most of the signal current delivered by the input MOST. Another 

way to look at this circuit is to regard it as a CSSF amplifier of figure 4.2c plus a resistive 

output termination equal to Ro,Av. In this view, the output termination in combination with 

the shunt-feedback resistor forms a current divider such that only a fraction of the drain 

current is fed back to the input. Consequently, F can be lower than 2 because gm,Av·RS is 

larger than 1 in order to provide ZIN=RS.

The feedback LNAs analysed in this paragraph suffer from important drawbacks: 

Sufficient gain and GHz bandwidth often mandates the use of multiple-cascaded stages 

within the feedback loop (e.g.: 2 stages for the amplifier in figure 4.8c). A wide-band 

amplifier with a loop transfer function characterised by multiple-poles (e.g.: 3 poles for 

the amplifier in figure 4.8c) is prone to instability. 

Furthermore, good linearity is subordinated to the availability of a sufficiently large 

loop gain. The latter is typically scarce at RF frequency OR it may lead to conflicting 

requirements. In general, the linearity of the feedback LNA in figure 4.6a isn’t 

significantly better than that of its loop-amplifier Av. This is because, for ZIN=RS, the 

loop-gain ALOOP=-Av·Gm,iRS/(Gm,iRS+1) (ALOOP=-Av·Gm,iRS for (I)) is always lower or 

equal to one regardless the gain Av. Since amplifier Av can consist of several cascaded 

stages with most of the gain in the first one (i.e. for best noise performance), linearity 

can be poor [11]. For the amplifier of figure 4.6a, low NF can occur at the price of an 

unsatisfactory linearity. 

The value of ZIN depends on all the circuit parameters: gm,Av, Ro,Av and Gm,i. Therefore:

o ZIN is rather sensitive to device parameter variations (e.g.: process-spread).

o Variable gain at constant impedance match is not straightforward because ZIN

and AVF are directly coupled.

The reverse isolation of the amplifier in figure 4.10b is often insufficient (table 4.6).

LNA AVR=VIN/VOUT AVR for ZIN=RS

Fig. 4.8a -gm,iRS 1/Av 

Fig. 4.8b gm,iRS/(gm,iRS+1)

Fig. 4.10a RS/(RS+Ri)
1/(2-Av)

Table 4.6: Reverse voltage gain. 

4.6 The Noise Cancelling Technique 

In this paragraph, a novel wide-band low-noise technique is presented, which is able to de-

couple F from ZIN=RS without needing (intended) feedback or degrading the quality of the 
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matching. The underlying idea of this technique is that impedance matching and F are de-

coupled by cancelling properly the output noise from the matching device. After all, if the 

matching device does not contribute output noise, it does not affect F too. To understand 

how this can be done recall the noise-cancelling mechanism for amplifier A2 in chapter 3. 

Figure 4.11a shows the path of the noise current of the matching device, In,i.

Figure 4.11: Wide-band noise-cancelling LNAs (biasing not shown): cancelling of 

the matching device output noise is indicated. 

A noise current (gm,i,RS)·In,i with 0< (gm,i,RS)=1/(1+gm,i·RS)<1 flows out of the matching 

device through the source resistance RS and the upper MOST. For gm1RS=1 (i.e. matching), 

this current is equal to ½·In,i (i.e. the other half flows into the device itself). The noise 

current (gm,i,RS)·In,i gives rise to two fully correlated noise voltages RS· (gm,i,RS)·In,i and 

(gm,i,RS)·In,i/gm,o across RS and the gate-source terminals of the upper MOST respectively. 

As the output noise, VOUT,n,i, is the instantaneous difference of the previous contributions 

as VOUT,n,i= (gm,i,RS)·In,i·(RS-1/gm,o), exact output noise voltage cancellation occurs for 

gm,o·RS=1. In a similar manner, noise cancelling can also be performed in the current 

domain as shown in figure 4.11b. Here, the noise current outing from the matching device, 

(gm,i,RS)·In,i, mirrors a noise current RS·gm,i2· (gm,i,RS)·In,i into the differential pair, which 

subtracts from the former at the output. The output noise current, IOUT,n,i= (gm,i,RS)·In,i·(1-

RS·gm,i2), is then zero for gm,i2·RS=1. In this case, the matching device does not contribute 

output noise because its noise current flows in a loop that does not include the load Ro.

In both the amplifiers in figure 4.11, two feed-forward transfer paths from the input node 

to the output can be distinguished. One path is through the matching device, the other via a 
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voltage-sensing amplifier (i.e. the CD stage in figure 4.11a and the differential pair in 

figure 4.11b). Since the matching device does not contribute output noise and signal 

components along the two paths do add in phase at the output (see figure 4.12), the trade-

off between F and ZIN=RS seems to be broken.

Figure 4.12: Addition of signals for the LNAs in figure 4.11.

Unfortunately, we are not done yet because for both the amplifiers in figure 4.11, the noise 

cancellation conditions gm,o·RS=1 and gm,i2·RS=1 constraint the gm of the upper MOSFET 

(figure 4.11a) and the differential pair (figure 4.11b) an so their contribution to the noise 

factor. This is evident looking at their output SNR, SNROUT,o(i2):
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and 0< = (gm,i, RS)<1 is the transfer function from VS to the LNA input. For ZIN=1/gm,i

=RS (i.e. = =1/2), equation (4.7) is written in term of SNRIN as: 
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For gm,o·RS=1 and gm,i2·RS=1, equation (4.8) yields to EFo(i2)=NEF. Thus, noise cancelling 

constraints F to be larger than 1+NEF because of the noise of the voltage sensing devices. 

In other words, the trade-off between EFi and ZIN=RS is broken but at the price of 

introducing the same trade-off with EFo(i2). Clearly, the noise cancelling mechanism needs 

to be improved to overcome this limitation. This will be done in the next paragraph. 

Figure 4.13: Improved noise-cancelling LNAs (biasing not shown). 

4.6.1 Breaking the 1+NEF barrier

The limitation to the value of the noise factor of the noise cancelling amplifiers in figure 

4.11 is eliminated by placing an additional voltage amplifier Av in front to the MOST(s) in 

the voltage-sensing path as shown in figure 4.13 (biasing not shown). For these amplifiers, 

the noise cancelling equations can then be written as: 

0gRA1I)R,g(I

0g/1RAI)R,g(V

2i,mSVi,nSmii,n,OUT

o,mSVi,nSmii,n,OUT

    (4.9) 
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In this case, noise cancelling occurs for gm,o·Av·RS=1 and gm,i2·Av·RS=1. Compared to the 

amplifiers in figure 4.11, the auxiliary amplifier Av brings in the design the extra degree 

of freedom (i.e. its gain), which can be exploited to decrease F well below 1+NEF barrier 

without compromising the matching ZIN=RS. This is possible because: 

The EF of the device following amplifier “Av” is negligible for Av>>1.

EFAv, (i.e. the main contribution to F upon noise cancellation), can be made arbitrarily 

smaller than one because this amplifier is not constrained by impedance matching.

From equation (4.9), two important characteristics of noise cancelling are: 

The noise cancelling condition is independent on the gm,i of the matching device and so 

on the quality of the impedance matching. This is because any change in the value of 

gm,i result in identical variations of the two feed-forward noise transfers. Indeed, the 

value of gm,i determines only the amount of output noise to be cancelled.

Noise cancelling depends on the absolute value of the real impedance of the source, RS

(e.g.: the input impedance seen “looking into” a properly terminated coax cable). 

Moreover, in general, RS does not affect equally the two feed-forward noise transfers. 

Compared to the feedback LNAs of section 4.5, noise cancelling offers some advantages: 

It can be free of (intended) feedback, thus instability risks are relaxed. 

ZIN depends only on the gm of one matching MOST. The consequences are twofold: 

o  ZIN is less sensitive to device parameter variations (e.g.: due to process spread).

o Variable gain at constant ZIN=RS is rather straightforward (e.g.: in figure 4.13b, 

by varying the value resistor Ro).

Furthermore, it is worth noting that any undesired small signal that can be modelled as a 

current source between the drain and source of the matching device is cancelled too. This 

includes, for instance, 1/f noise and thermal noise of the distributed resistance of the gate. 

4.6.2 Noise cancelling generalisation 

In the previous paragraph, the noise cancelling concept has been described with regard to 

the specific amplifier circuits in figures 4.11 and 4.13. In this paragraph, it will be shown 

that noise cancelling is indeed a general technique that can have more circuit 

implementations. Figure 4.14a shows the conceptual block-diagram of a wide-band 

amplifier exploiting noise cancelling. 
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a)

b)

Figure 4.14: Representation of a generic noise cancelling wide-

band LNA: conceptual block diagram and (b) Two-port model.

It consists of the following functional blocks: 

An amplifier stage to match the real source impedance, RS.

An amplifier stage to sense the voltage drops (both signal and noise) across RS.

A network combining the outputs of the two amplifiers. 

The generic description in figure 4.14a can be translated into a more useful two-port 

model of figure 4.14b. The latter uses two two-port amplifiers connected to the output in 

feed-forward. Two feed-forward paths are needed to cancel the output noise from the 

matching device while adding in-phase signal components. In this model, the series 

connection of the output ports represents the combining network. One two-port provides 

the LNA input impedance, RIN=RIN1 (i.e. matching two-port). The other one allows noise 

cancelling to take place at the output by sensing (i.e. RIN2= ) the matching device noise 

voltage across RS without loading it (i.e. voltage sensing two-port). For noise cancelling to 

occur, the following conditions must hold
XI

:

                                                          

XI
 For simplicity RL=  is assumed. However, the conclusions of this paragraph hold for any value of RL.
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Signals add. The voltage gain, AVF,TOT=VOUT/VS= (RS,gm,i) (VOUT/VIN), can be written 

as: (RS,gm,i) (AVF1+AVF2), with AVF1(2)=VOUT/VIN for AVF2(1)=0
XII

. Since signals must 

add in-phase to the output, sign(AVF1)=sign(AVF2) must holds otherwise the combining 

network must perform the required sign inversion.

Noise Cancels. The noise current, In,i, of the matching device produces output noise via 

two paths. The first contribution through the matching two-port has a transfer function 

Hn,i,1= (RS,gm,i)Tn,i  where Tn,i is the transfer from In,i to the output through the 

matching two-ports when the input of the voltage sensing two-ports is grounded (i.e. 

Tn,i=VOUT/In,i for AVF2=0). The second contribution via the source resistance RS and the 

voltage sensing two-port has a transfer function Hn,i,2= (RS,gm,i)RSAVF2. The total noise 

transfer, Hn,i, from In,i to the output is then: 

i,n2VFSSmi2,i,n1,i,ni,n
TARR,gHHH

Noise cancelling at the output, Hn,i=Hn,i,1+Hn,i,2=0, leads to the following condition: 

ARTHH
2VFSi,n2,i,n1,i,n

The noise transfer Tn,i and gains AVF2 (and AVF1) must have different signs. In general, 

both the feed-forward transfers Hn,i,1 and Hn,i,2 may depend on RS and this dependence 

does not need to be the same. 

Figure 4.15: Block diagram of the matching device noise and input signal transfer.

The feed-forward nature of the noise cancelling technique is further highlighted in figure 

4.15, where the transfers of the signal and the matching-device noise are represented.

According to the given modelling, alternative implementations of noise-cancelling 

amplifiers can be constructed. For instance, some of the elementary amplifiers in figure 

4.2 can be used as matching two-port stage. The implementation of the voltage sensing 

                                                          
XII

 The input of the two-port is connected to ground when evaluating the gain of the other two-port. 
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two-port (e.g.: a CS or a differential pair gain stage) must be chosen according to the sign 

of the gain of the matching stage. Figure 4.16 shows a sample of noise-cancelling 

amplifiers. Their model parameters and the noise-cancelling equation are shown in table 

4.8. Note as only for amplifiers f and h, Tn,i depends on RS, anyhow the dependence is not 

the same as for the other feed-forward noise transfer. 

a) b) c)

d) e)
f)

g) h)

Figure 4.16: Alternative implementations of a noise-cancelling amplifier (biasing not shown). 
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LNA ZIN1 ZOUT AVF1 AVF2 Tn,i Hn,i=Tn,i+RS·AVF2

a 1/gm1 1/gm3 gm1/gm3 gm2R2 -1/gm3 RSgm2R2 -1/gm3

b 1/gm1 R1 gm1R1 gm2R2gm3R1 -R1 (RSgm2R2gm3 –1)·R1

c 1/gm1 1/gm4 gm1R1 gm2R2gm3/gm4 -R1 RSgm2R2gm3/gm4 -R1

d 1/gm1 1/gm3 gm1R1 gm2/gm3 -R1 RSgm2/gm3 –R1

e 1/gm1 R1+R2 gm1R1 gm2R2 -R1 RSgm2R2 –R1

f 1/gm1 1/gm3 1-gm1R1 -gm2/gm3 RS+R1 RSgm2/gm3 -(RS+R1)

g 1/gm1 1/gm4 -gm1/gm3 -gm2/gm4 1/gm3 1/gm3 -RSgm2/gm4

h 1/gm1 R3+R2 (1-gm1R1)gm3R3 gm2R2 -(RS+R1)gm3R3 RSgm2R2-(RS+R1)gm3R3

Table 4.8: Two-port model parameters of the noise cancelling amplifiers in figure 4.16

Figure 4.17: Two-port model of the amplifiers “a” and “b” in figure 4.16 (biasing not shown).

The two-ports in figure 4.14b do not necessarily correspond to physically separate circuits. 

For instance, amplifier of figure 4.16a can be separated as in figure 4.17a. The dashed-line 

box surrounding the CG stage defines the matching two-port with ZIN=ZIN1 =1/gm1. The 

dot-line-dot box is the second two-port. Note the double-role played by the MOST gm3. It 

acts as a load of the CG gain stage and it buffers the signal voltage provided by the 

differential-pair gain stage to the output as well. Thus, both the two-ports in figure 4.14b 

share MOST gm3. On the other hand, the amplifier of figure 4.16b can be split into two 

separate two-port circuits (figure 4.17b) because noise cancelling is achieved through the 

addition of currents at the output node. A different situation occurs for the amplifiers of 

figure 4.16e and figure 4.16h. In this case, the two two-ports can be physically separated 

because the addition of voltages at the output arises from taking a differential output. In 

addition, for amplifiers ‘e’ and ‘h’, noise-cancellation depends on the ratio of their load 

R1/R2 and R3/R2 respectively. These resistors can be replaced by a pair of noiseless passive 

devices such as capacitors or even inductors without affecting the noise-cancellation. In 
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this case, for the same power, the noise figure can be lower at the price of a frequency-

dependent gain response. 

Not all the circuits in figure 4.16 can be considered new. The 2-MOSTs core of amplifier 

4.16e is a known transconductor circuit [12], which was recently used a transconductor for 

a double-balanced mixer [13]. In both cases, apparently, the existence of noise cancelling 

was not recognised and therefore not exploited into the design. 

Balanced noise-cancelling LNAs can be obtained from figure 4.16 by exploiting: 

Two equal and separate single-ended (SE) input single-ended output noise-cancelling 

amplifiers. In this case, noise cancelling occurs at each of the outputs. 

Two equal single-ended noise-cancelling amplifiers with cross-coupled signal-paths. In 

this case, noise cancelling occurs at the differential output.

Figure 4.18: Balanced implementation of the 

amplifier in figure 4.16d exploiting cross coupling. 

Figure 4.18 shows an example of a balanced noise-cancelling LNA based on the amplifier 

in figure 4.16d, which exploits cross coupling in the voltage sensing two-port. It uses a 

more power efficient CS stage instead of a differential pair (i.e. the gm/ID of a CS stage is 4 

times larger than that of the differential pair stage in figure 4.16d). This leads to a lower F 

for the same power consumption and gain or less power for the same F. Capacitive input 

cross coupling can also be used to halve the power dissipated in the matching stage. This 

power can be spend to decrease F further. 

4.6.3 Intuitive analysis noise cancelling

In this paragraph, an intuitive approach to noise cancellation is described. We have seen 

that in order for noise cancelling to occur, the transfer function of the matching device 

noise Tn,i and the gains AVF2 and AVF1 must have different signs. This suggests that an 
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intuitive manner to analyse how noise cancelling occurs is by looking at the correlation

between the sign of the instantaneous signal and noise voltage at the input and output 

nodes of the matching two-port. For instance, consider amplifiers in figure 4.13a and 

4.16f. Figure 4.19a and 4.19b sketches the signal and the matching device noise voltage at 

the input node X and output node Y of amplifier in figure 4.12a (i.e. Av=0). Since the gain 

of the CG amplifier is positive, voltage at nodes X and Y have different amplitude and 

equal sign (figure 4.19a). On the other hand, the noise current of the matching device, 

(RS,gm,i)·In,i, generates two instantaneous noise voltages at nodes X and Y that have 

different amplitude but opposite sign (figure 4.19b). This different correlation between the 

sign of the signal and noise voltage at nodes X and Y enables the possibility to cancel the 

noise of the matching device while simultaneously adding the signal components.

Figure 4.19: Intuitive analysis of noise cancelling for amplifier 4.12a. 

This is achieved delivering to a new output the sum of the voltage at node Y plus the 

voltage at node X multiplied by a positive scaling factor. Clearly, a proper value of this 

scaling factor leads to the output noise voltage-cancellation. In figure 4.19c, this operation 

is performed by an auxiliary voltage-sensing amplifier “Av” connected between node X 

and the gate of the load MOST, which creates a second feed-forward path to the output. 

By circuit inspection, it is found that noise cancelling occurs for VOUT,n,1=VX,n,1·Av+VY,n,1

= (RS,gm,i)·In,i·(RSAV-1/gm,o)=0 and so AVRS=1/gm,o. For instance, amplifier “Av” can be 

implemented as shown in figure 4.16a.
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Figure 4.20: Intuitive analysis of noise cancelling for amplifier 4.16f.

The same reasoning can now be used to analyse the amplifier in figure 4.16f. Shown in 

figure 4.20a and figure 4.20b, the signal voltage at nodes X and Y have opposite sign (i.e. 

negative gain), while the noise voltage at the same nodes have equal sign (i.e. RS and R 

are in series). Output noise cancelling is now performed by delivering the weighted 

difference, VOUT,n,1=VX,n,1·Av+VY,n,1, of the voltage at node X and Y to the output as 

shown in figure 4.20c. Here, the cancellation condition is Av=–VY,n,1/VX,n,1=–1–R/RS. For 

ZIN=RS, the minimum negative gain Av rendering the cancellation is smaller than –2 (i.e. 

1–R/RS<0  R/RS>1). Note that the output noise contribution of R cannot be cancelled. 

This is easily seen by splitting its noise current In,R into two correlated noise source from 

node X to ground and node Y to ground. The latter is cancelled together with the noise 

current of the matching device. The former cannot be distinguished from the input signal, 

so EFR=I
2

n,RS/I
2

n,R=RS/R. Amplifier “Av” is easiest implemented as shown in figure 4.16f. 

The noise-cancelling amplifier in figure 4.20c has been designed in a standard 0.25 m

CMOS process. The matching-stage provides RIN 50  for a VGS-VT0 250mV.
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a)

b)

Figure 4.21: (a) Simulated transfer function from the noise current In,i to 

the output versus the gain |Av| @1GHz and (b) Simulated noise figure 

versus the gain |Av| @1GHz.

A shunt-feedback resistor R equal to 300  renders a voltage gain (=VY/VX) of 12.8dB for 

the matching stage. The voltage-sensing amplifier is implemented as an ideal voltage 

controlled voltage source of gain Av. Figure 4.21a shows the simulated transfer function 

from the matching-device noise current, In,i, to the LNA output VOUT,n,i versus |Av| at 

1GHz (i.e. about 1/15 of the –3dB bandwidth). Clearly, in agreement with the hand 

calculations, exact noise cancellation occurs for |Av|=1+R/RS= 1+300/50=7. The LNA 

noise figure is plotted in figure 4.21b versus |Av| at 1GHz. The noise figure drops from a 

maximum of 6dB at Av=0, (i.e. NF of the matching-stage standalone) as |Av| increases. 

NF is about 0.65dB for |Av|=7 that is the contribution of R (i.e. 0.67dB using F=1+RS/R).
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4.7 Comparison of Noise-Cancelling LNAs 

In this paragraph, the noise performance of the noise cancelling LNAs shown in figure 

4.16 will be compared based on hand calculations. To allow for a fair comparison of their 

noise performance we will look at F for ZIN=RS and given gain AVF=VOUT/VIN versus:

The (normalised) transconductance gm2·RS of the device mainly determining F. 

Power consumption.

Power consumption & bias noise. 

Source impedance matching is generally required in order to avoid signal reflections on a 

cable or alterations of the transfer characteristics of the RF filter preceding the LNA [1]. 

On the other hand, a fixed voltage gain ensures equal contribution to F from the stages 

following the LNA in the receiver chain
XIII

.

4.7.1 Noise Factor versus device gm2RS

Using table 4.8, the F of the amplifiers in figure 4.16 upon noise cancellation has been 

calculated as shown in table 4.9.

LNA F for ZIN=RS and fixed AVF Condition F for gmRS

a 1+2·NEF/AVF+(NEF+2/AVF)/(gm2RS) - 1+2·NEF/AVF

b 1+2·(1+NEF)/AVF+(NEF+2/AVF)/(gm2RS) lA2l=AVF/2 1+2·(1+NEF)/AVF

c 1+2/AVF+(NEF+2/AVF)/(gm2RS)+8·NEF/(gm3RSAVF

2
) lA2l=AVF/2 1+2/AVF

d 1+2/AVF+NEF·(1+2/AVF)/(gm2RS) - 1+2/AVF

e 1+2/AVF+(NEF+2/AVF)/(gm2RS) - 1+2/AVF

f 1-2/AVF+NEF·(8-6·AVF+AVF

2
)/(gm2RSAVF

2
) - 1-2/AVF

g 1-2·NEF/AVF+ NEF·(1-2/AVF)/(gm2RS) - 1-2·NEF/AVF

h
1-2/AVF+4·(NEF·(1-AVF/2)

2
+1-AVF/2)/(gm2RSAVF

2
)

+4·(1+NEF)/(gm3RSAVF

2
)

IA3l=1 1-2/AVF

Table 4.9: Noise factor F of the LNAs in figure 4.16 (lA2l=gm2R2, lA3l=gm3R3).

From table 4.9, we observe that: 

For fixed AVF, F decreases as the normalised device gm2RS increases above one. 

For gm2(3)·RS , the minimum value of F (i.e. Fmin) is limited by the contribution of 

the matching stage load, which is determined by AVF (table 4.9, most right column).

The lowest value of Fmin occurs for those LNAs whose matching stage is resistively 

loaded (i.e. R provides NEF times less noise power than a sub-micron MOST having 

gm=1/R). An exception is represented by amplifier 4.16b. In this case, the noise 

                                                          
XIII

 Strictly speaking, a constant available gain, Gav, should be imposed. However, when the (second-stage) 

equivalent input noise current ‘in’ is negligible, Gav can be replaced by the voltage gain. 
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cancelling condition for |A2|=AVF/2 constraints the value of gm3 to be equal to 1/R1

(table 4.9). Its contribution to F adds up to that of R1, resulting in a larger Fmin.

The noise figure NF is plotted in figure 4.22 versus gm2RS showing that: 

All the amplifiers are capable to achieve sub-3dB NF for proper values of gm2RS.

Amplifiers e) and d) render the lowest F using the least number of devices: 3 (in this 

context, the differential pair is assumed as a compound device with an equivalent 

transconductance; matching device is not included). Amplifier a), g) and f) use 3 

devices too. However, their NF is somewhat larger than that of e) and d) because the 

matching amplifier load device is a MOST for amplifier a) and g). For amplifier f) the 

contribution of R1 to F is larger because, for the same AVF, the value of R1 is larger 

compared to the load resistance of the other amplifiers (i.e. larger output noise, see 

chapter 3). Amplifier c) suffers from a somewhat larger NF compared to amplifier d) 

because in the former the differential pair is replaced by a transconductor with 2 extra 

devices contributing noise. Amplifier h) shows the second largest NF. It suffers from 

the same problem as amplifier f) and, in addition, its uses 5 devices. Amplifier b) has 

the largest NF because the noise current of MOST gm3 adds to that of the matching 

amplifier load resistor (table 4.9). Next, it also uses 4 devices.

Figure 4.22: NF versus gm2RS for ZIN=RS and constant AVF.
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4.7.2 Noise factor versus power consumption 

The noise factor of different amplifiers is compared assuming power consumption (and not 

gm2RS) as independent variable. This is because:

Low power is an important requirement in many systems. In battery-operated systems, 

low power preserves battery lifetime. Next, it enables the use of a low-cost IC package. 

Generally, wide-band LNAs provide a lower F at larger power levels. Fixing the power 

budget, topologies that are inherently capable of lower F are then highlighted.

Neglecting the small contribution of the biasing circuitry, the power consumption P of the 

amplifiers in figure 4.16 can be written as: 

i i,m

i

Si,m

S

DD

g

I
Rg

R

V
P     (4.10) 

Where gmi and gm,i/Ii are the transconductance and the gm-efficiency of the transconductor 

implementing the VCCS (e.g.: MOST differential pair) and VDD is the supply voltage. In 

equation (4.10), the sum is extended to the VCCSs determining the power of the amplifiers 

in figure 4.16 (i.e. gm1, gm2 and eventually gm3).  Equation (4.10) can be written as: 

i CS,MOST
i,m

i,D

i
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DD

g

IRg

R
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P    (4.11) 

The efficiency factor, i>0, is used to relate the efficiency of a transconductor to that of a 

common-source (CS) MOST, (gm,i/ID,i)MOST,CS, which is chosen as reference. Assuming 

equal (gm,i/ID,i)MOST,CS (i.e. optimal power efficiency), equation (4.11) yields to: 
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Equation (4.12) shows that the power consumption of the noise-cancelling amplifiers is 

the product of the (reference) power consumption PMOST,CS of a CS MOST with gm=1/RS

and given gm/ID (as the other VCCS circuits in the amplifier) multiplied by the normalised 
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power factor LNA(=P/PMOST,CS). The latter circuit-dependent through the sum of gm,iRS and 

the efficiency factor i. Table 4.10 shows the expressions of the normalised power factor 

LNA as a function of i and gm2·RS for the amplifiers in figure 4.16. Figure 4.23 shows NF 

for ZIN=RS, fixed gain AVF versus LNA=P/PMOST,CS.

LNA 1 2 3 LNA=P/PMOS,CS gm2RS Condition 

a 1+  1/4 - 1/ 1+gm2RS/ 2 2( LNA -1/ 1) - 

b 1+  1 1 1/ 1+gm2RS/ 2+1/ 3 2( LNA -1/ 1 - 2/(AVF 3)) lA2l=AVF/2

c 1+  1 1 1/ 1+gm2RS/ 2+gm3RS/ 3 2( LNA -1/ 1 - 1/ 3) lA2l=AVF/2, gm3RS=1

d 1+  1/4 - 1/ 1+gm2RS/ 2 2( LNA -1/ 1) - 

e 1+  1 - 1/ 1+gm2RS/ 2 2( LNA -1/ 1) - 

f 1 1 - 1/ 1+gm2RS/ 2 2( LNA -1/ 1) - 

g 1 1 - 1/ 1+gm2RS/ 2 2( LNA -1/ 1) - 

h 1 1 1 1/ 1+gm2RS/ 2+gm3RS/ 3 2( LNA -1/ 1 - 1/ 3) IA3l=1, gm3RS=1

Table 4.10: Efficiency factor  and normalised power LNA (  is the so-called MOST slope factor). 

From this figure, we observe that: 

LNAs a) and d) provide the largest NF because they use a differential pair, which is 

rather power inefficient: (gm/I)PAIR=(1/4)·(gm/ID)MOS,CS.

LNA e) offers the lowest NF due to the inherent efficiency of the single MOSFET 

(Analogously for LNA f and g). Despite its complexity, LNA c) has a far better NF 

than that of LNA d). Again, this is because the cascade of the CS stage, gm2-R2, with 

common-source MOSFET gm3 is more power efficient than the differential pair.

Figure 4.23: NF versus LNA for ZIN=RS and constant AVF ( =0.3).
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We now look at ways to enhance the efficiency factor  of a transconductor. This enables 

the same values of NF in figure 4.23 using less power or a lower NF is achieved for less 

power. Figure 4.24 shows some transconductor circuits providing a larger .

a)                                      b)                                         c) 

Figure 4.24: Transconductor circuits with improved efficiency factor  by exploiting: 

a)-b) MOST bias current re-use and c) Wide-band 1:N step-up transformer. 

Circuits a) and b) achieve a larger re-using the bias-current of another MOST. The gm/I

of the inverter in figure 4.24a is: 
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where Kn(p)=µn(p)Cox,n(p) and Lp=Ln were assumed. Fixed gm,n/ID and Wn (and so ID), the 

inverter efficiency factor  is larger than 1. For Wp=WnKn/Kp,  is 2. This means that the 

gm of an inverter is 2 times gm,n for the same bias ID. For a typical CMOS process, Kn is 

about 2-3 times Kp. This requires large PMOST, which increases input capacitance CIN as: 

n

p

n,gsp,gsn,gsIN

W

W
1CCCC      (4.14) 

and Cox,n=Cox,p was used. For Wp=Wnµn/µp, the excess of input capacitance, Cgs,n(µn/µp-1),

can be substantial (e.g.: 2 or 3 times Cgs,n). Next, for a fixed bias current, the gm/I of the 

inverter increases as the square root of Wp, while CIN increases linearly with Wp. Thus, the 

inverter unity-gain cut-off frequency, fT=gm/(2 CIN), drops as the inverse of the square 

root of Wp. To mitigate the previous problems the circuit in figure 4.24b may be used. 

Here, the bias current of the bottom NMOST is re-used by a MOST of the same type. The 

total gm approaches then the sum of the gm of the stacked MOSTs (i.e.  = number of 
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stacked MOSTs). Nevertheless, this solution requires extra resistors, capacitors and dc 

sources to bias correctly the MOSTs and ground their source terminals. These components 

increase chip-area and introduce bandwidth limitations. Moreover, the output noise of R 

may be not negligible. These issues exacerbate at a low supply-voltage, due to the scarce 

voltage headroom available for the stacked MOSTs and R’s. Figure 4.24c shows an 

alternative approach. A step-up 1:N transformer in front of a MOST boosts the gm to N·gm

(  = N). Unfortunately, wide-band transformers of acceptable performance are difficult to 

integrate, especially in CMOS. 

                  a)                                                    b)                                               c) 

Figure 4.25: Biasing of the matching stages used in the LNAs of figure 4.16. 

4.7.3 Noise factor versus power consumption with biasing noise

So far, we have considered only the noise generated by the devices in the signal path. 

However, noise from the biasing devices can degrade F especially at low supply-voltage. 

Figure 4.25 shows the (simplified) biasing for the matching stages used of the LNAs of 

figure 4.16. Here, the noise currents associated to IBIAS1, RBIAS1 and RBIAS2 add to the input 

signal IS. The biasing noise factor, FBIAS, is: 
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1F   (4.15) 

Gn,BIAS1=NEF·gm,BIAS1 (RBIAS1: NEF=1 and gm,BIAS1=1/RBIAS1) and Gn,BIAS2=1/RBIAS2 are 

noise conductance (figure 4.25a, Gn,BIAS2=0). FBIAS is small for (Gn,BIAS2+Gn,BIAS2)·RS<< 1. 

This requires a large voltage across IBIAS1 and RBIAS2. For a fixed AVF and supply voltage 

VDD, FBIAS can be non-negligible. For the LNA f) and h) the bias noise current, In,BIAS1, is 

injected into the drain node of the matching device. FBIAS1 is then smaller because the 
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signal at this node is large (i.e. gain>1). Next, the output noise due to In,BIAS1 is cancelled 

too. Figure 4.26 shows F+FBIAS versus LNA for different values of the supply voltage VDD.

The expressions of the bias noise factor, FBIAS(AVF, VDD, VGT1, ), are given in appendix 

B. From this figure, we can conclude that: 

The total NF of the LNAs a) to e) exploiting a common-gate matching stage and LNA 

g) degrade significantly as VDD drops down to 1.5V. These LNAs are less suitable to 

operate at low supply voltage due to the contribution of FBIAS.

LNAs f) to h) are unaffected by matching-stage biasing noise. 

Figure 4.26: F+FBIAS versus LNA for different values of supply voltage VDD (IAVFI=10,

NEF=1.5, Vgs1-VT0=0.2V, =0.8 1/V and =0.3 have been assumed). 

Conclusions: From the previous comparison of the noise cancelling LNAs in figure 4.16 it 

can be concluded that LNA f) offers potentially the best noise performance as far as 

F+FBIAS versus the normalised power LNA for ZIN=RS and fixed AVF is concerned. Another 

advantage of this LNA is the lower output impedance of the shunt-feedback CS (CSSF) 

stage compared to the CG amplifier stage. As such, LNA f) can have superior high-

frequency behaviour provided the capacitance at the output node of the CSSF stage does 

not differ significantly from the capacitance at the output of the CG amplifier stage. 
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4.8 Noise Cancelling Properties 

This paragraph discusses important properties of noise cancelling such as: 

1. Robustness. 

2. Simultaneous noise and power matching. 

3. Distortion cancelling. 

Although these properties concern all the LNAs in figure 4.16, for sake of convenience, 

we will often refer to the LNA in figure 4.16f or the amplifier model in figure 4.20c. 

4.8.1 Robustness

In figure 4.27, the transfer function of the signal and the matching device noise current In,i

are again showed for a generic noise-cancelling LNA.

Figure 4.27: Feed-forward representation of the noise and signal transfer function.

According to this figure, noise cancelling occurs for Tn,i+RS·AVF2=0. This requires the 

module of the noise transfers Tn,i and RS·AVF to be equal. In practice, due to device 

parameter variations (e.g.: process spread), this identity can be realised to a limited extent. 

Nevertheless, noise cancelling is robust to these variations. 

The noise cancelling equation, Tn,i+RS·AVF2=0, depends on a reduced set of circuit 

parameters. Consider, for instance, the LNA in figure 4.16f, which is redrawn in figure 

4.28. The impedance ZY and ZL (and the gm of the matching device) do not affect the 

solution of Tn,i+RS·AVF2=0 (i.e. 1+R/RS-gm2/gm3=0). This is because ZY and ZL affect 

the two feed-forward paths in figure 4.27 in the same fashion.

Figure 4.28: Effect of ZY and ZL on noise cancelling for the amplifier in figure 4.16f. 
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The performance of the noise cancellation technique is only modestly sensitive to 

device parameter variations (e.g.: process-spread). Consider the variation of the source 

impedance and gain of the voltage-sensing amplifier, RS+ RS and AVF2+ AVF2. The 

variation of EFMD from its nominal value for ZIN=RS and Tn,i+RS·AVF2=0 is: 

2
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 where Tn,i is the variation of Tn,i caused by RS. Table 4.8 shows the relation among 

AVF1, AVF2 and Tn,i for the amplifiers in figure 4.16. For amplifier 4.16f, for instance, 

AVF1=AVF2+2, Tn,i=–RSAVF2 and Tn,i= RS. For this case, one can write: 
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Contours of EFMD are shown in figure 4.29 for NEF=1.5 and AVF2=–7. For a RS/RS

and AVF2/AVF2 as large as 20%, EFMD rises to only 0.1, ten times smaller than the 

contribution of the source. For RS/RS 0, e.g. when RS is the impedance seen “looking 

into” a properly terminated cable, the gain error | AVF2/AVF2| can be as large as 36%.

Figure 4.29: Contour of EFMD vs. AVF2/AVF2 and RS/RS.
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Figure 4.30: Two-port noise model: “in” and “vn” are the 

equivalent input noise current and voltage.

4.8.2 Simultaneous noise and power matching

The noise factor of a two-port circuit in figure 4.30 can be written as [16]: 
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where the above noise quantities have the usual meaning as in [16]. Relations (4.16) show 

the existence of an optimum value of the source conductance, GS,OPT, which renders the 

minimum noise factor, FMIN (GS=1/RS is the source conductance). If GS,OPT is equal to GIN,

the input of the two-port is simultaneously optimised for noise and power transfer when 

GIN is equal to GS. In this case, we say that the two-port input is simultaneously noise-

power matched (i.e. maximum transfer of power to the input and F=FMIN). In general, 

GS,OPT differs from GIN and one can either match the two-port input for noise or for power. 

Noise-power matching can be achieved using a wide-band matching network, which 

transforms GS into GS,OPT. This network can be rather complex, consisting of several area-

consuming capacitors and inductors. In this paragraph, it will be shown that LNAs 

exploiting noise cancelling can be designed for simultaneous noise and power matching 

without an extra wide-band matching network
XIV

.

The optimum source conductance, GS,OPT, of a two-port with M independent noise sources, 

In,k, can be written as (see appendix C): 

                                                          
XIV

 This is strictly true only when a MOST can be modelled as a noisy VCCS. 
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Hn,open(short),k is the transfer from In,k to the output of the two-port upon a opened (shorted) 

input port. From (4.17), simultaneous noise and power matching requires: 
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 (4.18) 

Finally, equation (4.18) yields the condition: 

kHH
k,short,nk,open,n

     (4.19)

From relation (4.19), noise and power matching requires that, for each noise source of the 

two-port, the noise transfer Hn,k does not differ when passing from a shorted to opened 

input port. Let’s now consider two examples: the negative feedback LNA in figure 4.6a 

and the noise-cancelling LNA in figure 4.16f. Table 4.11 shows their Hn,open and Hn,short.

LNA Hn,open Hn,short

Ri: RiAv/(1-Av) Ri:  0 
Fig. 4.6a 

“Av”:  R/(1-Av) “Av”: R 

R:  -R R: -R 

Fig. 4.16f M1: (Av -1)/gm1

       Upon cancellation R/(gm1·RS)=R
M1: R 

Table 4.11: Noise transfers Hn,short and Hn,open.

For the feedback LNA, the noise transfer of the feedback resistor and the loop amplifier 

“Av” (Assuming a CS stage plus an ideal buffer) differ upon open and shorted input (table 

4.11). This LNA is then not capable of simultaneous noise and power matching. For the 
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noise cancelling LNA, the matching device noise transfers are identical upon gm1·RS=1 and 

noise cancellation (i.e. Av=-1-R/RS), so simultaneous noise and power match is possible 

without any matching network.

Figure 4.31 shows the plot of NF and NFMIN versus RS for the 50  input LNA in figure 

4.20c (i.e. replacing amplifier Av with an ideal voltage controlled voltage source). As 

expected, NF is equal to NFMIN only for RS=RIN=50 . Figure 4.31 shows the same noise 

figure plots (i.e. NF20 and NFMIN,20) for amplifier “Av” with an equivalent input noise 

resistance Rn,EQ,IN=20 . Clearly, the simultaneous noise and power matching is not 

affected by the noise of “Av”. 

Figure 4.31: Simulated NF (NF20) and NFMIN (NFMIN,20) versus RS for 

the LNA in figure 4.20c (MOS model 9) for a noiseless (noisy) 

amplifier “Av”. The matching-stage provides RIN 50  for VGS-

VT0 250mV. R=300  renders a voltage gain (=VY/VX) of 12.8dB for 

the matching stage.

Figure 4.32 shows NF and NFMIN versus RS for the 50  input LNA in figure 4.32-II where 

the loop amplifier is represented by an ideal voltage controlled voltage source with an 

equivalent input noise resistance Rn,EQ,IN=30 . As expected, NF(RS=50 )=2.851dB and 

NFMIN(RS,OPT=97 )=2.514dB are different so this feedback amplifier is not capable of 

simultaneous noise and power matching. 
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Figure 4.32: Simulated NF and NFMIN versus RS of the LNA in 

figure 4.7-III for a noisy amplifier “Av” with Rn,EQ,IN=30 .

4.8.3 Distortion cancelling

In this section, it will be shown that the same mechanism allowing for the cancellation of 

the output noise of the matching device can be also exploited to cancel the distortion 

components produced by the matching device. It will be assumed that the non-linear 

voltage-to-current conversion (VGS-IDS) of the MOSFET is the only cause of distortion. 

If we use a Taylor approximation to model the weakly nonlinear behavior, the drain 

current of the matching device can be written as ID=gmiVX+INL, where INL denotes all 

nonlinear high order terms. From inspection of the circuit in figure 20c, the signal voltage 

at nodes X and Y can now be written as: 
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After some manipulations one obtains: 
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Equation (4.21) shows that the distortion voltage at node Y, –(RS+R)·INL/(1+gmiRS), has 

1+R/RS times higher amplitudes then at node X, –RS·INL/(1+gmiRS), and has equal sign.

Therefore, a gain Av=–(1+R/RS) cancels the output noise as well as all nonlinear terms 

contributed by the matching device. This gain is the same value required to cancel the 

output noise due to the matching device, thereby allowing for simultaneous noise and 

distortion cancellation. Figure 4.33 highlights the distortion cancellation in the frequency-

domain, for the relevant case of 3
rd

 order IM distortion. Two equal carriers at frequencies 

f1 and f2 produce close-in 3
rd

 order IM distortion products at frequency 2f1-f2 and 2f2-f1.

These undesired 3
rd

 order products are in anti-phase at nodes X and Y, while the (desired) 

signal terms are in phase, explaining while distortion products cancel at the output. 

Figure 4.33: Cancellation of 3
rd

 order intermodulation 

distortion terms sketched in the frequency domain. 

Figures 4.34 shows the simulated (using PSS-analysis) input-referred 2
nd

 and 3
rd

 order IM 

intercept points IIP2 and IIP3 (pin=-30dBm@50  for each tone) versus |Av| for the LNA 

in figure 4.33. Amplifier “Av” is replaced by an ideal voltage controlled voltage source. 

IIP2 and IIP3 peak for |Av|= 1+R/RS=1+300/50=7 where the distortion cancellation 

occurs. Furthermore, the IIPs are always larger than for Av=0 (i.e. the IIPs of the matching 

stage standalone). Note that the cancellation occurs despite the effect of the non-linear 

output conductance of the MOSFET.
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Figure 4.34: Simulated IIP2 and IIP3 versus |Av| for the amplifier in figure 4.32 

(MOS model 9). The matching-stage provides RIN RS=50  for VGS-VT0 250mV

while R=300  renders a gain (VY/VX) of 12.8dB for the matching stage. 

The distortion cancellation described so far does not take into account the non-linearity of 

the voltage amplifier “Av”. This can be done, for instance, approximating its input-output 

characteristic by a 3
rd

 order Taylor function with coefficients Av, Av,2 and Av,3. For this 

case, using the method of the direct-currents [17], the 2
nd

 and 3
rd

 order IM distortion at the 

output of the amplifier in figure 4.33 can be written as:
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  (4.22) 

gmi= IDS/ VGS, g2=(1/2)
2
IDS/ VGS

2
 and g3=(1/6)

3
IDS/ VGS

3
 are the Taylor coefficients of 

the matching device and g2>0 and g3<0 holds for a MOSFET biased in strong-inversion 
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and saturation. From equation (4.22), two distortion contributions can be isolated at the 

output of the LNA. The output distortion when “Av” is linear: –g2RS(Av+1+R/RS) for 

IMD2 and (2(g2RS)
2
/(1+gm1RS)–g3RS)(Av+1+R/RS) for IMD3. The distortion caused by 

the non-linearity of “Av”: Av,2(1+gm1RS) for IMD2 and Av,3(1+gm1RS)–2g2RSAv,2 for 

IMD3. The intercept points VIIP2 and VIIP3 are then equal to: 
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From (4.22) and (4.23), the cancellation conditions for ZIN=RS are respectively: 
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where R/RS>1 (i.e. negative gain for the matching stage) and Av<0 must hold. Equation 

(4.24) renders the value of the ratio R/RS that allows for the output distortion cancellation 

given RS and the characteristics of amplifier “Av” and the matching device. 

From equations (4.22), the following possible scenarios regarding the effects of the non-

linearity of “Av” on the distortion canceling are identified: 

The output distortion caused by the non-linearity of amplifier “Av” adds in-phase to

the distortion generated by the matching stage: Av,2>0 and Av,3(1+gm1RS)–

2g2RSAv,2<0. In this case, cancellation of the total distortion at the output of the LNA 

is achieved by increasing the strength of the distortion components at node Y. This 

requires a ratio R/RS that is larger than 1–Av. 

The output distortion caused by the non-linearity of amplifier “Av” adds 180 out-of-

phase to the distortion generated by the matching stage: Av,2<0 and Av,3(1+gm1RS)–
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2g2RSAv,2>0. In this case, two situations can be distinguished. The distortion 

component caused by “Av” is lower than that caused by the matching-stage: 

Av,2(1+gm1RS)–g2RSAv>0 for IMD2 and Av,3(1+gm1RS)–2g2RSAv,2+Av(2(g2RS)
2
/

(1+gm1RS)–g3RS)<0 for IMD3. The distortion component caused by “Av” is larger than 

that caused by the matching stage: Av,2(1+gm1RS)–g2RSAv<0 for IMD2 and 

Av,3(1+gm1RS)–2g2RSAv,2+Av(2(g2RS)
2
/(1+gm1RS)–g3RS)>0 for IMD3. In the former 

case, exact distortion cancellation is still possible but this time by decreasing the 

strength of the distortion components at node Y. This requires a ratio R/RS smaller than 

1–Av. In the last case, distortion canceling will not occur because the necessary sign 

relation among the distortion components is irreparably altered. 

The value of R/RS needed to cancel the 2
nd

 and the 3
rd

 order distortion is not the same. 

Distortion canceling occurs for a ratio R/RS that is not the one required to cancel noise. 

In other words, simultaneous noise-distortion cancellation is hampered. In this respect, 

two measures can be taken: (a) to choose for noise or distortion cancellation thereby 

accepting the degradation of the other and (b) to minimize the 2
nd

 and 3
rd

 order Taylor 

coefficients of “Av” such that distortion and noise cancellation are approximately 

achieved both. However, at high frequencies, it is difficult to design amplifier “Av” 

such that it produces much less output distortion than that generated by matching stage. 

This is an important difference with respect to noise canceling where the contribution 

to F of “Av” is easily made smaller than that of the matching device by increasing the 

gm of its input stage. Moreover, noise and distortion cancellation may lead to 

contradictory requirements. For instance, a large gm (i.e. low F) at acceptable power 

levels demand for a relatively large gm/ID. On the other hand, the linearity of the MOST 

improves when the gm/ID is low (i.e. large VGS-VT0).

Figure 4.35 and 4.36 show the plots of the simulated IIP2 and IIP3 (pin=-30dBm@50  for 

each tone) versus the ratio R/RS as obtained by a two-tone test (PSS analysis). According 

to the above analysis, cancellation of the total 2
nd

 and 3
rd

 order distortion at the output of 

the amplifier in figure 4.33 occurs for a proper ratio R/RS approximately indicated by 

equation (4.24). 

As final note, it is worth wise to mention that, in contrast to noise cancellation, distortion 

cancellation is signal-dependent. This is a shortcoming especially for wide-band systems 

where the distortion requirements are specified for signal levels that are generally larger 

than that used for narrow-band systems. 
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Figure 4.35: Simulated IIP2 versus R/RS for different values of Av,2 

(MOS model 9) for the amplifier in figure 4.33. The matching-stage 

provides RIN RS=50  for VGS-VT0 250mV while R=300  renders a 

voltage gain (=VY/VX) of 12.8dB for the matching stage. 

Figure 4.36: Simulated IIP3 versus R/RS for different values of Av,3 and 

Av,2=0 (MOS model 9) for the amplifier in figure 4.33. The matching-

stage provides RIN RS=50  for VGS-VT0 250mV while R=300  renders a 

voltage gain (=VY/VX) of 12.8dB for the matching stage. 
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4.9 High-Frequency Limitations to Noise and Distortion Cancelling 

The influence of parasitic capacitors on the performance of noise cancelling LNAs has not 

been considered so far. However, at high frequencies, these capacitors can degrade noise 

and distortion cancellation substantially. Both aspects will be analysed in this paragraph. 

4.9.1 Noise

This paragraph deals with the analysis of the high-frequency limitations of LNA circuit 

exploiting noise cancelling.

In paragraph 4.6, it has been shown that a peculiar characteristic of any noise canceling 

amplifier is its direct dependence on the absolute value of the real source impedance RS as 

shown again the generic two-port model in figure 4.37. However, any practical realization 

of figure 4.37 suffers from an unavoidable parasitic input capacitance to ground C1. This 

capacitance is originated by the matching-stage itself, the voltage-sensing two-port 

amplifier and other practical devices such as the RF input bond-pad and the electrostatic 

protection device (ESD). Therefore, it can be substantial (e.g.: 1pF or more).

Figure 4.37: Two-port model of a noise-cancelling amplifier 

showing the effect of the input capacitance C1 (VS=0).

From the point of view of the noise current flowing out from the matching device, C1 acts 

in parallel to the real source impedance RS. This means that this noise current, ·In,i, sees 

an effective frequency-dependent source impedance, ZS(s)=RS/(1+s·RS·C1). Per se, the 

frequency-dependence of ZS(s) is not the issue. The problem with ZS(s) is that it affects the 

two feed-forward noise transfers from ·In,i to the output in a different fashion. In other 

words, the two noise paths experience different frequency-dependence leadings to a lower 
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degree of cancellation as the frequency increases. Let’s now analyse the effect of C1 for 

the noise-cancelling amplifier in figure 4.38a.

a) b)

Figure 4.38: Noise cancelling LNA with input capacitance C1 (a) and plus parasitic C2 and C3 (b).

The transfer from the matching device noise current, Hn,1(s)= VOUT/In,1, is: 
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where Hn,1,1(s) and Hn,1,2(s) are the contributions to Hn,1(s) of the two feed-forward paths to 

the output. Equations (4.25) show that C1 affects differently the two feed-forward noise 

transfers. This is most evident by looking at the values of |Hn,1,1(f)| and |Hn,1,2(f)| for f .

The former is R1 and the latter is 0. For –Av=R1/RS+1, equation (4.25) yields to: 
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From another point of view, equation (4.27) shows the existence of a zero-frequency in the 

origin for Hn,1(s), which is mainly responsible of the degradation of noise cancelling.

The excess noise factor of the matching device, EFMD(f), is  equal to (for gm1·RS=1):
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MD
f

f
NEF)f(EF      (4.28) 
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with f0=1/( ·RS·C1) the LNA input pole. Equation (4.28) shows that exact cancellation 

occurs only at “dc”, with EFMD rising with the square of the frequency. When amplifier 

“Av” is implemented as shown in figure 4.16f, the noise factor F(f) can be written as: 
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where the “dc” noise factor FDC is the same as in table 4.9. Equation (4.29) shows that for 

values of FDC<1+NEF, F(f)-FDC increases with the frequency mainly because output noise 

cancellation degrades (i.e. EFMD increases). This highlights the importance of designing 

for a minimum C1 (i.e. maximise f0). To this purpose, the following guidelines are helpful: 

Minimize ESD and input bond-pad capacitance. 

Decrease the gm/ID of the MOST. However, this results in larger power dissipation. 

Use cascoding (within amplifier “Av”) in order to reduce the Miller’s effect. 

Use a more advanced CMOS process with a larger fT. Since MOST capacitances scale 

at each new technology generation, the frequency limitations will move forward.

In order to validate the above analysis, noise simulations of the amplifier in figure 4.38a 

have been performed. Figure 4.39 shows the simulated matching-device noise trans-

impedance versus frequency for some values of the input capacitor CEXTRA. The latter is 

intentionally added to the circuit to account for any parasitic capacitance other than that of 

the matching stage, so in this case C1=CEXTRA+C1,MD holds and C1,MD is the input capacitor 

of the matching stage. The matching stage provides ZIN=RS=50  and a noiseless amplifier 

“Av” is chosen with a gain –Av=1+R/RS=1+300/50=7, which ensures the dc-cancellation. 

The noise trans-impedance increases with the frequency even if CEXTRA is zero due to 

C1,MD. However, this effect is stronger as CEXTRA is increased. This corresponds to a fast 

degradation of the noise cancellation. Figure 4.40 shows the simulated NF versus 

frequency for some values of CEXTRA. As expected, NF increases rapidly with CEXTRA and 

frequency because the noise trans-impedance degrades. 
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Figure 4.39: Simulated matching-device noise trans-impedance 

versus frequency for different values of CEXTRA.

Figure 4.40: Simulated NF versus frequency for different values of 

CEXTRA.

The above simulations clearly show a major-role played by the LNA input capacitance in 

determining the high-frequency degradation of the noise cancellation and so the rise of the 

noise factor with the frequency. However, if one tries to use equation (4.29) to fit the 

simulation in figure 4.40 (taking care to remove the noise contribution of “Av”), one finds 
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that it overestimates the increases of F to a significant extent. In other words, even if the 

input capacitance is the main reason of the increase of EFMD with the frequency, the effect 

of other parasitic capacitances loading the matching stage cannot be neglected if a more 

precise quantitative prediction is desired.

In order to investigate the actual frequency dependence of EFMD the model in figure 4.38b 

is instead used. In this case, capacitors C2 and C3 are introduced to take into account the 

parasitic associated with matching device (C2 accounts for the loading of the device(s) 

performing the signal addition). For instance, C3 represents the gate-drain capacitance of 

the matching device (i.e. mainly the overlap contribution as M1 is biased in its saturation 

region). This relatively simple model is quite realistic because: 

Amplifier “Av” can be implemented without internal nodes (e.g.: see figure 4.16f). 

The load impedance does not affect does not affect the F of the LNA standalone.

From inspection of figure 4.38b, the noise factor can be written as: 
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for R=–(1+Av)·RS, gm1RS=1 and s=j  equation (4.30) is: 
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Equations (4.31) shows that the frequency behaviour of EFMD( ) is different from that 

predicted when considering only C1. In this case, capacitors C2 and C3 cause EFMD( ) to 
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rise with a lower rate than that predicted by equation (4.28). This behaviour is originated 

by: (a) a negative input Miller capacitance C3(1+Av)<0, which subtract to C1 and (b) the 

term at the dominator of EFMD( ), which is originated by the fact that C2 and C3 create a 

frequency zero in the signal gain. A negative Miller input capacitance in the noise transfer 

of the matching device may appear strange. However, its existence can be easily 

explained. From the Miller theorem, the Miller capacitance from the input node of the 

LNA in figure 4.38a to ground is CM=C3(1–AYX), where AYX is the ratio between the 

voltage at node Y and the voltage at node X. Now, when the signal transfer is considered, 

the gain AYX=1–gm1R is negative (for gm1R>1) so CM is positive. On the other hand, when 

the transfer of the noise of the matching device is considered, the situation is different. The 

noise voltage at node X and Y have the same sign (i.e. VX and VY=VX(1+R/RS)), so the 

noise gain AYX=1+R/RS is positive and larger than 1. This leads to a negative Miller 

capacitance CM=–C3R/RS (=C3(1+Av) for Av= –1–R/RS) as far as the noise transfer of the 

matching device is concerned. On the other hand, C2 increases EFR(f) at high frequencies 

because it leads to a positive Miller contribution at the numerator. 

A good approximation of equations (4.31), is obtained by neglecting the term at the 

denominator of both EFMD(f) and EFR(f). In other words, the simple model of figure 4.38a 

can be used if one replaces C1 with C1–C3R/RS(=C1+C3(1+Av) for Av= –1–R/RS) for 

EFMD(f) and C1 with C1–AvC2 for EFR(f).

Figure 4.41 shows the simulated (SIM) and hand-calculated (HC) EFMD of the amplifier in 

figure 4.38b versus frequency for some values of CEXTRA. The hand calculated EFMD using 

equation (4.28), HC1, significantly overestimates the simulation results especially for 

larger CEXTRA. On the other hand, when C2 and C3 are taken into account, simulations and 

hand-calculation (HC123) come much closer. The same trend is observed in figure 4.42 

where the noise figure NF is plotted versus frequency for some values of CEXTRA. Despite 

the improvement, some discrepancy between simulations and hand-calculations does exist. 

This is due to simplification in the analysis as non quasi-static effects were neglected. 

The design recommendation given to minimize EFMD( ) according to equation (4.29) are 

still valid when C2 and C3 are considered because: 

In practice, C1=C1,MD+CEXTRA is typically much larger than |C3(1+Av)|.

Minimizing C1 automatically reduces also C2 and C3.

If after following these guidelines the high-frequency degradation of the LNA noise figure 

is still unacceptable, other measures such as frequency compensation must be considered. 

We will come back to this later. 
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Figure 4.41: Simulated (SIM) and hand-calculated (HC) EFMD

versus frequency for different values of CEXTRA (HC1 refers to the 

case when only C1 is present and HC123 refers to case where C1,

C2 and C3 are present). NEF=1.37. 

Figure 4.42: Simulated (SIM) and hand-calculated (HC) EFMD

versus frequency for different values of CEXTRA (HC1 refers to the 

case when only C1 is present and HC123 refers to case where C1,

C2 and C3 are present). NEF=1.37 
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Finally, since the input capacitance degrades the cancellation, the simultaneous noise and 

power matching will be affected too. This is shown in figure 4.43 where NF and NFMIN of 

the amplifier in figure 4.38b (with RIN=50 , –Av=1+300/50=7 and CEXTRA=1pF) was 

simulated versus RS for different frequencies. NF is equal at NFMIN at RS,OPT=50  only at 

100MHz. However, up to 2 GHz the difference between NF and NFMIN is relatively small. 

Figure 4.43: Simulated NF and NFMIN of the amplifier in figure 4.38b 

(RIN=50  and –Av=1+300/50=7) versus RS at different frequencies 

for CEXTRA=1pF.

4.9.2 Distortion 

The parasitic capacitor C1 at the input of a noise cancelling LNA degrades the distortion 

cancelling as well. To see it, it is sufficient to examine the 2
nd

 and 3
rd

 order IM distortion 

IMD2 and IMD3 of the amplifier in figure 4.38a for the simple case of C2=C3=0 and 

Av,2=Av,3=0 (i.e. linear amplifier “Av”). In this case, IMD2 and IMD3 can be written as: 
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(4.32)

where the notation 1±2 and 2·1-2 refers to distortion products located at frequencies 1± 2

and 2· 1– 2  respectively (An analogous expression for IMD3 2·2-1 can also be written). 

Assuming “dc-cancellation” R=–RS·(Av+1), gm1RS=1 and f0=1/( C1RS) into equation 

(4.32), one gets: 
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The voltage intercept points VIIP2 (at f1±2) and V
2

IIP3 (at f2·1-2) are then: 
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(4.34)

where VIIP2,MOS and V
2

IIP3,MOS are the “dc” intercepts of the MOS. From equations (4.34), 

that the intercept points of the amplifier in figure 4.38a show a strong dependence on the 

ratio between f0 and the frequency of the IM product, f1±2 or f2·1-2. Specifically, distortion 

products located well below f0 are effectively cancelled while those near f0 suffer from a 

degradation of the distortion cancellation. In addition, the ratio between f0 and the 

frequency of the input tones (e.g.: f1/f0, f2/f0 and f2·1/f0) is also important in determining the 

value of the intercepts. For frequencies such that max{f1, f2, f1±2 ,f2·1-2, f2·1}<<f0 hold, 

equation (4.34) further simplifies to: 
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and, in dBm 
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Equation (4.36) predicts a linear in dB increase of the intercept points with the ratio f0/f1±2

and f0/f2·1-2. In order to validate equation (4.36), the intercept points of the amplifier in 

figure 4.38a (with R=–RS·(Av+1), gm1RS=1 and Av,2=Av,3=0) have been simulated (PSS-

analysis) versus the input capacitor CEXTRA (form 0 to 100pF). The input tones were 

located at tones f1=30MHz and f2=50MHz (each pin=–30dBm). Figure 4.44 shows the plot 

of IIP2 and IIP3 versus the ratio f0/fd where fd is the frequency of the related distortion 

product (i.e. fd=f1+f2 for IIP2 and fd=2f2–f1 for IIP3) and f0 is calculated as 

1/( ·RS·(CEXTRA+C1,MD)).

Figure 4.44: Simulated IIP2 and IIP3 versus f0/fd.

As can be seen from the plots, the IIPs increase linearly in dB with the ratio f0/fd.
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4.9.3 Frequency compensation

In the previous sections, we have seen that the parasitic input capacitance of a noise 

cancelling LNA can cause a severe degradation of both noise and distortion cancellation at 

high frequency. Furthermore, some simple design guidelines were given in order to reduce 

this effect. When these measures do not render the desired improvement, one can apply 

some frequency compensation methods. In this paragraph, the focus is on noise aspects 

and we will tacitly assume that the compensation methods improve the distortion as well. 

a)

b)

Figure 4.45: Methods to improve noise cancelling: noise equalization (a) and peaking coil (b).

We have seen that noise cancelling degrades at high frequency because of the frequency-

dependent effective source impedance ZS(s)=RS/(1+s·RS·CIN) loads the two feed-forward 

noise transfer in a different fashion. Therefore, one way to improve noise cancelling is to 

neutralize the different frequency-dependence between these two paths.  To do so, one can 

exploit the fact that, as explained in section 4.9.1, a capacitance CEQ connected between 

nodes X and Y in figure 4.45a leads to a negative Miller capacitance for the noise transfer 

of the matching device, which counteracts the effect of C1. From another perspective, the 

positive effect of CEQ on noise cancelling is also evident when looking at the expressions 

of the two feed-forward noise transfer functions of the matching-device noise currant as: 
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 (4.37) 

Upon dc-noise cancellation R=–RS·(Av+1), one can write: 
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Clearly, when the following equation is fulfilled: 
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Equations (4.38) can be finally written as: 
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Equation (4.40) shows that the two feed-forward noise transfers are identical and so the 

cancellation can be achieved at all frequencies even though ZS(s) remains frequency 

dependent. Therefore, rearranging equation (4.31) for the amplifier of figure 4.45a as: 
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the numerator of EFMD,EQ is zero when equation (4.39) is met. Moreover, CEQ improves 

also the frequency response of EFR( ) because its denominator becomes larger. 

Noise equalization via CEQ is very effective in reducing the high-frequency increase of 

EFMD. It appears to be a very attractive solution. Unfortunately, this technique suffers from 

a drawback that can severely affect its effectiveness: capacitor CEQ reduces the voltage 
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gain of the LNA while leaving unaltered the output noise due to amplifier “Av”. In other 

words, at high frequency, CEQ increases of EFAv. This degradation of EFAv can be so 

severe that the overall LNA NF can actually be larger than for CEQ=0. This can disqualify 

the use of noise equalization. 

A more effective alternative is the use of broadband peaking-coils (i.e., shunt-peaking) as 

for instance shown in figure 4.45b. Here a coil LP is connected in series to the source 

resistance RS. The aim of LP is to mitigate the frequency-dependence of the effective 

source impedance such that the influence parasitic input capacitor C1 is noticeable at 

higher frequencies. This effect can be seen by looking at the effective source impedance 

for the amplifier of figure 4.45b, ZS,P(s):
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For s=j·  and 
2
·LP·C1<<1, the frequency-compensation of ZS,P(s) arises from the zero 

z=–RS/LP that counteracts the pole P=–1/(RS·C1). However, as the frequency increases 

further,
2
·LP·C1<<1 does not hold and the frequency-dependence of ZS,P(s) can be worst 

than that of ZS(s). In other words, the peaking coil LP improves the frequency response of 

EFMD up to a certain frequency. Above this frequency, EFMD increases even faster than for 

the case LP=0 because an inductive overcompensation takes place. This is also evident 

from the expression of EFMD for the amplifier in figure 4.45b: 
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Substituting R=–(1+Av)·RS, gm1RS=1 and s=j  into equation (4.43) one gets: 
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From equation (4.44), by choosing the (sub-optimal) value of LP equal to: 
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EFMD,LP can be rewritten as: 
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Comparing equation (4.46) with (4.31), EFMD,LP is lower than EFMD as far as  is below: 
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Despite this limitation, up to a certain frequency, the use of peaking coil Lp renders a 

better noise figure response for the overall amplifier. This is because LP improves (for 

certain frequencies) the frequency-response of the EF of all devices in figure 4.45b. 

Moreover, the frequency response of the gain and the matching are improved too. 

The choice of the inductor LP according to (4.45) is arbitrary. A better one is found 

searching for the value of LP that minimizes EFMD,LP( ). In this case, one founds the 

following expression for LP:

Av1CCR

CCAvCR1

2

31

2

S2

323

2

S

2
  (4.47) 

The value in (4.47) is frequency-dependent and therefore it is valuable when the spot noise 

factor is of interest.

A better alternative to shunt peaking is to use higher-order broadband peaking-networks 

such as the bridged T-coil structure in figure 4.46. It consists of two inductors L1 and L2

with a coupling coefficient k, a bridge capacitor CB, a load capacitor CL at the junction 

point between L1 and L2.
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Figure 4.46: Bridged T-coil network.

This network has two important characteristics: 

Its input impedance ZIN is equal to the terminating resistance RT at all the frequencies

and regardless the value of CL when L1, L2, CB and k are chosen according to [18]: 
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    (4.48) 

where  is the damping of the poles of the network. Intuitively, this property can be 

recognized observing that at low frequencies the inductors are short circuits and the 

capacitors are open, so ZIN=RT. At high frequencies, the inductors are open circuits and 

the bridge capacitor is a short circuit, so again ZIN=RT.

Its transfer bandwidth can be significantly larger than that of the shunt peaking coil. 

For a maximally flat group-delay response (i.e. = 3/2, L1=L2=CLR
2

T/3, CB=CL/12 and 

k=0.5), for instance, the bandwidth enhancement (i.e. the ratio between bandwidth of 

the bridged T-coil and the source bandwidth 1/RSCL) of the bridged T-coil is 2 2=2.72

while it is only 1.6 using shunt peaking [19].

The above properties of the bridged T-coil network can be exploited in order to improve 

the noise cancellation over a broader range of high frequencies compared to shunt peaking. 

Off course, as well as for shunt peaking, the use of the bridged T-coil network improves 

the frequency response of all devices EF (gain and matching too).  Figure 4.47 shows a 

noise cancellation LNA exploiting the bridged T-coil network (with RT=1/gm1=RS). It is 
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assumed that the effect of C1,MD is small compared to that of CL, which accounts for the 

large capacitive loading of amplifier ‘Av’ plus ESD and bond-pad capacitances. 

Figure 4.47: Frequency compensated noise-cancelling LNA exploiting 

the bridged T-coil network in figure 4.46.

Figure 4.48: Simulated matching device (MD) noise trans-impedance 

versus frequency for different frequency-compensation techniques.

In order to verify the above analysis noise simulations were performed for the amplifiers 

in figure 4.45 and figure 4.47 designed for ‘dc noise-cancellation’, Av=–1–R/RS=–7. To 

this purpose, ideal inductors were used. Moreover, an extra input capacitor CEXTRA=1.5pF

has been added (CL=CEXTRA in case of the amplifier in figure 4.47). The following values 

for the frequency compensation devices have been used: CEQ=226fF, LP=3.4nH (equation 
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4.45), L1=L2=1.24nH, k=0.5 and CB=125fF (i.e. = 3/2 for maximally flat group-delay 

response). Figure 4.48 shows the plot of the noise transfer of the matching device versus 

frequency for the different frequency-compensation techniques. The uncompensated 

response (labelled as ‘basic’) is also shown for sake of comparison. As expected, 

equalization renders a noise transfer function that is almost zero. In this respect, both the 

peaking networks are less effective. For the simple shunt-peaking, for instance, due to the 

inductive overcompensation the noise transfer function at high frequencies is actually 

larger than in the case without compensation.

Figure 4.49: Simulated EFMD versus frequency for different 

frequency-compensation techniques. 

Figure 4.49 shows the plot of EFMD versus frequency for the different frequency-

compensation techniques. According to the results in figure 4.48, equalization renders the 

lowest EFMD (the residual contribution is gate induced noise), followed by the bridged T-

coil and shunt-peaking. Again, above a certain frequency, simple shunt peaking has a 

worst EFMD compared to the case without compensation.

The overall noise figure of the amplifier in figure 4.45 and figure 4.47 is plotted in figure 

4.50. In order to show the effect that the different frequency compensation techniques 

have on all the devices EF, the noise of the local feedback resistor R and amplifier ‘Av’ is 

also considered. For amplifier ‘Av’, a resistor in series to the input is used to represent its 
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equivalent input noise resistance (REQ,n,Av=20  in this case). As expected, as the noise of 

amplifier ‘Av’ is considered the effectiveness of the different frequency-compensation 

techniques radically changes. Noise equalization actually degrades the overall noise figure 

because the degradation of EFAv is larger than the improvement achieved for EFMD. In 

other words, equalization improves EFMD at the expense of a larger deterioration of EFAv.

On the other hand, the peaking techniques remain effective also when the noise of ‘Av’ is 

present because all the devices EFMD improve. Furthermore, the bridged T-coil renders the 

best results. 

Figure 4.50: Simulated NF versus frequency for different frequency-

compensation techniques.

4.10 Summary and Conclusions 

Limitations to the noise performance of commonly used wide-band CMOS low-noise 

amplifiers have been reviewed. It was shown that:

Elementary wide-band LNAs (figure 4.2) suffer from a fundamental trade-off between 

F and the impedance matching requirement ZIN=RS. This occurs because low values of 

F require the input devices to have their gm,i>>1/RS and Ri>>RS. On the other hand, 

source impedance matching demands a fixed gm,i=1/RS and Ri=RS. In this case, the 

matching device contributes to F as much as the source RS, so F is always larger than 

1+NEF>2. A somewhat lower F is obtained for a balanced common gate amplifier 
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stage using capacitive input cross coupling (figure 4.3). Still, its noise factor upon 

source impedance matching is larger than 1+NEF/2 (typically between 1.5 and 2). For 

high sensitivity applications this value is just not enough low.

Introducing a controlled source impedance mismatch is not an effective solution to 

lower NF well below 3dB. 

Practical wide-band LNAs exploiting lossy negative feedback can break the trade-off 

between F and ZIN=RS without degrading the quality of the source match. This is done 

exploiting an active impedance transformation at the LNA input (e.g.: figure 4.6a), 

which allows for source impedance matching while generating less equivalent input 

noise than that generated by the source. In this way, noise figure values well below 

3dB are possible at the price of power dissipation. Despite its noise performance, the 

use of negative feedback has some drawbacks too: 

Wide-band LNAs with two or more stages in the feedback loop are prone to 

instability. This is especially true at high frequency where the phase shit introduced 

by the poles is larger.

The input impedance ZIN depends on all the circuit parameters (e.g: gm,Av, Ro,Av and 

Gm,I for figure 4.6a), thus: (a) ZIN is sensitive to device parameter variations and (b) 

Since ZIN and AVF are directly coupled, variable gain at ZIN=RS requires a more 

complex circuitry. 

Furthermore, good linearity is subordinated to the availability of a sufficiently large 

loop gain. The latter is typically scarce at RF frequency OR it may lead to 

conflicting requirements. For instance, the linearity of the commonly used feedback 

LNA in figure 4.6a can be as poor as that of its loop amplifier Av. This is because, 

regardless the gain of the loop amplifier Av, the loop-gain for ZIN=RS is always < 1. 

When amplifier Av can consist of two or more cascaded stages with most of the 

gain in the first one (i.e. for best noise performance), the overall linearity can be 

poor [4]. In fact, for this topology another trade-off exist between ZIN=RS and 

distortion performance. 

A novel wide-band noise cancellation technique was developed in order to overcome most 

of the above limitations. Exploiting this technique the trade-off between F and ZIN=RS is 

broken because the output noise contribution from the impedance matching device is 

cancelled without degrading the signal transfer and the quality of the source match. This 

technique exploit the fact that two nodes of the matching stage can be found where, due to 

their correlation in sign, noise and signal can be distinguished from each other and so 
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processed differently. Noise cancellation is implemented introducing a proper voltage-

sensing auxiliary amplifier, which is connected to the output of the matching stage in feed-

forward. Upon noise cancellation, noise figure values well below 3dB can be achieved by 

lowering the contribution of the “unmatched” auxiliary amplifier at the price of power 

dissipation. Furthermore, any undesired signal that can be modelled as a current source 

between the drain and source of the matching device is cancelled too (e.g: MOSFET 1/f 

noise, thermal noise of the distributed resistance of the gate and noise of the gate biasing). 

The noise cancelling technique has also been generalised to other circuit implementations. 

A number of alternative LNA circuit exploiting noise cancelling have been generated 

systematically (figure 4.16). Their noise performance has been compared based on hand 

calculations. It was found that the LNA in figure 4.16f has the lowest F upon ZIN=RS, a 

given power, voltage gain AVF including also noise of the biasing circuitry and the supply 

voltage limitations. Furthermore, it is more suitable for high frequencies due to the local 

shunt feedback at the output of the matching stage. 

Despite the differences in their noise performance, these noise-cancelling LNAs share the 

following peculiar properties: 

Instability risks are relaxed due to the feed-forward nature of noise cancelling. 

The cancellation relies on the absolute value of the real impedance of the source, RS.

To a first order, their input impedance ZIN depends only on the matching device gm.

Therefore, ZIN is less sensitive to device parameter variations (e.g.: process spread). 

Also, variable gain at constant ZIN=RS is easier implemented. 

Noise cancelling is robust to device parameter variations because: (a) the solution of 

the noise-cancelling equation depends on a reduced-set of circuit parameters and (b) 

variations of the value of RS and the gain AVF2 of the auxiliary (voltage-sensing) 

amplifier have a modest impact on the noise figure contribution of the matching 

device.

Noise cancelling allows for (in-band) simultaneous noise and power matching without 

an extra wideband matching network. This occurs because, upon noise cancellation, the 

noise transfer functions of all devices remain equal upon short and open conditions at 

the input of the LNA. This is strictly true for a MOST that is regarded as a VCCS.

Assuming a linear voltage-sensing auxiliary amplifier, all the output distortion 

components generated by the matching-device are cancelled in the same manner and 

upon the same conditions noise cancels at the output of the LNA. In other terms, 

simultaneous matching-device noise and distortion cancellation is achieved. When the 
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non-linearity of the auxiliary amplifier is introduced, different scenarios are possible 

depending on how its distortion components do combine at the output with that due to 

the matching-device. Under proper conditions, total cancellation of even or odd output 

distortion still occurs but this will not happen simultaneously with noise cancellation. 

High-frequency limitations to noise cancelling have been also investigated. It was found 

that the effective input capacitance of a noise-cancelling LNA is the main reason for the 

degradation of the cancellation and the consequent increase of the noise figure. This 

occurs because the matching device noise current sees frequency dependent source 

impedance that affects the two feed-forward noise transfers in a different manner. In the 

same manner, this input capacitance is also responsible for the degradation of the 

distortion cancellation as well the simultaneous noise and power matching.

Some design guidelines has been given in order to mitigate the noise figure degradation at 

high frequency. One can design the LNA for minimum parasitic input capacitance using a 

larger gm/ID for the matching device, cascoding in the auxiliary amplifier to reduce the 

Miller effect, design ESD protection device and use an input bond-pad with low parasitic 

capacitance and a more advanced sub-micron CMOS process with a higher fT. If the 

previous measures are ineffective, a frequency-compensation network can be used. In this 

respect, two options have been examined with regard to a specific LNA topology: (a) 

capacitive noise equalization and (b) peaking networks. The former neutralizes the 

frequency dependence of EFMD by equalizing the effect that the complex source 

impedance has over the noise transfer function of the two feed-forward paths. However, 

the frequency-independence of EFMD comes at the price of a significant degradation of the 

EF of the auxiliary amplifier. The net result is than an even larger LNA noise figure. 

Furthermore, the equalization capacitance degrades gain and matching at high frequency. 

More effectively, peaking coils can be used to mitigate the degradation of noise cancelling 

by compensating, to some extent, the frequency-dependence of the effective source 

impedance seen by the noise current flowing out from the matching device. The great 

advantage of peaking networks is that they improve the frequency dependence of all

devices EF, which always results in an improvement of the LNA noise figure. 

Furthermore, the frequency response of the gain and matching versus frequency are 

improved too. More specifically, two cases of peaking networks have been examined: a 

shunt peaking coil in series to RS and a properly connected bridged T-coil network. The 

former is simple to use but yields a more limited NF improvement versus frequency 

whereas the latter is only somewhat more complex and renders superior results.
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Chapter 5 

Design of a Decade Bandwidth Noise 

Cancelling CMOS LNA

5.1 Introduction

In chapter 4, a novel feed-forward low-noise cancelling technique has been introduced. By 

exploiting this technique, input-matched low-noise amplifiers with noise figures well 

below 3dB over a wide range of frequencies can be designed without using negative 

feedback. In this chapter, noise cancelling is demonstrated through the design of a wide-

band LNA in standard 0.25 m digital CMOS. 

5.2 Design Requirements and LNA Schematic

This paragraph deals with the choice of the LNA topology and the design requirements. 

Since the aim is to prove the new concept, the design will focus on the noise 

performance
XV

 and frequency behaviour. To this purpose, we will address high-sensitivity 

applications with demanding requirements for the noise figure and gain of the LNA. In 

this respect, the following target requirements will be used: 

o Wide signal bandwidth: from MHz to GHz while driving a capacitive load. 

o Voltage gain: AVF=VOUT/VIN=10.

o Source impedance matching: ZIN=RS=50 , return loss larger than 8-10 dB. 

o Noise Figure: well below 3dB over the signal bandwidth. 

Figure 5.1 shows the schematic of the noise-cancelling LNA, which is based on the 

amplifier circuit in figure 4.16f. The latter is preferred to the other noise cancelling LNAs 

because it has lower NF and good high-frequency properties due to the (local) shunt-

feedback in the matching stage. The characteristics of this LNA are the followings: 

The matching stage exploits local shunt-feedback around a CMOS inverter providing 

an input impedance ZIN=1/(gm1a+gm1b). The inverter has a larger gm/ID compared to a 

common source MOS because the p-type MOST reuses the bias current of the n-type 

MOST. On the other hand, its input capacitance is typically larger. To lower sensitivity 

                                                          
XV

 Distortion cancelling will not be exploited because, at that time, its existence was recognised. 
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of gain and input impedance to variations in the supply voltage, the inverter is biased 

via a current mirror while a MOS capacitor C1 grounds the source of M1b. 

The inverter output is ac-coupled to M3 via a first-order high-pass filter, C2-R2.

The cascode device M2b improves reverse isolation and decreases the input 

capacitance by reducing the Miller effect around M2a. 

The bias current, IBIAS2, allows M3 to conduct a part of the current of M2. This allows a 

lower supply voltage (VDD=2.5V) without sacrificing NF because the LNA gain is 

large and enough voltage headroom is available across the current mirror output. 

The capacitance CPAD of the output bond-pad is used to emulate the load capacitance.

Figure 5.1: Schematic of the selected wide-band LNA circuit.

5.3 Analysis of Noise Factor and Bandwidth

In this paragraph, the noise factor and the bandwidth of the LNA is analysed in depth. The 

aim is to derive equations that will be used to optimise its noise performance.

In chapter 4, the LNA noise factor was analysed under the assumption that exact noise 

cancellation (i.e. gm2/gm3=1+R/RS for the LNA in figure 5.1) leads to the lowest possible F.  

In the following, the aim is to investigate if a partial cancellation can be beneficial to 

decrease the noise factor further. The analysis of F is divided in two parts concerning the 

in-band and high-frequency behaviour respectively. Furthermore, the MOST is no longer 

regarded as VCCS and only channel noise of devices in the signal path is considered as:

The corner frequency of the output 1/f noise is well below the MHz range as: 

o The inverter 1/f output noise is cancelled. 

o The 1/f output noise due to M2a is relatively low due to its large size. 

The resistance of the gate terminal of the MOSFETs and the substrate underneath can 

be significantly reduced by a proper layout practice [1,2].
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Noise generated by the bias circuitry does not affect F significantly because: 

o The noise generated by IBIAS1 cancels to the output. 

o LNA gain is large and large voltage headroom is available to the output mirror. 

The output noise from the HPF C2-R2 can be made small by increasing C2 and R2.

A well-designed cascode MOST contributes a little to F.

5.3.1 F for in-band frequencies

At frequencies where the effect of circuit capacitances can be neglected the noise factor of 

the LNA in figure 5.1 can be written as 
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EFCS, EFMD and EFR are the excess noise factor of the common-source stage, the matching 

device and the resistor R, respectively. Furthermore, gm1=gm1a+gm1b and RO=1/(gd1a+gd1b)
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are the transconductance and output resistance of the inverter. NEF is assumed constant 

and equal for all the MOSTs.

The gain, AVF, and input impedance, ZIN, for gmb3>>gd3 and gd2a/(1+gm2b/gd2b)<<gd3 are: 
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where n=gmb3/gm3 is a constant (typically between 0 and 0.5), which accounts for the body-

effect of M3. From equation (5.1)-(5.2), we can conclude that: 

Given gm1, R, gm2 and gm3, RO increases ZIN while both RO and ‘n’ decreases AVF.

The noise cancelling condition, gm2/gm3=1+R/RS, is independent on the value of RO and 

the gd and gmb of M2 and M3.  This can be understood, since these parameters affect 

equally both noise paths. 

For ZIN=RS and gm2/gm3=1+R/RS, EFR is equal to RS/R independently on the value of 

RO (and n)
XVI

.

From previous reasoning, gd3 and gmb3 do not directly affect the value of F.

Using equations (5.1) and (5.2), F for ZIN=RS can be rearranged as a function of the 

parameters {gm2RS, , AVF, RO and n} as follows: 
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 The noise current of R can be divided in two correlated sources, from the input to ground and the drain 

of M1 to ground. The latter renders no output noise, the contribution to F of the former is In,R

2
/In,RS

2
.
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In the above equations, the noise cancelling error, gm2/gm3-1-R/RS, is defined in order to 

quantify the amount of cancellation of matching device noise at the output of the LNA. 

For instance, exact noise cancellation occurs for =0. In this case, equations (5.3) can be 

rewritten as follows:
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The effect of a partial cancellation on the noise factor can now be investigated by looking 

the behaviour of EFMD, EFR and EFCS for 0. These quantities are plotted in figure 5.2 

versus the pair ( , gm2RS) assuming NEF=1.5, AVF=-10, RO=1K  and n=0.2
XVII

.

Figure 5.2: EFMD, EFRand EFCS versus the pair ( , gm2RS).

EFMD increases as  differs from zero due to imperfect noise cancellation. EFR decreases 

for >0, while it increases for <0. In both cases, the variation of EFR is rather modest. On 

the other hand, EFCS drops substantially for <0. This is because for a given AVF and gm2,
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 RO=1K  is obtained for gm=1/RS, Vgs=VDS=0.25+VT0 and L=Lmin.
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<0 leads to a smaller 1/gm3=(1+ /2-AVF(1+n)/2)/gm2, thus lowering the output noise of 

M2-M3 (i.e. EFCS drops). From previous reasoning, it can be argued that the noise factor 

can assume values below F( =0) for some <0 such that the drop of EFCS( ) dominates the 

increase of EFMD( ) and EFR( ).This optimal value of , OPT, is shown in figure 5.3 where 

contour lines of NF( , gm2RS) for ZIN=RS are plotted assuming NEF=1.5, AVF=-10,

RO=1K  and n=0.2. Figure 5.4 shows the same contour lines for RO=  and n=0.

Figure 5.3: Contour lines of the LNA noise figure NF( ,gm2RS) for RO=1K  and n=0.2.

From both these figures, we conclude that: 

For a given gm2RS, NF for = OPT is lower than that for =0. For instance, gm2RS=4 and 

OPT -4 lead to a NF( =0)-NF( OPT) as large as 0.35dB for equal power dissipation! 

For a given NF, = OPT requires the lowest value of (gm2RS)OPT, thereby reducing the 

power dissipation. For instance, for NF 2.05dB, =0 requires gm2RS 5 while = OPT -4

requires only gm2RS=(gm2RS)OPT 4.

Also, = OPT occurs for F/ =0, which means a lower sensitivity to device parameters 

variations (i.e. process-spread). However, OPT is itself sensitive to second-order effects 

as can be seen from the difference between figure 5.3 and 5.4. 
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Figure 5.4: Contour lines of the LNA noise figure NF( ,gm2RS) for n=0 and Ro= .

5.3.2 F at high frequencies 

As discussed in section 4.9.1, the high-frequency degradation of the noise factor F(f) 

=1+EFCS(f)+EFMD(f)+EFR(f) is essentially described by considering the specific effective

parasitic capacitance CIN,eff  at the input node of the LNA as: 
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Expressions for these effective input capacitances are: 
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   (5.6) 

where the bond-pad and ESD capacitances were neglected. After some manipulations, 

equations (5.6) can be rewritten in terms of the intrinsic MOSFET Cgs1,n  and Cgs2,n and the 

technology parameters [1]: np= n/ p, ov,x=Cov/Cgs,x and jn,x=Cjx/Cgs,x. Finally, using 

(5.3) and (5.6) , equations (5.5) can be written as:
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where fT gm/Cgs is the unity gain frequency of the input nMOST (i.e. M1a and M2a) and 

CS, MD and R are a function of RO, AVF, n,  and the parameters np, ov,x and jn,x. The 

EF’s and NF for =0 versus (gm2RS, f/fT) are shown in figures 5.6 and 5.7. From these 

figures, it follows that:

For large values of gm2RS, EFMD(f) increases faster with f/fT than EFR(f) and EFCS(f)

do, thereby determining a degradation of NF(f). For f/fT close to 0.1, the increase of NF 

can be such that frequency compensation is required (see chapter 4). Nevertheless, for 

a 0.25 m CMOS process with an fT of 40GHz, f/fT=0.1 renders more than 4GHz.
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The previous consideration highlights the importance of minimising CIN by increasing 

the fT using a large VGS-VT0 for M1 and M2. For a given gm, a larger VGS-VT0 increases 

the power consumption P PMOST,CS(gm1RS+gm2RS) (VDD(VGS-VT0)/RS)(0.5+gm2RS)/2.

Figure 5.6: EF’s at =0 versus (gm2RS, f/fT) for AVF=-10, n=0.2, NEF=1.5, 

RO=1K , Lmin= 0.25µm, ov,n=0.2, ov,p=0.5 jn=0.32, jp=0.28  and np=2.5.

Figure 5.7: NF at =0 versus (gm2RS, f/fT) for AVF=-10, n=0.2, NEF=1.5, 

RO=1K , Lmin=0.25µm, ov,n=0.2, ov,p=0.5, jn=0.32, jp=0.28 and np=2.5.

Figure 5.8 and 5.9 show the device’s EF and NF versus  for gm2RS=5 and f/fT={0.01,

0.05, 0.09}. NF degrades with f/fT more when -  increases due to imperfect cancellation. 

From these figures we can conclude that, for = OPT, the in-band NF decreases compared 
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to NF( =0) at the price of a larger high-frequency degradation. This degradation can be 

mitigated if a frequency compensation network is applied at the input (see chapter 4). 

Figure 5.8: EF’s versus =0 for gm2RS=5 and f/fT= 0.01, 0.05 and 0.09. 

Figure 5.9: NF versus =0 for gm2RS=5 and f/fT = 0.01, 0.05 and 0.09. 
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5.3.3 Bandwidth

In this paragraph, a simplified analysis of the bandwidth of the LNA in figure 5.1 is 

provided exploiting the method of the open time-constant [2,3]. This method provides 

accurate results when: (a) the input output transfer function is made by real poles and (b) 

one of the poles is dominant. For the LNA in figure 5.1, both the previous assumptions 

may not hold. For instance, a zero in the input-output transfer function occurs when the 

feed-forward paths contain different dominant poles. However, the application of the 

method to these cases typically leads to conservative estimates of the bandwidth [2,3]. 

Next, the method is simple and has the merit to show what capacitances limit the 

bandwidth. In the following analysis, it is further assumed that important capacitances are 

referred to ground: at the input node (CIN), output node (COUT) and the output node of the 

matching stage (CCSSF). The related poles are pIN=-1/(2 RINCIN), pOUT=-1/(2 ROUTCOUT)

and pCSSF=-1/(2 RCSSFCCSSF), where RIN, ROUT and RCSSF is the resistance seen from the 

respective capacitances. The –3dB bandwidth is then [2,3]: 
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From the inspection of figure 5.1, after some manipulations, the poles can be written as: 
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Substituting equations (5.10) and (5.9) into equation (5.8), one obtains: 

TOT

T

CSSFOUTIN

T

dB3

ff
f      (5.11) 

Equation (5.11) shows that a large fT for the matching stage and the common source input 

MOST is desirable in order to increase the bandwidth. Figure 5.10 shows plots of IN,

OUT, CSSF and TOT versus ( , gm2RS).

Figure 5.10:  versus ( , gm2RS) for AVF=-10, n=0.2, NEF=1.5, RO=1K ,

Lmin=0.25µm, ov,n=0.2, ov,p=0.5, jn=0.32, jp=0.28 and np=2.5.

For high gm2RS and moderate – , IN is the largest term. However, the contribution of CSSF

must not be overlooked. For a given gm2RS, CSSF increases with –  because both resistance 

and capacitance (at this node) increase. Figure 5.11 shows the contours of the ratio f-3dB/fT

versus ( , gm2RS). The ratio f-3dB/fT decreases as both gm2RS and –  increase because the 

input pole and output pole of the matching-stage degrade. For = OPT, f-3dB/fT drops when 

the decrease of IN is shadowed by the increase of CSSF. In this case, the lower NF for 

= OPT (instead of =0) comes at the price of some bandwidth degradation. 

From the above figures we conclude at large values of gm2RS (i.e. low NF): 

The bandwidth is mainly determined by the input pole (i.e. = IN) for =0.

As –  increases, the output pole of the matching stage is important (i.e. = IN).
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Also, = OPT degrades the amplifier bandwidth. However, depending on the given 

bandwidth specification this may not be an issue. 

The above analysis of the bandwidth did not consider the use of compensation to improve 

the frequency response of the noise figure (see chapter 4). In this case, the bandwidth can 

be significantly larger than estimated because of the effect of the input pole is attenuated. 

Figure 5.11: Contours of f-3dB/fT versus ( , gm2RS) for AVF=-10,

n=0.2, NEF=1.5, RO=1K , Lmin=0.25µm, ov,n=0.2, ov,p=0.5,

jn=0.32, jp=0.28 and np=2.5.

Figure 5.12: Description of the LNA design procedure.
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5.4 LNA Design: NF at Minimum Power Dissipation

This paragraph deals with a design procedure to dimension the LNA in figure 5.1 in order 

to meet the desired noise figure NF, gain AVF and ZIN=RS while draining the least power P. 

Figure 5.12 shows the flow diagram of this procedure, which consists of the following 

main steps: 

Assigned NF, AVF and ZIN=RS, and known the amplifier design equations (as given 

in the previous sections) the functional parameters of the LNA (i.e. gmRS and R/RS)

are derived according to the algorithm in the right side of figure 5.12.

For a given technology, the physical parameters of MOSTs (i.e. W, L and biasing) 

are found from the previously derived functional parameters and according to basic 

device simulations.

The above design procedure exploits both hand-calculations and simulations in order to 

size the LNA. This approach is preferred, as the accuracy of simple large-signal MOST 

models for hand-calculations is inadequate. Table 5.1 shows the output of the procedure in 

figure 5.12 for NF=2dB and AVF=-10, as an example. The sub-optimal design for =0 is 

also shown for sake of comparison.

Specs gm1RS (gm2RS , ) gm3RS R/RS P/PMOST,CS f-3dB/fT

1.36 OPT: (4.6, -4.5) 1 8.2 0.5+4.6 6.3% ZIN=RS

NF 2dB

AVF=-10 1.25 SUB-OPT: (5.6, 0) 0.79 6 0.5+5.6 6.4% 

Table 5.1: MOST gmRS’s and R/RS according to figure 5.13 

Case
W1a

(µm)

W1b

(µm)

R

( )

W2

(µm)

W3

(µm)

IBIAS1

(mA)

IBIAS2

(mA)

IDD

(mA)

= OPT 90 260 412 510 70 0.15 0.75 12.5 

=0 80 200 300 615 50 0.18 0.85 16 

Table 5.2: Device size and biasing currents for the cases = OPT and 

=0 assuming RS=50 , VDD=2.5V, VGS-VT0=0.25V and L=Lmin=0.25µm.

Table 5.2 shows the MOSTs W/L and biasing currents as obtained from simulations with 

Vgs-VT0 250mV for M1a, M1b and M2a. This value of Vgs-VT0 is chosen to compromise 

among power-efficiency, high-frequency behaviour and voltage headroom limitations. The 

latter issue arises from the fact that, for a given gain and IBIAS2, the VGS-VT0 of the input 

MOS of the common-source amplifier stage must be kept relatively small in order to fit 

the available supply voltage (i.e. 2.5Volt). This limitation is imposed by the cascode 
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device M2b and the diode connected load M3, which also suffers from body effect. 

However, a small VGS-VT0 limits the linearity performance of the common-source stage. 

5.5 Validation of the Design Procedure 

The design procedure is now validated through simulations assuming the LNA sized 

according to table 5.2. To this purpose, we need a mean to quantify the actual level of 

noise cancellation occurring at the LNA output. This is done evaluating the magnitude of 

the small-signal transfer function from a test ac-current source (referred hereafter as the 

noise source, In,i) between the source and drain terminals of the matching device (M1a, for 

instance) to the output voltage VOUT. Clearly, exact cancellation occurs when VOUT/In,I is 

zero. Figure 5.13 shows the plot of VOUT,/In,i versus the shunt-feedback resistor R at fixed 

frequencies from 1MHz to 1GHz. The LNA is sized for =0, C1 and C2 are large enough to 

be negligible. At lower frequencies, VOUT,/In,i is equal to zero for R=285  (i.e. exact 

cancellation). This value is close to R=300  predicted by the design procedure. As the 

frequency increases, the minimum of VOUT,/In,i rises due to CIN.  Figure 5.14 shows NF at 

f=10MHz versus R. According to figure 5.13, NF drops rapidly as R rises from 50  to 

285  because more noise is cancelled at the output of the LNA. As R exceeds 285 , NF 

still drops but to a lesser extent (i.e. EFR+EFCS drops faster than the increase of EFMD).

Increasing R further, NF rises again (not shown) because the gain of the matching stage 

saturates to the intrinsic gain of the MOST while the output noise still increases. 

Figure 5.13: Noise transfer VOUT/In,i at different frequencies 

versus the shunt-feedback resistance R for large C1 and C2.
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Figure 5.14: Noise figure (NF) and minimum NFMIN versus R for 

large C1 and C2.

The minimum noise figure with respect to the real RS, NFMIN, is also plotted in figure 5.14. 

NF is equal to NFMIN for R about equal to 285 . This validates the analysis carried out in 

chapter 4, where noise-power matching was shown to occur at =0. Figure 5.15 shows NF 

versus frequency for =0 and = OPT=-4.5.

Figure 5.15: Simulated NF and NFMIN versus frequency (10MHz to 

2GHz) for: =0 and = OPT=-4.5.
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For =0 and = OPT=-4.5, the in-band NFs are about equal (2.08dB and 2.1dB). At higher 

frequencies, NF rises somewhat faster for = OPT, which is expected from hand 

calculations. For =0, NF is about NFMIN while NFMIN differs from NF for = OPT=-4.5.

Figure 5.16: Simulated NFSIM and calculated NFHC versus f/fT

(fT=31GHz @VGS-VT0=250mV): =0 and = OPT=-4.5.

The simulated (MOS model 9) and hand-calculated NF curves versus f/fT are compared in 

figure 5.16, showing a good agreement over the whole frequency range. Furthermore, they 

agree in predicting a somewhat larger high frequency degradation for = OPT=-4.5. Figure 

5.17 shows the total voltage gain versus frequency for =0 and = OPT=-4.5.

Figure 5.17: Total gain, AVF,TOT versus frequency for =0 and = OPT=-4.5.
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The in-band gain is 13.5dB. The bandwidth is 2.58GHz for =0 and 2.35GHz for = OPT=-

4.5, reasonably close to f-3dB 6.4%fT=1.99GHz ( =0) and f-3dB 6.3%fT=1.95GHz for 

= OPT obtained from equation (5.11) for fT 31GHz.

Figure 5.18: Simulated 2
nd

 and 3
rd

 order input-referred intercept points 

versus R (f1=10MHz, f2=12MHz) for =0 and C1=C2=large.

Figure 5.18 shows the simulated (using harmonic balance) 2
nd

 and 3
rd

 order input-referred 

intercept points versus R (design for =0) for two tones at f1=10MHz and f2=12MHz.

Third order distortion cancellation (i.e. IIP3= ) occurs for a value of R lower than 285

(i.e. 180 ). This suggests that the distortion components generated by the common-source 

stage M2-M3 subtract to the distortion components of the matching stage M1-R (CSSF) 

stage. Also, noise and distortion cancelling do not occur at the same R. On the other hand, 

figure 5.18 does not show a peaking of IIP2 for any considered R. This suggests that 

second-order distortion added by the common-source stage is such that it modifies the sign 

relation between the two paths. For = OPT (i.e. R>285 ) IIP3 further degrades.

5.6 Final Design

This paragraph deals with the final design of the LNA in figure 5.1 using the target specs 

indicated table 5.3. Table 5.4 shows the sizing of the LNA obtained using the design 

procedure outlined in figure 5.12. To do so, the following choices have been made: 
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Specs gm1RS (gm2RS)OPT , OPT gm3RS R/RS P/PMOS,CS f-3dB/fT

ZIN=RS

NF 1.9dB

AVF=-10

1.35 (4.9, -4) 0.96 8 0.5+4.9 6.2% 

Table 5.3: MOST gmRS’s and R/RS according to figure 5.12 

Case
W1a

(µm)

W1b

(µm)

R

( )

W2

(µm)

W3

(µm)

IBIAS1

(mA)

IBIAS2

(mA)

IDD

(mA)

= OPT 90 260 400 540 60 0.2 0.85 14 

Table 5.4: Device size and biasing currents for = OPT assuming 

RS=50 , VDD=2.5Volt, VGS-VT0=0.25Volt and L=Lmin=0.25µm.

A C1 13pF guarantees a good match for frequencies as low as 50 MHz.

The high-pass filter R2-C2 has a cut-off frequency of about 2MHz. Large R2=95K  in 

combination with a small C2=0.8pF are used in order to reduce area and the size of the 

back-plate contribution. However, noise cancellation occurs well above 2MHz due to 

the frequency-dependent phase-shift and amplitude of R2-C2. 

The cascode device M3 is chosen equal to the common-source NMOST, M2. 

Figure 5.19 shows the result of a simple NF simulation experiment without and with noise 

cancellation.

Figure 5.19: Noise figure simulation showing the existence of 

the noise cancelling (see text).

In the upper curve, C2-R2 is removed and the gate of M3 is connected to the supply. It can 

be seen that NF is significantly large, between 5 and 5.5dB because the LNA operates as a 
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common-source amplifier stage with an input active termination of about 50 . As such, 

NF must exceed the theoretical limit 10·Log10(1+NEF)>3dB with NEF>1. On the other 

hand, when C2-R2 is active, NF is below 2.5dB over the full range of frequencies. This can 

only be explained by the fact that noise cancellation takes place. Figure 5.20 shows the 

simulated and calculated NF versus f/fT (fT=31GHz@VGS-VT0= 250mV). Both curves are 

in good agreement.

Figure 5.20: Simulated NFSIM and calculated NFHC versus f/fT

(fT= 31GHz @VGS-VT0=250mV) for = OPT=-4.

Figure 5.21: Total voltage gain AVF,TOT versus frequency 

(50MHz to 3GHz) for = OPT=-4.
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Figure 5.21 shows the total voltage gain AVF,TOT versus frequency. The gain is 14dB, the 

bandwidth is about 2.02GHz, while 6.2%fT=1.92GHz is predicted by hand calculations. 

IIP3 and IIP2 were simulated using harmonic balance for two tones at (200MHz, 

300MHz) and (900MHz, 905MHz). This rendered 3dBm and 14.5dBm, respectively. 

Since  is non-zero, it is likely that both the matching stage and common-source stage 

contribute to the value of the intercepts.

Figure 5.22: Montecarlo simulations of process-spread, 

4· (NF), versus frequency for = OPT=-4.

Figure 5.22 shows the sensitivity of NF@ = OPT=-4 to process-spread and mismatch. The 

4· (NF) value is plotted versus frequency as obtained from Montecarlo simulations. NF 

exhibits a modest variation as 4· (NF) is smaller than 0.18 @1GHz and 0.22@ 2Ghz.

Figure 5.23: Die-photo of the wide-band 0.25µm CMOS LNA. 
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5.7 Measurements 

The wide-band LNA in figure 5.1 has been fabricated in a standard digital 0.25µm CMOS 

process. The chip-photo is shown in figure 5.23.

Figure 5.24: Measured (on-wafer) S11, S22, S12 and AVF,TOT versus frequency. 

The S-parameters (i.e. S11, S22, S12 and S21) of the LNA have been measured directly on-

wafer using an HP Vector Network Analyser (VNA). Figure 5.24 shows (the module of) 

S11, S22, S12 and the total voltage gain AVF,TOT (for CL=0.2pF) versus the frequency from 1 

to 1800 MHz. A wide-band flat gain of 13.7dB is found over a –3dB bandwidth between 2 

MHz and 1600 MHz. This is about 400MHz less than in simulations and it is attributed to 

excessive parasitic capacitance in the layout. Nevertheless, at 1800 MHz a gain of 10dB is 

still available. The reverse isolation |S12|, is better than –42dB up to 1GHz and better of -

36dB up to 1.8GHz. The input match, |S11| is better than –10dB in 10-1600 MHz and 

better than –8dB in 10-1800 MHz. At low frequencies, |S11| rises due to the shunt capacitor 

C1 in the matching stage. At high frequencies, |S11| drops due to the input capacitance CIN.

Noise figure and distortion were measured with the die glued to a ceramic substrate and 

connected to 50  input/output transmission lines via short bond-wires (about 2mm). Care 

was taken to minimise the parasitic inductance of the ground return path by connecting 

several bond-wires in parallel and to de-couple properly the biasing ports. 
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a)

b)

Figure 5.25: Photos of the PCB set-up used to measure noise figure and distortion.

Figure 5.25 shows photos of the printed circuit board (PCB). Both, the NF and IIP2 and 

IIP3 measurements are influenced to the short input/output bond-wires. According to 

simulations, a short input bond-wire has enough inductance to compensate somewhat the 

effect of the large input capacitance CIN, thereby both the source impedance match and NF 

improve at high frequency. A better impedance match at the input is also beneficial in 

order to increase the accuracy of the NF measurement
XVIII

 [4]. The noise figure 

measurement was performed with the PCB housed by a shielded metal-box. The PCB 

noise figure was measured with a calibrated HP NF-meter. Losses associated to connectors 

and input/output transmission lines (TLs) were measured separately on another PCB with 

the same TLs and connectors. Their effect was then de-embedded from measured PCB NF 

according to a procedure similar to that used in chapter 3. Figure 5.26 shows measured, 

simulated and calculated NF50. The measured NF is below 2.4dB over more than one 

decade (150-2000 MHz) and below 2dB over more than 2 octaves (250-1100 MHz). 

Furthermore, the agreement with simulation and calculation is rather good.

Figures 5.27 and 5.28 show the measured IIP2 and IIP3 as obtained from extrapolated data 

points for two tones located at (200MHz, 300MHz) and (900MHz, 905MHz) respectively. 

The IIP2 is equal to +12dBm (14.5dBm in simulation) and IIP3 is equal to 0dBm (3dBm 

in simulations). Figure 5.29 show the 1dB compression point, which is–9dB, about 11dB 

                                                          
XVIII

 In this respect, a 3dB attenuator is connected to the input to improve the match of about 6dB.
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below IIP3 (about 9.6dB difference is predicted by simple theory). Table 5.6 gives a 

complete summary of the measurements. 

Figure 5.26: Measured, simulated and calculated NF versus frequency. 

Figure 5.27: Measured (on-PCB) IIP2. 
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Figure 5.28: Measured (on-PCB) IIP3. 

Figure 5.29: Measured (on-PCB) ICP1dB. 

Table 5.6: Summary of the LNA measurements
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5.8 Summary and Conclusions 

In this chapter, a wide-band low-noise amplifier has been designed in a 0.25um CMOS in 

order to demonstrate noise-cancelling concept.

Detailed analysis of the NF and frequency behaviour showed that: 

Exact noise cancellation does not provide the lowest noise figure. Indeed, for the same 

gm2RS (i.e. power dissipation), voltage gain and source impedance match, a lower NF is 

achieved by allowing a proper noise cancellation error, = OPT<0. Alternatively, for 

= OPT<0 the same NF as for =0 is achieved at a lower power dissipation. 

Furthermore, NF for = OPT has the least sensitivity to device parameter variations. 

NF( = OPT) degrades at high frequency somewhat faster compared to NF( =0). This 

may be acceptable. If not, frequency compensation can attenuate this effect. 

The method of the open time-constant shows that bandwidth is mainly determined by 

the input and output capacitance of the matching stage. Bandwidth decreases as both 

gm2RS and –  increase. Using = OPT, can degrade bandwidth with respect to the case 

=0. In this case, the lower in-band NF for = OPT comes at the price of some 

bandwidth degradation. This may be acceptable. If not, the frequency compensation 

exploited to improve NF can extend bandwidth too. 

LNA in figure 5.1 was designed in 0.25µm standard CMOS process aiming to high 

sensitivity highly-integrated receivers with demanding requirements for noise figure, 

voltage gain, bandwidth and input match, while draining the least current from the 

supply. Measurements of the demo chip showed a noise figure below 2.4dB over more 

than one decade (i.e. 150-2000 MHz) and below 2dB over more than 2 octaves (i.e. 

250-1100 MHz). A complete summary of the measurements is shown in table 5.6.

The above experimental results prove that the feed-forward noise cancelling technique is a 

concrete alternative to traditional approaches relaying on global negative feedback.
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Chapter 6 

Summary and Conclusions

6.1 Summary and Conclusions

In this book, high-performance wide-band low-noise amplifiers (LNAs) suitable for low-

cost standard CMOS processes have been investigated. The focus was on low-noise 

techniques suitable for communication receiver applications with potentially demanding 

requirements on the LNA performance such as noise figure (NF) well below 3dB, 

sufficiently large gain and source impedance matching. Next, good linearity and the 

possibility for some variable gain are desired in order to handle the interference generated 

by strong adjacent channels. Moreover, the previous requirements must be met over a 

range of frequencies that can exceed one octave or even a decade depending on the 

specific application. 

In order to find amplifier topologies that can meet these requirements, designers generally 

relay on their creativity, insight and experience. As this process is a largely unstructured, it 

is unlikely that all the potentially useful amplifier alternatives are found. In this book, the 

design problem is faced using a radically different approach described in chapter 2. All the 

potentially useful wide-band amplifiers are investigated by applying a methodology that 

generates systematically all the two-port amplifiers that can be modelled as circuits with 2 

Voltage Controlled Current Sources (VCCS). The choice of two VCCS as generating 

elements is motivated by the following facts: 

Commonly used elementary amplifiers [1] as the common gate, common drain and the 

common source shunt-feedback stages exploit the “gm” of at least 1 or two MOSTs to 

define their small-signal transfer properties as gain, port impedance and bandwidth. 

These circuits can be regarded as circuits with 1 VCCS or 2 VCCSs.

In previous work [2,3,4], all the graphs of potentially useful two-port circuits built by 

the interconnection of 2 VCCSs were systematically generated, classified in terms of 

their properties and stored in a database. As such, all the graphs of 2VCCS two-port 

wide-band amplifiers are contained in the 2VCCS database.

Elementary implementations of the generated 2VCCS amplifiers using a single-MOST (or 

a resistor) for each VCCS are shown in figure 6.1. Two of them (i.e. A2 and A4) are well-
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known circuits while the other two (i.e. A1 and A3), at the best of our knowledge, are new 

topologies of wide-band amplifiers.

Figure 6.1: Systematically generated 2-MOSFET wide-band amplifiers (biasing not shown). 

In chapter 3, important aspects of the performance of these amplifiers are analysed in 

order to find out whether the new amplifiers A1 and A3 can perform better with respect to 

A2 and A4. Using simple modelling, hand calculations showed that:

The gain AVF of A1 is larger than that of A4 for the same value of ga and gb. For the 

same AVF, CL and ZIN=RS, the output impedance of A4 is larger leading to a somewhat 

lower expected bandwidth. The noise factor of A1 is better than that of A4 due to its 

lower output noise for the same gain AVF and ZIN=RS.

The gain AVF of A3 is larger than that of A2 (and amplifier A4) for the same value of 

ga and gb. For the same AVF, CL and ZIN=RS, the output impedance of A2 is larger 

leading to a lower expected bandwidth.

Amplifier A3 shows a gain-independent F=1+NEF for ZIN=RS and NEFa=NEFb=NEF.

This value is the lowest among the amplifiers in figure 6.1 regardless the gain and for 

equal power. For gbRS=1 (AVF=2), cancellation of the output noise from the matching 

device occurs regardless the value of ZIN. In this case, the limitation F=1+NEF arises 

because the noise cancelling condition constraints the gb of the upper MOST to 1/RS.

To exploit the properties of the amplifier A3, the wide-band LNA in figure 6.2 was 

designed in a 0.35 m digital CMOS. Measured and simulated NF at 500MHz is shown in 

figure 6.3 versus AVF. The simulated (MOS model 9) NF of a common-gate amplifier is 

shown for comparison. Figure 6.3 shows a more or less constant NF at least 2dB better 

than for the CG upon the same AVF, ZIN and power. A summary of the measurements at 

maximum gain is shown in table 6.1. This proves that the systematic generation 

methodology can lead to new amplifier topologies with useful properties. The noise 

cancellation mechanism occurring in amplifier A3 is a good example. 
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Figure 6.2: Schematic of a wide-band LNA based on the amplifier A3 

(the output bond pad is used as load capacitance).

Figure 6.3: NF50@500MHz versus AVF for the LNA of figure 6.2 and a 

CG amplifier derived from it (see text). 

PROPERTY VALUE 

|AVF=VOUT/VIN| 11 dB

-3dB BW 1-900MHz (CL=0.28pF)

|AVR=VIN/VOUT| < -30 dB up to 900 MHz 

VSWRIN < 1.6 up to 900 MHz 

IIP3   (input ref.) 14.7 dBm 

IIP2   (input ref.) 27.4 dBm 

ICP1 (input ref.) -6 dBm 

NF50 < 4.4 dB 

IDD@VDD 1.5mA@3.3Volt 

Technology & Die area 0.35µm CMOS & 0.06 mm
2

Table 6.1: Measurements at maximum gain 
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Chapter 4 starts from the analysis of the pros and cons of well-known wide-band low-

noise techniques in order to highlight their properties and limitations. It was found that:

The noise performance of elementary wide-band LNAs as those shown in figure 6.1 is 

limited by a fundamental trade-off between noise factor F and the source impedance 

matching requirement ZIN=RS. For ZIN=RS the matching device contribute to F at least 

as much as the input source, so F is always larger than 1+NEF>2. 

A somewhat lower F is obtained using a balanced common-gate amplifier and 

capacitive input cross coupling. However, its noise factor is larger than 1+NEF/2 

because the matching constraint stands still. For high-sensitivity applications, 1+NEF/2 

is just not enough low.

Practical wide-band LNAs exploiting lossy negative feedback can break the trade-off 

between F and ZIN=RS without degrading the quality of the source match. This is done 

exploiting an active impedance transformation at the LNA input (e.g.: figure 4.6a), 

which allows for source impedance matching while generating less equivalent input 

noise than that generated by the source. In this way, noise figure values well below 

3dB are possible at the price of power dissipation. Despite its noise performance, the 

use of negative feedback has some drawbacks too: 

Wide-band LNAs with two or more stages in the feedback loop are prone to 

instability. This is especially true at high frequency where the phase shit introduced 

by the poles is larger.

The input impedance ZIN depends on all the circuit parameters (e.g: gm,Av, Ro,Av and 

Gm,I for figure 4.6a), thus: (a) ZIN is sensitive to device parameter variations and (b) 

Since ZIN and AVF are directly coupled, variable gain at ZIN=RS requires complex 

circuitry.

Furthermore, good linearity is subordinated to the availability of a sufficiently large 

loop gain. The latter is typically scarce at RF frequency OR it may lead to 

conflicting requirements. For instance, the linearity of the commonly used feedback 

LNA in figure 4.6a can be as poor as that of its loop amplifier Av. This is because, 

regardless the gain of the loop amplifier Av, the loop-gain for ZIN=RS is always < 1. 

When amplifier Av can consist of two or more cascaded stages with most of the 

gain in the first one (i.e. for best noise performance), the overall linearity can be 

poor [4]. In fact, for this topology another trade-off exist between ZIN=RS and 

distortion performance. 
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To overcome the above limitations a novel wide-band low-noise technique was conceived, 

which is an evolution of the noise cancelling mechanism found for amplifier A3 in figure 

6.1. The basic idea behind noise cancelling is that the trade-off between F and ZIN=RS can 

be broken by cancelling the output noise from the matching device without degrading 

signal transfer and source match. This is possible because two nodes (X and Y) of the 

matching amplifier stage can be found where, due to their correlation in sign, the noise of 

the matching device and signal can be distinguished and processed differently. For

instance using the matching stage in figure 6.4, the instantaneous noise voltages at node X 

and Y have equal sign while signal voltages at the same nodes have opposite sign.

Figure 6.4: Noise cancelling principle applied to a common-source shunt-feedback stage

This means that by defining two feed-forward paths from nodes X and Y to a new output 

as shown in figure 6.4c, the noise contribution from the matching device can be cancelled 

while adding in phase the signals. This is done exploiting a proper voltage-sensing 

auxiliary amplifier Av connected to the output of the matching stage in feed-forward. 

Now, the noise figure of the noise cancelling LNA can be lowered well below 3dB by 

decreasing the EF of the “unmatched” auxiliary amplifier Av at the price of extra power 

dissipation (so as for wideband LNAs exploiting negative feedback). Note that any 

undesired signal or noise contribution that can be modelled as a current source between 

the drain and source terminal of the matching device is cancelled as well (e.g.: MOST 1/f 

noise, thermal noise of the distributed resistance of the gate and biasing noise).
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This noise cancelling was generalised to other circuit implementations according to a 

simple model represented by two two-port amplifiers connected in feed-forward. One two-

port provides the LNA input impedance and the other one senses the matching device 

noise (and signal) voltage across RS without loading it. The outputs of the two two-ports 

are then properly combined in order for noise cancelling to take place at the output while 

adding signals. According to the two-port model, different noise-cancelling LNA circuits 

have been systematically generated (figure 6.5).

a) b) c)

d) e)
f)

g) h)

Figure 6.5: systematically generated alternative noise-cancelling amplifier (biasing not shown). 
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The noise performance of these LNAs was compared based on hand calculations. For 

ZIN=RS, LNA-f renders the lowest F, for a given power, gain AVF, including the noise from 

the biasing circuitry of the matching stage and supply voltage limitations. This is because 

LNA-f uses a minimum of MOSTs/resistors (i.e. least noise sources and good power 

efficiency) and noise from the matching-stage biasing cancels at the output too. 

Furthermore, this LNA is also suited for high frequencies because the local shunt-feedback 

in the matching stage provides lower output impedance compared to the CG stage for the 

same load resistor and node capacitance.

Peculiar properties of noise cancelling have been also identified: 

Noise cancelling is a feed-forward technique, so instability risks are relaxed. 

Noise cancellation relies on the value of the real resistance of the source, RS.

Noise cancelling is robust to device parameter variations because the cancellation 

depends on a reduced-set of circuit parameters and variations of the source impedance 

RS and the gain Av of the auxiliary amplifier “Av” render a modest increase of the 

matching device EFi.

The input impedance ZIN depends only on the matching device gm. This means that: 

 ZIN is less sensitive to device parameter variations than for the feedback LNA. 

Variable gain at constant match ZIN=RS is easier implemented (e.g.: in figure 6.5b, 

by varying the value resistor Ro).

Noise cancelling allows for (in-band) simultaneous noise and power matching without 

an extra wideband matching network. This occurs because, upon noise cancellation, 

the noise transfer functions of all devices remain equal upon short and open conditions 

at the input of the LNA. This is strictly true for a MOST that is regarded as a VCCS.

Assuming a linear voltage-sensing auxiliary amplifier, all the output distortion 

components generated by the matching-device are cancelled in the same manner and 

upon the same conditions noise cancels at the output of the LNA. In other terms, 

simultaneous matching-device noise and distortion cancellation is achieved. When the 

non-linearity of the auxiliary amplifier is introduced, different scenarios are possible 

depending on how its distortion components do combine at the output with that due to 

the matching-device. Under proper conditions, total cancellation of even or odd output 

distortion still occurs but this will not happen simultaneously with noise cancellation. 

High-frequency limitations to noise cancelling have been also investigated. It was found 

that the effective input capacitance of a noise-cancelling LNA is the main reason for the 

degradation of the cancellation and the consequent increase of the noise figure. This 
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occurs because the matching device noise current sees frequency dependent source 

impedance that affects the two feed-forward noise transfers in a different manner. In the 

same manner, this input capacitance is also responsible for the degradation of the 

distortion cancellation as well the simultaneous noise and power matching. Some design 

guidelines has been given in order to mitigate the noise figure degradation at high 

frequency. One can design the LNA for minimum parasitic input capacitance using a 

larger gm/ID for the matching device, cascoding in the auxiliary amplifier to reduce the 

Miller effect, design ESD protection device and use an input bond-pad with low parasitic 

capacitance and a more advanced sub-micron CMOS process with a higher fT. If the 

previous measures are ineffective, a frequency-compensation network can be used. In this 

respect, two options have been examined with regard to a specific LNA topology: (a) 

capacitive noise equalization and (b) peaking networks. The former neutralizes the 

frequency dependence of EFMD by equalizing the effect that the complex source 

impedance has over the noise transfer function of the two feed-forward paths. However, 

the frequency-independence of EFMD comes at the price of a significant degradation of the 

EF of the auxiliary amplifier. The net result is than an even larger LNA noise figure. 

Furthermore, the equalization capacitance degrades gain and matching at high frequency. 

More effectively, peaking coils can be used to mitigate the degradation of noise cancelling 

by compensating, to some extent, the frequency-dependence of the effective source 

impedance seen by the noise current flowing out from the matching device. The great 

advantage of peaking networks is that they improve the frequency dependence of all

devices EF, which always results in an improvement of the LNA noise figure. 

Furthermore, the frequency response of the gain and matching versus frequency are 

improved too. More specifically, two cases of peaking networks have been examined: a 

shunt peaking coil in series to RS and a properly connected bridged T-coil network. The 

former is simple to use but yields a more limited NF improvement versus frequency 

whereas the latter is only somewhat more complex and renders superior results. 

In chapter 5, the noise cancelling theory is validated by design. To this purpose, the noise 

cancelling topology of figure 6.5f was selected because of its expected superior NF 

performance and good high frequency capabilities. In order to optimise the LNA noise 

performance, the behaviour of NF and bandwidth were analysed taking into account 

circuit details. It was found that:

Exact noise cancellation does not provide the lowest noise figure. Indeed, for the same 

gm2RS (i.e. power dissipation), voltage gain and source impedance match, a lower NF is 
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achieved by allowing a proper noise cancellation error, = OPT<0. Alternatively, for 

= OPT<0 the same NF as for =0 is achieved at a lower power dissipation. 

Furthermore, NF for = OPT has the least sensitivity to device parameter variations. 

NF( = OPT) degrades at high frequency somewhat faster compared to NF( =0). This 

may be acceptable. If not, frequency compensation can attenuate this effect. 

The method of the open time-constant shows that bandwidth is mainly determined by 

the input and output capacitance of the matching stage. Bandwidth decreases as both 

gm2RS and –  increase. Using = OPT, can degrade bandwidth with respect to the case 

=0. In this case, the lower in-band NF for = OPT comes at the price of some 

bandwidth degradation. This may be acceptable. If not, the frequency compensation 

exploited to improve NF can extend bandwidth too. 

The LNA in figure 6.6 was designed in 0.25µm standard CMOS process aiming to high 

sensitivity highly-integrated receivers with demanding requirements for noise figure, 

voltage gain, bandwidth and input match, while draining the least current from the supply.

Its design was targeted for a sub-2dB noise figure, 20dB voltage gain and wide operation 

bandwidth. Figure 6.7 shows the plot of the 50  noise figure measurement. At lower 

frequencies, NF increases due to the HPF C2-R2, at high frequency the rise is due to CIN.

Anyhow, the noise figure is below 2.4dB over more than one decade (i.e. 150-2000 MHz) 

and below 2dB over more than 2 octaves (i.e. 250-1100 MHz). A summary of the 

measurements is given in Table 6.2. These experimental results prove that the (feed-

forward) noise-cancelling concept is a valid alternative to traditional negative feedback 

techniques for the design of high-performance wide-band low-noise CMOS amplifiers.

Figure 6.6: Complete schematic of the designed wide-band noise cancelling LNA.
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Figure 6.7: Measured and simulated NF versus frequency. 

Table 6.2: Summary of the LNA measurements
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Appendix A 

Two-port Amplifiers Stability and {A, B, C, D} 

Parameters

In the design of RF and microwave amplifiers, it is a common practice to require its 

stability to be unconditional [1]. The latter, means a stable operation for any value of the 

passive source and load terminations. Necessary and sufficient conditions for the 

unconditional stability of a linear two-port circuit are: 

LOUTIN
Z0Zand0Z     (A.1) 

where  is the real part of { }. Conditions (A.1) can be shown to be equivalent to [2]: 

L22IN
Z0Zand0Z    (A.2) 

Relations (A.2) can be rewritten in terms of {A, B, C, D} parameters as: 
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Substituting ZL=u( )+j·r( ) with u( ) 0 into relations (A.3), one obtains: 
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From simple reasoning
XIX

, it can be easily verified that necessary and sufficient conditions 

to meet relation (A.4) are that all the {A, B, C, D} parameters share the same sign. In our 

case, the load is an on-chip capacitance whose value is reasonably well defined. In such a 

case, stability can be ensured using {ZIN}>0 and {ZOUT}>0 for  as: 
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   (A.5) 

where ZS=m( )+j·n( ) has been substituted and m( ) 0 holds. Substituting {u( )=0,

r( )=-1/( CL)} and {m( )=RS, n( )=0} into relation (A.5), one obtains: 

,0BADACBRCDR
S

2

S
      (A.6-a) 
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C
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2

L

2
                                       (A.6-b) 

Again, if the {A, B, C, D} parameters share the same sign relations (A.6-a) and (A.6-b) 

are fulfilled. To verify that this condition is also necessary proceed as follows. Assuming 

for instance 0, relation (A.6-b) is true if parameters “A” and “C” share the same sign. 

For  parameters “B” and “D” must share the same sign. To prove this statement, it is 

sufficient to show that one of parameters “A” and “C” shares the same sign with one of 

parameters “B” or “D”. To do so, from relation (A.6-a) we observe that if this would not 

be the case, all the product among the {A, B, C, D} parameters render negative values (i.e. 

relation (A.6-a) is violated for any value of ).
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Appendix B 

Biasing noise in Noise-cancelling Amplifiers 

In this appendix, expressions of the noise factor, FBIAS, due to noise in the matching-stage 

bias circuitry are derived for the noise-cancelling amplifiers of figure 4.16. The aim is to 

quantify the impact of FBIAS on F as a function of the parameters AVF, VDD, VGT1 and .

a)                                                b)

Figure 1: Biasing of the matching stage used in the LNAs of figure 4.16. 

For the matching stages shown in figure 1, FBIAS can be written as: 
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where the noise of RBIAS1 is neglected because its value can be large. Multiplying for the 

drain current ID and using the matching condition gm1=1/RS, equation (B.1) becomes: 
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where VBIAS2 is the bias voltage across RBIAS2. The latter, according to a simple strong 

inversion model (i.e. ID=K·VGT

2
/(1+ ·VGT) with VGT=VGS-VT0), can be written as: 
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From circuit inspection one can write: 
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AVF is the LNA gain. From (B.2), (B.3) and (B.4), FBIAS is minimized when the voltage 

across the biasing device is maximized. This occurs when the MOSTs in the signal path 

are at the edge of saturation for VDS3=VGT3 and VDS1=VGT1 in figure 1-b and for VDS1=VGT1

in figure 1-a, which yields: 
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Equation (B.2) can be finally written as: 
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where VGT,BIAS1 is the VGT of the MOST used implement the current source IBIAS1.
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Appendix C 

Two-port Amplifiers Noise and Power 

Matching

In this appendix, conditions for the noise-power match of a wide-band two-port amplifier 

are derived. The aim is to check when an amplifier can provide noise and power matching. 

Figure 1: Two-port circuit noise model. 

Consider the two-port noise model in figure 1, where the equivalent noise sources ‘in’ and 

‘vn’ are indeed the superposition of the contribution of M internal noise sources In,1, In,2, .. 

In,M as: in=in,1+in,2+..+in,M and vn=vn,1+vn,2+..+vn,M. According to noise-theory [1], the noise 

factor F of such a two-port can be written as: 
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where the identity in,k=in,U,k+in,C,k=in,U,k+GC,k·vn,k has been used (with GC,k being the 

correlation conductance of the k-th noise source vn,k). Equation (C.1) can be rewritten as: 
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Equations (C.2) shows that the noise factor of the two-port in figure 1 can be expressed in 

terms of the quantities in,U, vn and GC if they are defined as above.

The two-port noise factor can be manipulated to provide [1]: 
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Relations (C.4) show the existence of an optimum value of the source conductance, GS,OPT,

which provides the minimum value of the noise factor, FMIN (with GS=1/RS the 

conductance of the source). If GS,OPT is equal to GIN and GIN=GS holds, the two-port input 

is simultaneously optimised for noise and power transfer.

The (equivalent) noise sources vn,k and in,k of the two-port in figure 1 are related to the 

output noise of the k-th device noise as (e.g.: using {A, B, C, D} parameters): 
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where Hn,short(open),k  is equal to the noise transfer function Hn,k for the two-ports upon a 

shorted (open) input. From Equation (C.5), the equivalent sources vn,k and in,k are fully

correlated, because they are proportional to each other, thus in,k=GC,k·vn,k (i.e. GU,k.=0)

holds. Using equation (C.5), the correlation conductance GC,k can be written as: 
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From equation (C.4), the optimum conductance, GS,OPT, of the source is indeed equal to: 
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and finally: 
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Equation (C.8) shows as noise-power match (i.e. GS,OPT=GIN) yields to condition: 
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    (C.9) 

Equation (C.9) is true, if and only if relation 
k,short,nk,open,n

HH  holds k. Using equation 

(C.4) and (C.8), the noise factor for GIN=GS can be written as: 
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For
k,short,nk,open,n

HH  equation (C.11) becomes: 

S

n

MIN

R

R4
1FF      (C.11) 

From equation (C.11), the minimum noise factor is proportional to Rn/RS.
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APPENDIX D: All 1- and 2-VCCS Graphs 

In this appendix all 150 graphs with one or two VCCSs and their transmission parameters 

will be given. Also a few examples are given to show how graphs can be converted to 

circuits, so that readers can explore other circuits themselves. 

GRAPHS WITH ONE VCCS 

We will start with circuits with 1 VCCS. Such circuits consist of the elements shown in 

Figure 1: a signal source, one VCCS and a load impedance. Figure 1 also shows their 

graph representation. 

v

s v i l

g v

Figure 1: Circuit elements and their graph representations: an independent source (s-

branch), a VCCS (v- and i-branch) and a load impedance (l-branch). 

Figure 2 shows all graphs with one VCCS and at least one non-zero transmission 

parameters. Obviously it is possible to implement a transconductor with B=-1/g (e.g. with 

a common source transistor). Also, a series conductance and parallel conductance are 

possible (e.g. via a "self-connected" VCCS implementation). Finally for large 

transconductance values, a voltage follower can be approximated (only non-zero A=1, e.g. 

with a source follower) and a current follower (only non-zero D=1, e.g. a common gate 

stage). As expected, we appear to cover all the known single transistor amplifier stages. 

The upper rightmost graph in Figure 2 is peculiar in the sense that it consists of two sub-

graphs: a parallel s- and v- branch and a parallel i- and l-branch. These graphs can be joint 

at an arbitrary node indicated with dashed lines without changing the transmission 

parameters. This is because the VCCS v-branch senses the differential voltage across the 

source branch: the common mode voltage with respect to the load ideally has no effect. In 

practical circuits this is useful to implement a so-called "floating input", and the graphs 

will be labeled floating input graphs. 
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~current follower, e.g. CG-stage

l
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Figure 2: All potentially useful graphs of circuits with a source (s), load (l) and one VCCS 

(v and i) (see text). 

GRAPHS WITH TWO VCCSs 

From the experience gained in generating the graphs with one VCCS, rules for useless 

graphs have been inferred and proven. A very useful rather obvious rule states that v-

branches do not play any role in Kirchhoff Current Law (KCL) relations (their current is 

always zero). Hence KCL relations can be derived from graphs without v-branches. As a 

consequence, it is possible to split the graph generation in two phases: 

1. Generating all “Kirchhoff Current Law graphs” ("KCL-graphs") consisting of 2 i-

branches (from 2 VCCSs) and a source (s) and load (l) branch (no v-branches). This is 

a task with limited complexity similar to that of the 1VCCS graph generation, which 

was done by hand. 

2. Systematically adding v-branches to the graphs in all possible ways and analyzing the 

transfer function in terms of transmission parameters. This is a tedious job involving 

several hundreds of graphs performed by a MAPLE graph generation and symbolic 

analysis computer program. 

We will indicate the two VCCSs with the index a and b. Figure 3 shows all KCL graphs 

that result from combining all possibilities and removing redundant equivalent ones (as the 

two VCCSs are equivalent, changing index from a to b results in an equivalent graph). The 

KCL graphs can consist of more pieces. They can also have a separate s-branch, just as in 

the transconductor graph with one VCCS in Figure 2.

For reasons of convenience, the KCL graphs have been given names, referring to the 

branch names and their interconnection structure: “+” refers to “in series with” and “//” to 

“in parallel with”. Brackets are used to indicate groups. 
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To find all complete graphs, two v-branches are added systematically between all possible 

node-combinations. The separate s-branch is either left separate and tested for common 

mode insensitivity of the transfer function (for floating input graphs), or connected to each 

node of the rest of the graph (non-floating input graphs). This is done by introducing a 

special node “sref” (see the graphs in the low half of Figure 3). During the automated 

graph generation and analysis procedure, the sref-node is systematically connected to all 

other nodes in the graph. The "any" node of a separate i-branch acting as a norator could 

be handled in the same way. However, it can be shown that the analysis results are not 

affected by changing this node-connection, so one analysis for the graph is sufficient. Note 

that each of the graphs with an “any” node has several alternative implementations with 

the same transfer function. This will be exemplified in the voltage follower circuit 

generation given later in this appendix. 
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Figure 3: The 13 directed labeled Kirchhoff Current Law graphs for two-ports with two 

VCCSs. By adding va- and vb- branches systematically between all possible combinations 

of nodes, all graphs for two-ports with 2 VCCSs are generated.
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TYPES OF POSSIBLE 2VCCS TWO-PORTS 

The graph generation and analysis discussed in the previous paragraph leads to 145 graphs 

with at least one non-zero transmission parameter. They are listed at the end of this 

appendix, grouped on non-zero transmission parameters. As circuits with floating input are 

more flexible and have different applications, they are printed separately at the end (12 

cases). For each two-port graph the following data is given: 

graph name referring to graphs in Figure 3 

Equations for the voltage va and vb and, if applicable, for the voltage on node sref. 

Node 0 is the reference node. 

Expressions for the transmission parameters [A,B,C,D] of the two-port.

Table 1 shows a summary of the results in Appendix A in terms of different combinations 

of non-zero transmission parameters, and the number of graphs having this property. 

Obviously, the transmission parameters are a function of transconductance ga and gb of 

the two VCCSs. For simplicity, only the main functional dependence on transconductance 

is shown. For this purpose a transconductance gi is introduced, i being an arbitrary index, 

that represents one of the following expressions: 

ba

ba

babai

gg

gg
ggggg ,,,       (1) 

From considerations of dimension, the voltage gain (1/A) and current gain (1/D) of the 

two-port described in Table 1 are either 0, 1 or a ratio of transconductance expression gi. 

The transconductance (1/B) is equal to gi and transimpedance (1/C) equal to 1/gi. 

Table 2 lists the 9 commonly desired types of linear two-ports with either very low, very 

high or accurate port impedances. The fourth column shows which two-port of Table 1 can 

be used to implement the desired non-zero transmission parameters. 

Case A B C D #

A 1 0 0 0 3 

B 0 1/g1 0 0 37 

D 0 0 0 1 3 

AB 1 or g1/g2 1/g3 0 0 24 

AD 1 0 0 1 6 

BC 0 1/ g1 g2 0 2 

BD 0 1/ g1 0 1 or g2/g3 24 

ABC 1 or g1/g2 1/ g3 g4 0 3 

ABD 1 or g1/g2 1/ g3 0 1 or g4/g5 24 

ACD 1 0 g1 1 9 

BCD 0 1/ g1 g2 1 or g3/g4 3 

ABCD 1 or g1/g2 1/g3 g4 1 or g5/g6 7 

Table 1: Different combinations of non-zero transmission parameters of 2-VCCS circuits. 

Expression gi is defined in equation (1), where i is an arbitrary index. 
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Although there are certainly limitations to what is possible (e.g.: there are only 2 degrees 

of freedom via ga and gb), it can be concluded that even with only two VCCSs many 

useful circuits can be implemented. As might be expected for circuits with VCCSs, cases 

with high and finite port impedances are readily available. For low port impedance, high 

transconductance is usually needed (except in cases where one VCCS acts as a nullor). 

Care was taken to find equivalent circuit graphs by detecting the existence of equal sets of 

transmission parameters. In cases where this was observed, equivalent graphs have been 

rejected. Quite some graphs have transmission parameters that depend only on one 

transconductance. The other VCCS is “invisible” from the two-port parameters, suggesting 

that the other is not doing anything useful. However, this is not necessarily the case: it 

might for instance act as a nullor (e.g. in voltage followers below). In some other cases, 

the “invisible” VCCS is just an impedance or current follower in series with the current 

source of the "visible" VCCS. Assuming ideal VCCSs this is useless. However, in 

practical transistor circuits with only approximate VCCS behavior, it still can be useful. 

An example is a cascode transistor: it improves the output impedance but this is not 

evident from a circuit with ideal VCCSs! (they already have infinite output impedance). 

As our goal was to find all two-port circuits, we decided to maintain graphs in the 

database, unless we could prove that they are useless or identical to another one that is 

already there. In other words: we consider graphs "potentially useful", unless it is proven 

they are not.

Zin Zout Desired Realizable

with case 

Additional

conditions

0 A AB B << A Zl

B B - 

0 0 C BC B << C Zs Zl

0 D BD B << D Zs

= Zl AB AB -

0 = Zl CD BCD B << D Zs

= Zs 0 AC ABC B << A Zl

= Zs BD BD - 

= Zs = Zl ABCD ABCD A D = B C

     

Table 2: Overview of the implementation possibilities of 9 desired two-ports using 

2VCCS circuits. 

FROM GRAPH TO CIRCUIT 

Now we have a database of graphs of potentially useful circuits, the question is how to 

implement them on transistor level. Every VCCS in a graph can in principle be 

implemented using an arbitrary 4-terminal transconductor implementation. However, a 

single MOST or even a single resistor is sufficient in many cases. Whether this is possible 

depends on the interconnection and the orientation of the v- and i- branch of a VCCS in a 
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graph. Figure 4 illustrates this point. From the figure we see that three different situation 

occur:

1. If there is no connection between the v- and i-branch, a VCCS with an isolated input 

and output ports is necessary (right most case). This can be implemented by common 

source MOST pairs, either of the same or of different type (biasing is not shown).

2. If one connection exists between the v- and i-branch, and the branches have the same 

orientation (both arrows pointing to or from the common node), a single MOST can be 

used (a PMOST or NMOST depending on the branch orientation). Alternatively, 

common source MOST pairs can be used.

3. If the branches are connected at both ends (left-most case), and also have the same 

orientation, then a simple resistor can be used, apart from single MOSTs or common 

source MOST pairs. 

va va vavaia ia iaia

ga

1 1 1

1

1

1

1 1 1

1

3 3

3 4

4 4 4

3

3

3 3 3

32

2

2 2 2

21

2 2 2

2

2

ga

ga

ga ga ga
ga

NMOST 

    or 

PMOST

2 x NMOST

       or

NMOST+PMOST

        or

2 x PMOST

Figure 4: The interconnections between the v- and i-branches, and the relative orientation 

of the branches determines the possibilities to implement a VCCS. Dashed lines show 

alternative implementations. The double arrow MOST symbol refers to either NMOST or 

PMOST.

Thus it appears that branch direction has large impact on the implementation possibilities. 

Furthermore it has a strong impact on stability (e.g. reversal of the v-terminals may turn a 

self-connected positive impedance in a negative impedance as exploited in oscillators). 

Therefore, the direction of the branches will now be considered. The effect of v- or i-

branch reversal is as follows: 

Change the direction of the v- or i-branch: sign change of the related transconductance-

term in transmission parameters expressions. 
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Change both the direction of the v- and i-branch of the same VCCS: no effect on the 

transfer function. However, according to Figure 4 this changes an NMOST into a 

PMOST and vice versa. This transformation has no effect on the transfer function, but 

can be useful for instance for biasing purposes to “fit” circuits in a low supply voltage. 

As a PMOST implementation can always be replaced by an NMOST by changing both the 

v- and i- orientation without changing the transmission parameter equations, it is useful to 

have a symbol available which represents either a NMOST or a PMOST. The symbol that 

will be used in this paper for this purpose is a MOST symbol with double arrow, as shown 

at the bottom of Figure 4.

Note that it is important to indicate the source terminal, even though a MOS transistor 

physically is a symmetrical device. However, we assume it to implement a transconductor, 

which is NOT symmetrical anymore: the source is both a voltage-sense and current-source 

terminal, while the drain is only a current-source terminal. 

As an example of the effect of branch reversal on the VCCS implementation possibilities 

consider Figure 5. It shows one of the (s)(i+i+l) transconductor graphs found in Appendix 

A. In Figure 5a the orientation of the v- and i-branches are different for VCCSa as well as 

for VCCSb. Therefore common source pairs have to be used for both ga and gb. 

By changing the direction of the vb branch, vb and ib get the same orientation (Figure 5b). 

Since they are also in parallel, a simple resistor can be used. If the direction of ia is also 

changed (Figure 5c), VCCSa can be implemented by a single MOST, and the familiar 

source degenerated MOS circuit results. 
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Figure 5: Example of the effect of va and vb sign changes on the transmission parameter 

expressions and the complexity of the circuit implementation (biasing not shown).

Because of these direction changes, transmission parameter B changes, as indicated above 

the graphs in Figure 5. Note that changing the direction of vb or ia results in a sign change 

of respectively gb and ga in B. 

In this place, a note on stability is appropriate. Although the graph analysis renders 

solutions for the node voltages, it is not guaranteed that the solutions are stable. Many 
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branch orientations render negative impedances, because of positive feedback loops. 

Therefore a careful stability consideration is needed, and positive overall node impedances 

should be guaranteed. By inspection of the graphs, the occurrence of a negative impedance 

can easily be recognized by qualitative reasoning. In Figure 5a, both VCCSa and VCCSb 

introduce a negative impedance (note the cross-coupled structure often used in latches). In 

Figure 5b only VCCSa does so, while case Figure 5c has all positive node impedances. 

CIRCUIT EXAMPLES 

To demonstrate the power of systematic circuit generation, and illustrate some previously 

mentioned issues, some examples of circuits found with the technique will be given. First 

current amplifier circuits will be discussed, and then voltage followers, as an example of 

circuits where one VCCS acts as a nullor. 

Current Amplifiers 

As discussed in section 0, in some cases the ideal desired combination of transmission 

parameters is not available. Still a practical useful approximation of the desired transfer 

function is often possible. Consider for example a current amplifier. Ideally this should 

only have non-zero D so that Zin is 0, Zout is infinite and the current gain is 1/D. 

Unfortunately only unity gain current amplifiers (current followers) are readily available. 

However, as shown in Table 2 an approximation with case BD is possible, provided that B 

<< D Zs. Also case ABD with A=1 can be used, provided that it is acceptable that voltage 

changes at the output are copied to the input. When driving with a high ohmic current 

source these conditions are often satisfied. Alternatively large transconductance values for 

ga can be used. Figure 6 shows circuit implementations derived from the 3 BD and 3 ABD 

graphs with non-unity D-expressions.
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Figure 6: Current amplifier approximations derived from the BD graphs (a, b and c) and 

ABD (d, e, f) graphs with non-unity D. The current gain of the circuits is either higher than 

1 (a, d), lower than 1 (b, e), or arbitrary (c,f). 
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Note that the ubiquitous current mirror is one of them (case c). This example demonstrates 

that even if the ideally desired two-port can not be implemented directly, practical useful 

approximations are often available. 

Voltage Followers 

In section 0 it was mentioned that one of the VCCSs may act as a nullor. This is the case 

for the unity gain voltage followers in Appendix A (A graphs, all of type (s)(i//l)(i)). These 

graphs can be jointly represented as shown in Figure 7. The nodes va_ref and ib_ref can be 

connected to node 0, 1 and 2 in 9 different combinations. VCCSa drives the load gl and 

VCCSb acts as a nullor (since current ib=0, voltage vb is also). This is illustrated in the 

right part of Figure 7. 

va

vb + vb -   (=0)

ia

l

ib
ib (=0)

s
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1 3

Ib_ref

ib_ref

gl

va_ref

va_ref

3

0

2 2

(s)(i//l)(i)

+

v
s

-

v g
a

v

Figure 7: The voltage follower graph (s)(i//l)(i) in which VCCSb acts as a nullor, that 

forces the load voltage equal to the source voltage. 

Although not necessary, suppose for simplicity that va_ref and ib_ref are grounded. Now, 

node 2 will follow voltage vs due to the nullator (vb branch), provided that ib acts as a 

norator providing negative feedback to the vb terminals. Indeed, VCCSa provides this 

feedback from node 3 (norator node) to node 2 (nullator node). If for instance vs increases, 

VCCSb will drive the voltage of node 3 down. As a result VCCSa drives additional 

current in the load impedance and the load voltage increases until vb is zero. 

Working out all 9 different connections of node va_ref and ib_ref to other nodes in the 

circuit, 11 different voltage follower implementations can be derived as shown in Figure 8. 

This example clearly demonstrates the power of the systematic approach: many alternative 

circuits are generated that are not easily found otherwise.
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Figure 8: Voltage follower circuits derived from the graph in Figure 7 by systematically 

connecting the va_ref and ib_ref nodes to all other nodes in the circuits (their node 

numbers are indicated between brackets). 
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Lists of 1- and 2-VCCS Graphs 

******************************************************

*****

NON-FLOATING INPUT GRAPHS

******************************************************

*****

THE 3 CASES WITH NON-ZERO PARAMETERS A: 

(s)(i//l)(i)   [va = v3, vb = v2-v1, sref = 0]

  [A=1, B=0, C=0, D=0] 

(s)(i//l)(i)   [va = -v2+v3, vb = v2-v1, sref = 0]

  [A=1, B=0, C=0, D=0] 

(s)(i//l)(i)   [va = v3-v1, vb = v2-v1, sref = 0]

  [A=1, B=0, C=0, D=0] 

******************************************************

*****

THE 28 CASES WITH NON-ZERO PARAMETERS B: 

(s)(i//i//l)   [va = v1, vb = v1, sref = 0]

  [A=0, B=(-1/(ga+gb)), C=0, D=0] 

(s)(i+i+l)   [va = v2, vb = v2-v1, sref = 0]

  [A=0, B=(-(-ga+gb)/gb/ga), C=0, D=0] 

(s)(i+i+l)   [va = v2-v1, vb = v2, sref = 0]

  [A=0, B=((-ga+gb)/gb/ga), C=0, D=0] 

(s)(i+i+l)   [va = v1, vb = v2, sref = v2]

  [A=0, B=(-(-ga+gb)/gb/ga), C=0, D=0] 

(s)(i+i+l)   [va = v2, vb = v1, sref = v2]

  [A=0, B=((-ga+gb)/gb/ga), C=0, D=0] 

(s)(i+i+l)   [va = v1, vb = v2, sref = 0]

  [A=0, B=(-1/ga), C=0, D=0] 

(s)(i+i+l)   [va = v1, vb = -v2+v3, sref = 0]

  [A=0, B=(-1/ga), C=0, D=0] 

(s)(i+i+l)   [va = v1, vb = v2-v1, sref = 0]

  [A=0, B=(-1/ga), C=0, D=0] 

(s)(i+i+l)   [va = v2, vb = v1, sref = 0]

  [A=0, B=(-1/gb), C=0, D=0] 

(s)(i+i+l)   [va = -v2+v3, vb = v1, sref = 0]

  [A=0, B=(-1/gb), C=0, D=0] 

(s)(i+i+l)   [va = v2-v1, vb = v1, sref = 0]

  [A=0, B=(-1/gb), C=0, D=0] 

(s)(i+i+l)   [va = v1, vb = v2-v1, sref = v2]

  [A=0, B=(1/gb), C=0, D=0] 

(s)(i+i+l)   [va = v2, vb = v2-v1, sref = v2]

  [A=0, B=(1/gb), C=0, D=0] 

(s)(i+i+l)   [va = v3-v1, vb = v2-v1, sref = v2]

  [A=0, B=(1/gb), C=0, D=0] 

(s)(i+i+l)   [va = -v2+v3, vb = v2-v1, sref = v2]

  [A=0, B=(1/gb), C=0, D=0] 

(s)(i//l)(i)   [va = v3, vb = v3-v1, sref = 0]

  [A=0, B=(-1/ga), C=0, D=0] 

(s)(i//l)(i)   [va = v3-v1, vb = v3, sref = 0]

  [A=0, B=(1/ga), C=0, D=0] 

(s)(i//l)(i)   [va = v1, vb = v3, sref = 0]

  [A=0, B=(-1/ga), C=0, D=0] 

(s)(i//l)(i)   [va = v1, vb = -v2+v3, sref = 0]

  [A=0, B=(-1/ga), C=0, D=0] 

(s)(i//l)(i)   [va = v1, vb = v3-v1, sref = 0]

  [A=0, B=(-1/ga), C=0, D=0] 

(s)(i//l)(i)   [va = v3, vb = v1, sref = v3]

  [A=0, B=(1/ga), C=0, D=0] 

(s)(i//l)(i)   [va = -v2+v3, vb = v2-v1, sref = v3]

  [A=0, B=(1/ga), C=0, D=0] 

(s)(i//l)(i)   [va = v2-v1, vb = -v2+v3, sref = v3]

  [A=0, B=(1/ga), C=0, D=0] 

(s)(i//l)(i)   [va = v3-v1, vb = v3, sref = v3]

  [A=0, B=(1/ga), C=0, D=0] 

(s)(i//l)(i)   [va = v3-v1, vb = -v2+v3, sref = v3]

  [A=0, B=(1/ga), C=0, D=0] 

(s)(i//l)(i)   [va = v3-v1, vb = v2-v1, sref = v3]

  [A=0, B=(1/ga), C=0, D=0] 

(s)(i//l)(i)   [va = v3-v1, vb = v1, sref = v3]

  [A=0, B=(1/ga), C=0, D=0] 

(s)(i//l)(i)   [va = v1, vb = v3, sref = v3]

  [A=0, B=(-1/ga), C=0, D=0] 

******************************************************

*****

THE 3 CASES WITH NON-ZERO PARAMETERS D: 

(s+i+l)(i)   [va = v3-v1, vb = v1]

  [A=0, B=0, C=0, D=1] 

(s+i+l)(i)   [va = -v2+v3, vb = v1]

  [A=0, B=0, C=0, D=1] 

(s+i+l)(i)   [va = v3, vb = v1]

  [A=0, B=0, C=0, D=1] 

******************************************************

*****

THE 23 CASES WITH NON-ZERO PARAMETERS AB: 

(s)(i//i//l)   [va = v1, vb = v2, sref = 0]

  [A=(-gb/ga), B=(-1/ga), C=0, D=0] 

(s)(i//i//l)   [va = v1, vb = v2-v1, sref = 0]

  [A=(gb/(-ga+gb)), B=(1/(-ga+gb)), C=0, D=0] 

(s)(i//i//l)   [va = v2, vb = v2-v1, sref = 0]

  [A=((ga+gb)/gb), B=(1/gb), C=0, D=0] 

(s)(i//i//l)   [va = v2-v1, vb = v2-v1, sref = 0]

  [A=1, B=(1/(ga+gb)), C=0, D=0] 

(s)(i+i+l)   [va = -v2+v3, vb = v2-v1, sref = 0]

  [A=1, B=(1/gb/ga*(ga+gb)), C=0, D=0] 

(s)(i+i+l)   [va = v2-v1, vb = -v2+v3, sref = 0]

  [A=1, B=(1/gb/ga*(ga+gb)), C=0, D=0] 

(s)(i+i+l)   [va = v1, vb = -v2+v3, sref = v2]

  [A=-1, B=(-1/gb/ga*(ga+gb)), C=0, D=0] 

(s)(i+i+l)   [va = v3-v1, vb = v2, sref = v2]

  [A=1, B=(1/gb/ga*(ga+gb)), C=0, D=0] 

(s)(i+i+l)   [va = v2, vb = v3-v1, sref = 0]

  [A=1, B=(1/gb), C=0, D=0] 

(s)(i+i+l)   [va = v3-v1, vb = v2, sref = 0]

  [A=1, B=(1/ga), C=0, D=0] 

(s)(i+i+l)   [va = v3-v1, vb = -v2+v3, sref = 0]

  [A=1, B=(1/ga), C=0, D=0] 

(s)(i+i+l)   [va = v3-v1, vb = v2-v1, sref = 0]

  [A=1, B=(1/ga), C=0, D=0] 

(s)(i+i+l)   [va = -v2+v3, vb = v3-v1, sref = 0]

  [A=1, B=(1/gb), C=0, D=0] 

(s)(i+i+l)   [va = v2-v1, vb = v3-v1, sref = 0]

  [A=1, B=(1/gb), C=0, D=0] 

(s)(i//l)(i)   [va = -v2+v3, vb = v3-v1, sref = 0]

  [A=1, B=(-1/ga), C=0, D=0] 

(s)(i//l)(i)   [va = v2-v1, vb = v3, sref = 0]

  [A=1, B=(1/ga), C=0, D=0] 

(s)(i//l)(i)   [va = v2-v1, vb = -v2+v3, sref = 0]

  [A=1, B=(1/ga), C=0, D=0] 

(s)(i//l)(i)   [va = v2-v1, vb = v3-v1, sref = 0]

  [A=1, B=(1/ga), C=0, D=0] 

(s)(i//l)(i)   [va = v3-v1, vb = -v2+v3, sref = 0]

  [A=1, B=(1/ga), C=0, D=0] 

(s)(i//l)(i)   [va = v3, vb = v2-v1, sref = v3]

  [A=1, B=(1/ga), C=0, D=0] 

(s)(i//l)(i)   [va = -v2+v3, vb = v1, sref = v3]

  [A=-1, B=(1/ga), C=0, D=0] 

(s)(i//l)(i)   [va = v2-v1, vb = v3, sref = v3]

  [A=1, B=(1/ga), C=0, D=0] 

(s)(i//l)(i)   [va = v1, vb = -v2+v3, sref = v3]

  [A=-1, B=(-1/ga), C=0, D=0] 

******************************************************

*****
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******************************************************

*****

THE 6 CASES WITH NON-ZERO PARAMETERS AD: 

s//(i+i)//l   [va = v2, vb = v2]

  [A=1, B=0, C=0, D=1] 

(s//i//l)(i)   [va = v2, vb = v2]

  [A=1, B=0, C=0, D=1] 

(s//i//l)(i)   [va = v2-v1, vb = v2-v1]

  [A=1, B=0, C=0, D=1] 

(s+i+l)(i)   [va = v3-v1, vb = v2-v1]

  [A=1, B=0, C=0, D=1] 

(s+i+l)(i)   [va = -v2+v3, vb = v2-v1]

  [A=1, B=0, C=0, D=1] 

(s+i+l)(i)   [va = v3, vb = v2-v1]

  [A=1, B=0, C=0, D=1] 

******************************************************

*****

THE 1 CASES WITH NON-ZERO PARAMETERS BC: 

(s//i)(i//l)   [va = v2, vb = v1, sref = 0]

  [A=0, B=(-1/gb), C=ga, D=0] 

******************************************************

*****

THE 23 CASES WITH NON-ZERO PARAMETERS BD: 

s+i+l+i   [va = v2, vb = v2-v1]

  [A=0, B=(-1/gb/ga*(ga+gb)), C=0, D=1] 

s+i+l+i   [va = v2-v1, vb = v2]

  [A=0, B=(1/gb/ga*(ga+gb)), C=0, D=1] 

s+i+i+l   [va = v2-v1, vb = v2]

  [A=0, B=((-ga+gb)/gb/ga), C=0, D=1] 

s+i+i+l   [va = v2, vb = v2-v1]

  [A=0, B=(-(-ga+gb)/gb/ga), C=0, D=1] 

s+(i//i)+l   [va = v1, vb = v1]

  [A=0, B=(1/(ga+gb)), C=0, D=1] 

s+i+(i//l)   [va = v1, vb = v1]

  [A=0, B=(-1/(ga+gb)), C=0, D=(1/(ga+gb)*ga)] 

s//i//(i+l)   [va = v1, vb = v1]

  [A=0, B=(-1/gb), C=0, D=((-ga+gb)/gb)] 

(s//i)(i//l)   [va = v1, vb = v1, sref = 0]

  [A=0, B=(-1/gb), C=0, D=(-ga/gb)] 

s+i+l+i   [va = v1, vb = v2]

  [A=0, B=(-1/ga), C=0, D=1] 

s+i+l+i   [va = v1, vb = v3]

  [A=0, B=(-1/ga), C=0, D=1] 

s+i+l+i   [va = v1, vb = v2-v1]

  [A=0, B=(-1/ga), C=0, D=1] 

s+i+l+i   [va = v1, vb = v3-v1]

  [A=0, B=(-1/ga), C=0, D=1] 

s+i+i+l   [va = -v2+v3, vb = v1]

  [A=0, B=(-1/gb), C=0, D=1] 

s+i+i+l   [va = v2-v1, vb = v1]

  [A=0, B=(-1/gb), C=0, D=1] 

s+i+i+l   [va = v2, vb = v1]

  [A=0, B=(-1/gb), C=0, D=1] 

s+i+i+l   [va = v1, vb = -v2+v3]

  [A=0, B=(-1/ga), C=0, D=1] 

s+i+i+l   [va = v1, vb = v2-v1]

  [A=0, B=(-1/ga), C=0, D=1] 

s+i+i+l   [va = v1, vb = v2]

  [A=0, B=(-1/ga), C=0, D=1] 

(s+i+l)(i)   [va = v3-v1, vb = v3]

  [A=0, B=(1/ga), C=0, D=1] 

(s+i+l)(i)   [va = v3, vb = v3-v1]

  [A=0, B=(-1/ga), C=0, D=1] 

(s+i+l)(i)   [va = v1, vb = v3-v1]

  [A=0, B=(-1/ga), C=0, D=1] 

(s+i+l)(i)   [va = v1, vb = -v2+v3]

  [A=0, B=(-1/ga), C=0, D=1] 

(s+i+l)(i)   [va = v1, vb = v3]

  [A=0, B=(-1/ga), C=0, D=1] 

******************************************************

*****

THE 3 CASES WITH NON-ZERO PARAMETERS ABC: 

s+i+(i//l)   [va = v2, vb = v2-v1]

  [A=((ga+gb)/gb), B=(1/gb), C=(-ga), D=0] 

s+i+(i//l)   [va = v2, vb = v1]

  [A=(-ga/gb), B=(-1/gb), C=(-ga), D=0] 

(s//i)(i//l)   [va = v2, vb = v2-v1, sref = 0]

  [A=1, B=(1/gb), C=ga, D=0] 

******************************************************

*****

THE 24 CASES WITH NON-ZERO PARAMETERS ABD: 

s+i+l+i   [va = v2, vb = v3-v1]

  [A=-1, B=(-1/gb/ga*(ga+gb)), C=0, D=1] 

s+i+l+i   [va = v3, vb = v2-v1]

  [A=1, B=(-1/gb/ga*(ga+gb)), C=0, D=1] 

s+i+l+i   [va = v2-v1, vb = v3]

  [A=1, B=(1/gb/ga*(ga+gb)), C=0, D=1] 

s+i+l+i   [va = v3-v1, vb = v2]

  [A=-1, B=(1/gb/ga*(ga+gb)), C=0, D=1] 

s+i+i+l   [va = -v2+v3, vb = v2-v1]

  [A=1, B=(1/gb/ga*(ga+gb)), C=0, D=1] 

s+i+i+l   [va = v2-v1, vb = -v2+v3]

  [A=1, B=(1/gb/ga*(ga+gb)), C=0, D=1] 

s+(i//i)+l   [va = v2, vb = v2-v1]

  [A=((ga+gb)/gb), B=(-1/gb), C=0, D=1] 

s+(i//i)+l   [va = v2, vb = v1]

  [A=(-ga/gb), B=(1/gb), C=0, D=1] 

s+(i//i)+l   [va = v2-v1, vb = v2-v1]

  [A=1, B=(-1/(ga+gb)), C=0, D=1] 

s+(i//i)+l   [va = v2-v1, vb = v1]

  [A=(-1/(-ga+gb)*ga), B=(1/(-ga+gb)), C=0, D=1] 

s+i+(i//l)   [va = v2-v1, vb = v2-v1]

  [A=1, B=(1/(ga+gb)), C=0, D=(1/(ga+gb)*ga)] 

s//i//(i+l)   [va = v2-v1, vb = v2-v1]

  [A=1, B=(1/gb), C=0, D=((-ga+gb)/gb)] 

(s//i)(i//l)   [va = v2-v1, vb = v2-v1, sref = 0]

  [A=1, B=(1/gb), C=0, D=(-ga/gb)] 

s+i+i+l   [va = -v2+v3, vb = v3-v1]

  [A=1, B=(1/gb), C=0, D=1] 

s+i+i+l   [va = v3-v1, vb = -v2+v3]

  [A=1, B=(1/ga), C=0, D=1] 

s+i+i+l   [va = v3-v1, vb = v2-v1]

  [A=1, B=(1/ga), C=0, D=1] 

s+i+i+l   [va = v3-v1, vb = v2]

  [A=1, B=(1/ga), C=0, D=1] 

s+i+i+l   [va = v2-v1, vb = v3-v1]

  [A=1, B=(1/gb), C=0, D=1] 

s+i+i+l   [va = v2, vb = v3-v1]

  [A=1, B=(1/gb), C=0, D=1] 

(s+i+l)(i)   [va = v3-v1, vb = -v2+v3]

  [A=1, B=(1/ga), C=0, D=1] 

(s+i+l)(i)   [va = -v2+v3, vb = v3-v1]

  [A=1, B=(-1/ga), C=0, D=1] 

(s+i+l)(i)   [va = v2-v1, vb = v3-v1]

  [A=1, B=(1/ga), C=0, D=1] 

(s+i+l)(i)   [va = v2-v1, vb = -v2+v3]

  [A=1, B=(1/ga), C=0, D=1] 

(s+i+l)(i)   [va = v2-v1, vb = v3]

  [A=1, B=(1/ga), C=0, D=1] 

******************************************************

*****

THE 9 CASES WITH NON-ZERO PARAMETERS ACD: 

s//(i+i)//l   [va = v2, vb = v2-v1]

  [A=1, B=0, C=(-gb*ga/(ga+gb)), D=1] 

s//(i+i)//l   [va = v2-v1, vb = v2]

  [A=1, B=0, C=(gb*ga/(ga+gb)), D=1] 
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s//i//i//l   [va = v1, vb = v1]

  [A=1, B=0, C=(ga+gb), D=1] 

s//(i+i)//l   [va = v1, vb = v2]

  [A=1, B=0, C=(-ga), D=1] 

s//(i+i)//l   [va = v1, vb = v2-v1]

  [A=1, B=0, C=(-ga), D=1] 

(s//i//l)(i)   [va = v1, vb = v2]

  [A=1, B=0, C=ga, D=1] 

(s//i//l)(i)   [va = v1, vb = v2-v1]

  [A=1, B=0, C=ga, D=1] 

(s//i//l)(i)   [va = v2, vb = v2-v1]

  [A=1, B=0, C=ga, D=1] 

(s//i//l)(i)   [va = v2-v1, vb = v2]

  [A=1, B=0, C=(-ga), D=1] 

******************************************************

*****

THE 3 CASES WITH NON-ZERO PARAMETERS BCD: 

s//i//(i+l)   [va = v2, vb = v1]

  [A=0, B=(-1/gb), C=ga, D=1] 

s//i//(i+l)   [va = v2-v1, vb = v1]

  [A=0, B=(-1/gb), C=ga, D=((ga+gb)/gb)] 

(s//i)(i//l)   [va = v2-v1, vb = v1, sref = 0]

  [A=0, B=(-1/gb), C=ga, D=(ga/gb)] 

******************************************************

*****

THE 7 CASES WITH NON-ZERO PARAMETERS ABCD: 

s+i+(i//l)   [va = v2-v1, vb = v1]

  [A=-ga/(-ga+gb), B=-1/(-ga+gb), C=-ga*gb/(-ga+gb), D=-ga/(-

ga+gb)]

s+i+(i//l)   [va = v2-v1, vb = v2]

  [A=((ga+gb)/ga), B=(1/ga), C=gb, D=1] 

s+i+(i//l)   [va = v1, vb = v2-v1]

  [A=gb/(-ga+gb), B=1/(-ga+gb), C=-ga*gb/(-ga+gb), D=- ga/(-

ga+gb)]

s+i+(i//l)   [va = v1, vb = v2]

  [A=(-gb/ga), B=(-1/ga), C=gb, D=1] 

s//i//(i+l)   [va = v1, vb = v2-v1]

  [A=1, B=(1/gb), C=ga, D=((ga+gb)/gb)] 

s//i//(i+l)   [va = v2, vb = v2-v1]

  [A=1, B=(1/gb), C=ga, D=1] 

(s//i)(i//l)   [va = v1, vb = v2-v1, sref = 0]

  [A=1, B=(1/gb), C=ga, D=(ga/gb)] 

******************************************************

*****

END OF NON-FLOATING INPUT CASES (133 CASES) 

******************************************************

*****

******************************************************

*****

FLOATING INPUT GRAPHS 

******************************************************

*****

THE 9 CASES WITH NON-ZERO PARAMETERS B: 

(s)(i//i//l)   [va = v3-v1, vb = v3-v1]

  [A=0, B=(1/(ga+gb)), C=0, D=0] 

(s)(i+i+l)   [va = v4-v2, vb = v2-v1]

  [A=0, B=(1/gb/ga*(ga+gb)), C=0, D=0] 

(s)(i+i+l)   [va = v3-v2, vb = v4-v1]

  [A=0, B=(1/gb), C=0, D=0] 

(s)(i+i+l)   [va = v4-v2, vb = v4-v1]

  [A=0, B=(1/gb), C=0, D=0] 

(s)(i+i+l)   [va = v2, vb = v4-v1]

  [A=0, B=(1/gb), C=0, D=0] 

(s)(i//l)(i)   [va = v3-v1, vb = v4-v3]

  [A=0, B=(1/ga), C=0, D=0] 

(s)(i//l)(i)   [va = v4-v1, vb = v3]

  [A=0, B=(1/ga), C=0, D=0] 

(s)(i//l)(i)   [va = v4-v1, vb = v3-v1]

  [A=0, B=(1/ga), C=0, D=0] 

(s)(i//l)(i)   [va = v4-v1, vb = v3-v2]

  [A=0, B=(1/ga), C=0, D=0] 

******************************************************

*****

THE 1 CASES WITH NON-ZERO PARAMETERS AB: 

(s)(i//i//l)   [va = v2, vb = v3-v1]

  [A=(ga/gb), B=(1/gb), C=0, D=0] 

******************************************************

*****

THE 1 CASES WITH NON-ZERO PARAMETERS BC: 

(s//i)(i//l)   [va = v2, vb = v3-v1]

  [A=0, B=(1/gb), C=ga, D=0] 

******************************************************

*****

THE 1 CASES WITH NON-ZERO PARAMETERS BD: 

(s//i)(i//l)   [va = v3-v1, vb = v3-v1]

  [A=0, B=(1/gb), C=0, D=(-ga/gb)] 

******************************************************

****

END OF FLOATING INPUT CASES (12 CASES) 

******************************************************

****
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C

cables, 57 
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corner-frequency, 27 

correlated noise, 31 

cross coupling, 56, 74 

D

de-embedding, 47 

device under test, 45 

differential pair, 21 

distortion, 90 

distortion cancelling, 90, 103 

distributed amplification, 2 

dynamic range, 32 

E

equivalent input noise voltage, 27 

excess noise factor, 53 

F

F, 25, 28, 42, 51 

feedback, 88 

feed-forward, 29, 66, 69 

ferrite transformers, 60 

flicker noise, 26, 69 

forward gain, 16, 43 

forward voltage gain, 10 

frequency compensation, 107 

frequency response, 13 

functional requirements, 11, 12, 14 

G

gate resistance, 37 

gate-fingers, 37 

I

IM distortion, 91 

impedance matching, 13, 54, 59 

L

low-IF, 26 

low-noise amplifier, 2 

low-noise techniques, 51 

M

matching device, 66 

microwave tuner, 45 

Miller capacitance, 101, 107 

multi-band, 4 

multi-mode, 4 

N

NEF, 25 

negative feedback, 59 

NF, 25, 45 

NF-meter, 45 

noise, 25 

Noise and distortion cancelling, 96 

noise and power matching, 87, 103, 162 

noise calibration, 46 

noise cancelling, 65, 68, 69, 74, 78, 85, 89, 96 

noise excess factor, 25 

noise factor, 25, 37, 46, 51 

noise figure, 25, 42, 45 

noise power spectral density, 25 

noise resistance, 27 

noise temperature, 27 

O

overloading, 13 

R

reference impedance, 43 
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reference planes, 46 

reflection coefficient, 43, 59 

reverse gain, 16, 43 

reverse voltage gain, 10 

robustness, 85 

S

S-parameters, 43 

sensitivity, 1, 2, 13 

shunt peaking, 111 

shunt-feedback, 54, 120 

shunt-peaking, 109 

signal reflections, 13 

signal-to-noise ratio, 25, 51 

Small-signal transfers, 28 

software-defined radio, 4 

spot noise figure, 27 

stability, 13, 17, 36, 158 

substrate contacts, 37 

Systematic generation methodology, 8 

T

T-coil, 110 

termination, 13 

trade-off between F and matching, 114 

transconductance, 25 

transconductor, 18 

transformer, 13, 60, 83 

transformer-feedback, 60 

transmission parameters, 9, 10, 14, 16, 159 

two-port amplifiers, 14, 20 

two-port circuit, 8 

two-port noise model, 27 

U

unconditional stability, 13, 16, 158 

unilateral model, 35 

V

variable gain, 32 

VCCS, 7 

video broadcasting, 4 

Voltage Controlled Current Sources, 7 

voltage standing wave ratio, 40, 43 

W

wide band amplifier, 7, 10, 32, 60 

wide-band, 3, 51 

wide-band matching, 2 
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